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TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 
Texas Tech is a state-assisted, multipurpose university of approximately 29,000 
students enrolled in ten colleges-Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, 
Architecture, Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, 
Honors, Human Sciences, Mass Communications and Visual and Performing Arts. The 
Graduate School and the School of Law provide graduate and professional programs. 
The Texas Tech Health Sciences Center-a separate institution-shares the Lubbock 
campus with the University. The common-campus arrangement, with a law school, is 
unique among the state's higher education institutions. 
As is necessary for an educational institution of its scope and purpose.Texas 
Tech operates in several locations. Beyond its 1,839-acre Lubbock campus-all in 
one tract-the University operates agricultural and biological facilities at Texas Tech 
University atAmarillo, various research activities at the East Campus Research Cen-
ter, and the Institute of Environmental and Human Health at Reese Center. Other 
agricultural research and teaching facilities are in Lubbock County. The Texas Tech 
University Center at Junction, in the Texas Hill Country, is a 411-acre unit including 
teaching, conference, and lodging facilities.There are Texas Tech University recog-
nized Higher Education Teaching Sites at Amarillo, at Abilene, at Fredericksburg and 
at Highland Lakes.Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center is a multi-campus 
institution with Lubbock as the administrative center and regional campuses at Ama-
rillo, El Paso and Odessa. 
Paul Whitfield Horn, the first president of Texas Tech, drew from the broad open 
plains ofWestTexas his vision for the institution. "Let us make the work of our col-
lege fit into the scope of our country," he said. "Let our thoughts be big 
thoughts and broad thoughts. Let our thinking be in world-wide terms." 
Horn's challenge to Texas Tech, now embarked on its eighty-second year, continues 
as a viable force. His insight is most evident as we-faculty, staff, and students, alum-
ni, supporters, and friends-strive to shape the University's programs and activities 
to meet the highest standards of excellence in teaching, research, and public service. 
ALMA MATER 
"MATADOR SONG" 
Fight, Matadors, for Tech! 
Songs of love we'll sing to thee. 
Bear our banners far and wide, 
Ever to be our pride. 
Fearless champions ever be. 
Stand on heights of victory. 
Strive for honor evermore, 
Long live the Matadors. 
II 
Student Union Building (courtyard) Photograph by Artie Limmer 
Te,ry Allen (b. 1943), Read Reader, 2002, Bronze 
Known for its narrative content, Teny Allen's work illuminates human foibles with metaphor and wit. Allen's artwork challenges long-
established values and institutions, daring the viewer to think, question, and reevaluate beliefs and views about the world (and art). 
Standing between two large repositories of books on Texas Tech's campus, Allen's bronze sculpture depicts a figure in forward motion 
made entirely out of cast books. The spines of eight books are aligned vertically to make up the backbone of the figure, and a book splayed 
open on its head resembles a graduation hat. 
With an irreverent spirit and "tongue firmly planted in cheek," the artist selected old self-help books for their hackneyed titles and warped, 
wavy pages. The artist employed a burnout casting process to ensure that embossed lenering and delicate textures of pages were retained. 
Watchful viewers are drawn to the work for its treasure-hunt qualities, smiling as they spot titles such as He Got Hungry and Forgot His Man-
ners, Confessions of a Conservative, What Every Woman Should Know about Love and Marriage, and Keep Calm If You Can. 
In a sardonic poke at the youthful clumsiness that one experiences during any new intellectual pursuit, the artist cast the College Edition 
Dictionary upside down in the figure's hands-for to grow intellectually one must lose the fear of being wrong, looking lost, or shedding previ-
:>usly held beliefs. 
Dorothy L. Sayers once said, "Books ... are like lobster shells, we surround ourselves with 'em, then we grow out of 'em and leave 'em 
iehind, as evidence of our earlier stages of development." 
Allen's fanciful sculpture invites viewers to examine the shell-like layers of books that they outgrow during their academic quests. 
Allen was born in Kansas, grew up in Lubbock, and studied at Chouinard Art Institute in Los Angeles. In addition to his artworks in Lub-
:OCX• Allen's works are included in prominent collections around the nation, including the Los Angeles County Museum of A.It, the San Fran-
isco Museum of Modern A.It, the Dallas Museum of A.It, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, and the Museum of Modern Art in 
few York. He also has completed more than 20 major public art projects at sites such as the George Bush Intercontinental Airport in Houston, 
ie L.A. Louver Gallery in Venice, Calif., Sony Pictures Entertainment in Culver City, Calif. and the Denver International Airport in Denver, 
olo. 
, . In addition to sculpture, Allen is a songwriter. His songs have been recorded by numerous recording artists and he has recorded 12 CDs 
h'.s own. He has produced works in painting, video, musical and theatrical performances and written music for television and film. He has 
ceIVed National Endowment for the Arts Fellowships, a Guggenheim Fellowship, New York's 'Bessie' Award, San Francisco's Isadora Duncan 
vard, and was inducted_ into the Buddy Holly Walk of Fame in Lubbock in 1997. 
Ill 
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COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM 




Introduction of Commencement Speaker 
Commencement Address 
Conferring of Degrees 
Presentation of Doctoral Candidates 
Presentation of Master Candidates 
Presentation of Bachelor Candidates 
Recognition of Outstanding Students, 
Class of 2005 




Dr. Jon Whitmore 
President 
Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
Mr. J. Frank Miller, Ill 
Vice Chair, Board of Regents 
Dr. David R. Smith 
Chancellor 
Dr. William M. Marcy 
Provost and Sr. Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
Dr. Kishor C. Mehta 
Hom Professor in Civil Engineering 
Dr. Jon Whitmore 
Dr. William M. Marcy 
Dr. John Borrelli, Dean of the 
Graduate School 
Dr. John Borrelli 
Dr. Andrew Vemooy, Dean of the College of Architecture 
Dr. Garry Owens, Dean of the College of 
V1Sual and Performing Arts 
Dr. Pamela A. Eibeck, Dean of the College of 
Engineering 
Dr. Jane Wmer, Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences 
Dr. William M. Marcy 
Dr. Jon Whitmore 
Mr. Robert Rogers 
Senior Music Major 
Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
*Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional 
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Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
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Vice Chair, Board of Regents 
Dr. Jon Whitmore 
Dr. Kishor C. Mehta 
Hom Professor in Civil Engineering 
Dr. Jon Whitmore 
Dr. William M. Marcy 
Provost and Sr. Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
Dr. John Borrelli, Dean of the 
Graduate School 
Dr. John Borrelli 
Dr. Sheryl L. Santos, Dean of the College of Education 
Dr. Dennis Harp, Associate Dean of the College of 
Mass Communications 
Dr. Linda C. Hoover, Dean of the College of 
Human Sciences 
Dr. Allen T. Mcinnes, Dean of the Jerry S. Rawls 
College of Business Administration 
Dr. Marvin J. Cepica, Dean of the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources 
Dr. William M. Marcy 
Dr. Jon Whitmore 
Mr. Robert Rogers 
Senior Music Major 
Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
*Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional 
V 
Graduating Seniors of 
Texas Tech University 




Stephen Daniel Beall 
Brady Alan Becker 
Phillip Nathan Beverly 
Elisabeth Briana Blech 
Brianne Noel Braudt 
Joel Michael Clark 
Emily Rebecca Courtney · 
Cody James Faulk 
Jason Lane Finch 
Andrew Boone Francis 
Meghan Katherine Freiley 
Amanda Brooke Gage 
Bethany Ann Green 
Lisa Jane Ham 
David John Hasting 
Robin Woolley Henne 
William Michael Henne 
William Ryan Hightower 
Garrett Neal Irwin 
Kayla Lynett Jackson 
Ryan Wayne Jacobs 
Sara Loraine Krah! 
Samantha Aileen Keehn 
Mark Ray Kellermeier 
Rachael Michelle Langston 
Leah Marie Long-Royal 
Jonathan Paul Mannas 
Robin Denise McClure 
Seth Thomas Murphy 
Jody Jeremiah Nichols 
Katrina Cheri Petney 
Seth Lee Phillips 
Stacey Rayann Price 
Kelsey Leigh Overton 
Justin Michael Roberts 
Carolina Robles 
Julie Ann Salinas 
Kacie Dahn Schlegel 
Leah Nicole Smith 
Crystal Renee Sumner 
Lance Alan Wright 
Shelby Elizabeth Yowell 
COLLEGE HONOR CORDS 
Agricultural Sciences and 
Natural Resources 
Architecture 






Visual & Performing Arts 
VI 
Green 
White & Gold 
Royal Blue 
Royal Blue & Gold 





INDMDUAL COLLEGE RECEPTIONS 
Immediately Following Ceremony 
Agricultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources 
Architecture 






Visual and Performing Arts 
Rotunda Area, New Animal Science Building 
Architecture Gallery Courtyard 
Hallway Area in front of Room 104 
in Holden Hall 
Business Administration Rotunda 
Room 001, Basement of the Education Building 
Engineering Center Courtyard 
El Centro-Human Sciences Building 
Merket Alumni Center 
School of Art Foyer 
Arts and Sciences graduates may pick up their diploma in Holden Hall 
near the South entrance (facing Will Rogers' statue). 
OTHER CEREMONIES 
Saturday, May 14, 2005 
Military Commissioning 2:00 p.m. International Cultural Center 
Reception Immediately Following 
Saturday, May 14, 2005 
Law School 6:00 p.m. United Spirit Arena 
VII 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
Mr. L. Frederick "Rick'' Francis, Chair 
Mr. J. Frank Miller, HI, Vice Chair 
Mr. Larry K. Anders 
Mr. C. Robert Black 
Mr. F. Scott Dueser 
Mr. Mark Griffin 
Mr. Dan T. Serna 
Mrs. Windy Sitton 
Dr. Bob L. Stafford 
CONVOCATIONS COMMITTEE 
Dr. Carol Layton, Chairperson 
Dr. Tara Stevens, Co-Chair 
Dr. Charlie Adams 
Dr. Gretchen Adams 
Dr. Roberta Allen 
Dr. Christine Alvarado 
Dr. Shane Blum 
Dr. James Brink 
Dr. William R. Burkett 
Dr. Dennis Cogan 
Dr. Lee Duemer 
Ms. Peggy Flores 
Dr. Elizabeth Hall 
Ms. Laura Heinz 
Dr. Lynn Huffman 
Dr. Kimball Miles 
Dr. Sylvia Mendez-Morse 
Dr. Susan Myers 
Prof. Michael Parkinson 
Dr. Lane Powell 
Dr. Randall Russ 
Dr. Leslie Thompson 
ADMINISTRATIVE REPRESENTATIVES 
Agricultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources 
Architecture 








Visual and Performing Arts 
VIII 
Ms. Ramona Johnson 
Ms. Anna Martinez 
Ms. Kim Mills 
Ms. Jo Beth Brenholtz 
Ms. Irene Berger 
Ms. Pearl Trevino 
Ms. Gloria McNeme 
Ms. Cheryl Carroll 
Ms. Ann Bush 
Ms.Janet Wright 
Ms. Kathy Nordstrom 
Agricultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources 
Architecture 





Graduate School 9:00 a.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
Mass Communications 
Visual & Performing Arts 
Agricultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources 
Architecture 




Graduate School 9:00 a.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
Honors College 9:00 a.m. 
1:30 p .m. 
Human Sciences 
Mass Communications 
Visual and Performing Arts 
COLLEGE READERS 
Dr. Cary Green 
Prof. Glenn E. Hill 
Dr. Donald R. Walker 
Dr. David Malone 
Dr. Margaret Johnson 
Mr. Derrick Ginter 
Dr. Steven Harris 
Dr. David Roach 
Dr. Clifford B. Fedler 
Prof. Robert Wernsman 
Prof. Karl D. Dent 
BANNER BEARERS 
Mr. Mark Ray Kellermeier and 
Ms. Kelsey Leigh Overton 
Ms. Abby Spicer Andrews 
Ms. Tracy Lynn McAskill 
Mr. Jody Jeremiah Nichols 
Ms. Leah Nicole Smith 
Mr. David John Hasting 
Mr. Troy Ainsworth 
Ms. Amy Rebecca McKenzie 
Mr. William M. Henne 
Ms. Candence Royal 
Ms. Julie Ann Salinas 
Ms. Amanda Lynn Luster 
Ms. Bethany Ann Green 
FACULTY BANNER BEARERS 
9:00 a.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
Dr. Michael K. Schoenecke 
Associate Professor 
Department of English 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Dr. Cynthia L. Akers 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Agricultural Education and Communications 
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources 
IX 
11IE TEXAS TECH UNIVERSI1Y PRESIDENTIAL MACE 
The Texas Tech University Presidential Mace is the symbolic staff 
of power and authority of the University. The mace is crowned by a flame 
symbolizing the light of Knowledge. It is constructed of lathed and molded 
bronze that has been covered with a layer of 24K gold. The school crest is pre-
sented on either side directly under the flame. Hand-rubbed black walnut has 
been used for the connecting shafts . 
• 
The mace was designed by Robly A. Glover, an Associate Professor of 
Art atTexasTech University. Mr. Glover's artwork is shown throughout the 
United States. His work has recently been included in the permanent collec-




Dr. Wayne C. Hobbs 
Professor 
School of Music 
College of Visual and Performing Arts 
Dr. Robert McDonald 
Assistant Professor 
Area of Marketing 
Rawls College of Business 
INTERNATIONAL FLAGS 
From earliest times flags have served as symbols of ideals, aspirations and loyal-
ties, representing in modem times the national states and invoking sentiments 
of pride and patriotism. Every flag has its own tale, with the symbols and the 
colors having meaning for each nation. Texas Tech University has students 
from every state of the United States and from more than 100 other countries. 
It is with pride that the University displays the colors of those countries who 
have representatives among our students. 
X 
111E GRADUATE SCHOOL 
l)()CTOR Of EDUCATION 
Nathan Thorngren Allen, Tucumcari, New Mexico 
B.S., Northwest Missouri State University, 1991 
M.S., Colorado State University, 1993 
msse,tat/on: •Career Lines of Chief 
Academic Officers at Rural Two-Year 
Colleges~ 
Major Professoc. Brent D. Cejda 
TiJllOthy Brooks Chandler, Junction, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Angelo State University, 1979 
M.A., Southwestern Baptise n,eological Seminary, 1987 
DissertaJion: •An Assessment of the 
Integration Level of Computer 
Technology in Communication Studies 
at Baptist Colleges and Universities• 
Major Professors: Bonita K. Butner 
and Brent D. Cejda 
Amy Rebecca McKenzie, Allentown, Pennsylvania 
B.S., Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, 1998 
M.ED., Texas Tech University, 2000 
Dts:serlarlon, • A Case Study of the 
Emerging Literacy Supports in a 
Center-Based Education Program 
for Students Who are Oeafblind" 
Major Professor: Roseanna Davidson 
Berhl L Roberl5on,Jr., Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1985 
M.ED., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Dissertation: "The Financial Effects 
of Wealth Equalization Legislation 
on Propeny Wealthy School Districts 
in Texas• 
Major Professors, Fred J. Hanmeister 
and Arturo Olivarez 
Dorothy Ann Woodson, Fort Worth, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Tarleton State University, 1991 
M.S., Tarleton State University, 1991 
Dissertation: 'Mass Media as an 
Extension Delivery Method in :in 
Urban County" 
Major Professors: James R. Linder 
and David E. Lawver 
DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS 
Amy ll<bblngton, Shropshire, United Kingdom (Is) 
B.A., University of Huddersfield, 1996 
M.A., University of Huddersfield, 1997 
Major Professor: John H. Dickson 
Stephanie Lynn Ezerman, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
(111 absentia) 
B. of Music, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, 1996 
B.S .• Dominican House of Studies, 1996 
M. of Music., Texas Tech University, 1999 
Major Professor, John H. Gilbert 
Tuglnla Lynn Hartsook, Lufkin, Texas 
(111 absentia) 
B. of Music, Stephen F. Austin State University, 2001 
M. of Music, Texas Tech University, 2003 
Major Professor, David L. Shea 
TonyaJane Lawson, Tullahoma, Tennessee 
(In abse11tfa) 
B.A., Middle Tennessee State University, 2000 
M, of Musk, Texas Tech University, 2003 
Major Professor: David L Shea 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Mark Stephen Adams, Lehi, Utah 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Brigham Young University, 1996 
M.S., University of Arizona, 1999 
Dissenatlon: 'Elderly Couples• 
Major Professor: Steve M. Harris 
IftWw, >Jmwl, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., University of Punjab, 1990 
M.S., University of Punjab, 1990 
lo.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Dissenation, "Study of Self Heating 
11\ GaN/ AfGaN Heterostructure FET 
Using Visible and Ultraviolet 
Mkro-Raman Spectroscopy" 
M.lJOr Professor, Mark W. Holtz 











Marriage & Family Therapy 
Physics 
11 
Troy Michael Ainsworth, Texarkana, Texas Land Use Planning Mgt & Design 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1996 
Dissertation: "Modernism Contested: 
Frank Lloyd Wright in Venice and the 
Masier Memorial Debate" 
Major Professor: Michael A. Jones 
Hadi Sadek Al~Horr, Beirut, Lebanon Business Administralion 
B.8.A., American University of Beirut, 1996 
M.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2000 
Dissertation: 11Redefining Organizational 
Cross Border Cooperative Strategies 
Within Economically Integrated Regions: 
The Case of Mergers and Acquisitions and 
Strategic Alliances within the European Union" 
Major Professor: Marvin Washington 
Brian Richard Am.man, Pueblo, Colorado Zoology 
(In absentia) 
S.S., University of Southern Colorado, 1994 
M.S., University of Southern Colorado. 1999 
Dtssenation: "Molecular Systematics of 
Peromyscus and Allies Based on Nuclear 
and Mitochondrial DNA Sequences• 
Major Professor: Roben D. Bradley 
Vicki Dorothy Baker, Denton, Texas Fine Arts (Music) 
B.A., Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, 1976 
M.A., Texas Woman's University, 2002 
Dissertation: ""The Relationship between 
Job Satisfaction and the Perception of 
Administrative Support among Early 
career Secondary Choral Music Educators~ 
Major Professor: Janice N. Killian 
Amanda Lee Banks, El Paso, Texas Counselor Education 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1990 
M.ED., Texas Tech UniverSity, 1997 
Dissertation: "Psychosocial Development 
of Student Athletes at a Predominantly 
White Division -I Institution" 
Major Professors: Aretha F. Marbley 
and Loretta). Bradley 
Allison Page Boye, Houston, Texas English 
8.A., College of William and Mary, 1997 
M.A., Bowling Green State University, 2000 
Disserlalion: 0 White Cell: The Construction 
of Whiteness With the Female Body in 
Contemporary American Novels and Popular Culture• 
Major Professor: Marjean D. Purintofl 
Kaylene Brown, Lubbock, Texas Counselor Education 
BGS, Texas Tech University, 1997 
M.EO., Texas Tech Universiry, 1999 
Dissertation: •using Motion Pictures 
to Enhance Counselor Effectiveness in 
Conducting Grief Counseling" 
Major Professor: Lorena J. Bradley 
William Gregory Bulls, Lubbock, Texas Fine Arts (Music) 
8.A., University of North Texas, 1976 
M.M.EO., Texas Tech University, 2000 
Dl'ssertation: 11Harmonic Anraction 
and Functional Discharge" 
Major Professor: Matthew S. Santa 
Michael David Butcher, Lubbock, Texas Electrical Engineering 
B.S., West Texas A&M University, 1995 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1998 
Dissertation: NMechanisms of Charge 
Conduction and Breakdown in Liquid 
Dielectrics~ 
Major Professor: Andreas A. Neuber 
Brian Lynn cannon, Trussville, AJabama Physics 
B.S., Auburn University. 1997 
M.S .• Texas Tech University, 2000 
Dissertation: "Spectroscopic 
Characterization of Ordered 
Nanodomains in Self.Assembling 
Fluid Lipid Bilayers" 
Major Professor: Kwan Hon Cheng 
TyraJ Carter, Lubbock, Texas Family & Cons Sci Educ 
S.S., Tex.as Tech University, 19n 
M.S,, Texas Tech University, 1978 
Dissertation: NEffects of P.irental 
Nutrition Education on Anitudes 
and Practices Related to Child 
Feeding and Overweight" 
Major Professor: Carmen R. Roman-Shriver 
Doctor of Philosophy (co11tlnlled) 
Richard Kyle Cbambllss, Anahll2c, Tens 
B.S., Sam Houston State University, 1999 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1999 
M.S. jn Peuolcum F.ngincering, Texas Tech University, 2001 
Dissertation: 'Developing Plunge,r 
Slipp>ge Equation for Rod-Dr,,wn 
Oil Well Pumps' 
Major Professor. James Lea 
and Paulus Adi.soemarta 
Dlanjun Chen, Henan, P. R. China 
B.S., SichU20 Union University, 1994 
M.S., Sichuan University, 1997 
DissertaJion.: 'Functionaliution 
of Ole6ns and Asymmetric Holo 
AJdol Reaction• 
Major Professor: Guigen Li 
I-Fan Cbco, Lubbock, Texas 
8.A., Texas Tech University. 1991 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1994 
Dissertation: "Un E.studio Ana.litico 
De Elena Soriano y Su Cuentistica 
en La Voda Pequena y Tres Sueilos 
y Otros Cuentos• 
Major Professor: Janet Perez 
Uzhong Chen, Jiangxi, P. R. China 
B.S., Southwest Jiaotong Universicy, 1993 
Dissertation: "Vector Time-Va,ying 
Autoregressive (tvar) Models and 
their Application to Downburst 
Wind Speeds" 
Major Professor. Christopher W. Letchford 
Shu-Yun Cheng. Tainan, Taiwan 
B.A., Chinese Culture University, 1997 
M.S., Florida lntem:nional University, 1999 
Dtssertatlon: "An Evaluation of 
Heritage Tourism lnterprct2.tion 
Services in Taiwan• 
Major Profc.ssors: Virginia C. Felstehausen 
and Chill-Kang Wu 
Nlng-Kuaog Chuang, Tainan, Taiwan 
B.S., Purdue University, 1995 
M.A., New York University, 1997 
Dissertation: -Hospitality Srudents 
Career Development and their Intention to 
their career Choice in the Hospitality 
lndusuy After Graduation' 
Major Professor: Kok Bcng Goh 
Mark Haymond Condtt, Littleton, Colorado 
B.S., Metropolitan State College of Denver, 1969 
B.A., University of Color,,do-Boulder, 1996 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1999 
Dlssertalion: •characteristia or the 
Quiescent Dryline from a case Study Perspective' 
Major Professor: Richard E. Peterson 
Roy Wayne Counts, Midland, Texas 
B.B.A .• University of Texas-Permian Basin, 1985 
M.S. in Accounting, Texas Tech UniVcrsity, 1995 
Dissertation: •social Security 
Privatization Proposals: An 
Analysis of Winners and Losers" 
Major Professor: Robert C. Ricketts 
Rae Anne Dodds, Bixby, Oklahoma 
(/11 abset1lia) 
Diswtation: "The No Child Left 
Behind Act (nclb): A Texas Economic 
Analysis of Accountability" 
Major Professor, Robert P. McComb· 
Clay Travis E.Wott. New castle, Wyoming 
(lna~nti,u 
B.S., Colorado State University, 1994 
M.S., Texas Tech Universi,y, 1998 
Dissertation: •Evaluation of Estrus 
Synchronization and Non-Surgical 
Anilicial Insemination of Sheep• 
Major Professor. Samuel P. Jackson 
In Yong Eom, Kangwon-Do, south Korea 
B.S., Kangweon National University, 1995 
M.S., Kangweon National University, 1997 
Dissertation, ' Application of Light 
Emitting Diodes as Solid State Light 
sources in Analytical Chemistry" 
Ma)Or Professor: Purnendu Kumar Dasgupta 
April Cbandlcr Foreman, Louisburg, Kansas 
B.A., Pittsburg State Univel"Sity, 1997 
Dissertation: "The Relationship berween 
Needs S3tisfaction and Outcomes in 
Graduate School: A Self Determination 
Theory Perspective" 














Scott Rcap.n Franklin, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Waylond Baptist University, 1998 
B.S., Wayland Baptist University, 1998 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 2000 
Dissertallou: • A. Computation 
Three-Field Methodology for 
Non-Conforming Finite Elements 
Over Pan.itioned Domains• 
Major Professor: Philip W. Smith 
Luis Andre Garcia. Lakewood, Color,,do 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Colorodo State University, 1991 
M.S., American Grad School of International Mgmt, 1993 
Dissertation: •Measuring Accountml.S' Professionalism• 
Major Professor. James C. Lampe 
Jeremy Ryan GIibertson, Burkburnett, Texas 
B.S., University of Nonh Texas, 1998 
Dissertation: "'Real-Time Detection of 
Telomerase in a Microelectromeehanical 
Systems Platform' 
Major Professor. Lauren S. Gollahon 
JohoJoscph Granier, Crosby, Texas 
(In abseutia) 
B.S., Texas Tech Universi,y, 2001 
M.S. in Mechanical Engineering, Texas Tech University, 2003 
Dissertation: "Combustion 
Ch:ar:aaeri.slics of Al Nantr 
Particles and Nano-Composite AVmoo3" 
Major Professors: James W. Oler 
and Michelle Pantoya 
Syed Aun Hassan, Lahore, Pakistan 
B.A., University of Punjab, 1995 
M.A., University of Punjab, 1995 
Dissertation: •Essays in Applied 
Financial Economics• 
Major Professor: lbomas L Steinmeier 
Talal Hussein Hassoun, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Penland State University, 1969 
M.S., Portland State University, 1974 
M.S. in Petroleum Engineering, Texas Tech University, 2002 
Dissertation: "Closed-Form Van 
Der w..aJs Criticality Equations 
for Petroleum Reservoir fluids• 
Major Professor, Akanni S. L Lawal 
Emily Gene Hunt, Conyon, Texas 
B.S., Tens Tech University, 2001 
M.S. in Mechanical Engineering, Texas Tech University, 2002 
Dissertation: 'Superalloys Created by 
the Se.If-Propagating High-Temperature 
Synthesis of Nano-Composite Nickel Aluminide• 
Major professor: Michelle Pantoya 
Gun Indrakoses, Bangkok, Thailand 
B.S., Chulalongkom Universi,y, 1993 
M.B.A., Chulalongkom University, 1993 
Dissertation: "The ln0uence of an 
Exporter on the foreign Disuibutors• 
Marketing Program Creativity: A Study 
of Thai Importing Distributors" 
Major Professor: Debra Laverie 
Valerie Y'lllscJob, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Wayland Baptist University, 1981 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Dissertalio n: • A Modem Edition of 
Juan Perez De Montalb?n's Para Todos 
Ejemplos Morales Humanos Y Divinos 
En Que Se Tratan Oiversas Ciencias, 
Materias Y Facultadades. Repanidos 
En Los Siete Dias De La Semana Y 
Dirigidos a OifereQtes Persona.s• 
Major Professor. Ted McVay 
Margaret Lynn Keeling. Denton, Texas 
B.S., Texas A&M University-Commen:e. 1982 
B.S., Texas State University-San Marcos, 1985 
M.A., Azusa Pacific University, 1994 
Dissertation: 'Ahimsa: Jndian Women's 
Experience of a Narr:uive Intervenlton 
Using An ond Writing" 
Major Professor: Judith Bermudez 
Andtta B. Kirk. Hingham, Massachusens 
B.A., Br,,ndeis University, l 984 
M.S., Sul Ross State Universi,y, 2000 
Dissertation: •Detection and 
Occurrence or Perchlorate 
In Human and Ruminan, Milk• 
Major Professors: Ernest E. Smith 








Marriage & famil)' n.c 
Environmeot:1I T#-' 
l)odOr of phJ]osopby (contln11ed) 
NiteSh Kwnar, New Delhi, India Petroleum Engineering 
B.S., Meerut University, 1995 
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology, 1998 
M.S. in Petroleum Engineering, Texas Tech University, 2000 
DisSertatton: "New Multiphase Flow 
eo,relation for Gas Well Liquid Loading" 
Major Professoc. James Lea 
Jeoog-Rlm Lee, Kyungnamg, South Korea Educational Psychology 
B.A., Yonsei University, 1985 
M.A., Yonsei UniveJSity, 1988 
msse,tatlon: "Investigating the 
Construct of ADHD, Issues Related 
to factor Suucture in Korean Students• 
Major Professors, William Lan 
and Tara Ann Stevens 
Patrick Henry Mallle, Schenectady, New York History 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1994 
M.A., Texas Tech UniverSity, 1998 
l)i.sSertatfon.· rrlle Place of Magic 
in Christian Conversion from Chrisl 
to Constantine • 
Major Professoc. John Howe 
Brady Kd1b McGtt, San Saba, Texas Wildlife Science 
B.S., University of Texas-Austin, 1996 
B_.61, .. , University of Texas-Austin, 1996 
M.S., Texas State University•S.a.n Marcos, 1999 
Dtssertation: "Swift Fox Ecology 
in Northwest Texas" 
Major Professor: Wairen Ballard 
Savltba Narendra, Bangalore, India Biology 
B.S., Bangalore University, 1993 
M.S., Bangalore University, 1995 
DlsserUllfon, 'The Subcellular 
Localization and Function of 
APX3 in Arabidopsis" 
Major Professoc. Hong Zhang 
Babafunl OJuwasesw, Ogunsanya, Lagos, Nigeria Petroleum Engineering 
M.S. in Petroleum Engineering, Texas Tech University, 2003 
Dissertallon: "A Physically Consistent 
Solution for Describing the Transient 
Response of Hydraulically Fractured 
Reservoirs, and Horizoncal Wells" 
Major Professor: Teddy Oetama 
Marla Pilar Pazos Iago, Vigo, Spain Industrial Engineering 
B.S. IN I.E., University of Vigo, 1998 
MS!, Texas Tech University, 2001 
Dissertation, ' Effect of Repeated 
Uso or a Group Support System on 
Perfonnance Panems" 
Major Professor: Mario Beruvides 
CoreyWllllamRadtke, Idaho Falls, Idaho Environmental Toxicology 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Boise Stale University, 1989 
M.S., Utah Stale University, 1994 
Dtssertalton: •Bioremediation of 
Explosives in the Vadose Zone Soil 
Using Vapor Phase Carbon Source Additions" 
Major Professors, George P. Cobb 
and Todd Anderson 
Elaine M. Ross, Morris, Minnesota Fine Arts (Music) 
B.M., Olivet College, 1988 
M.M., Michigan State University, 1990 
Dissertation: ' Firefly: An Original 
Composition for Symphonic Wind 
Ensemble' 
Major Professor: Peter H. Fischer 
Jose L Rublo, Magdalena, Mexico Spanish 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1983 
Dlsse11allo"' 'El Impacto De Los 
Ensayos Politicos De Octavio Paz 
En La Transfonnacion Democratica 
Do Mexico: Analisis De Importan[es 
Diaries Mexicanos• 
Major Professor: Janet Perez 
Sharon Ann Gamble 5anderson, Lubbock, Texas Educational Psychology 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1991 
M. ED., Wayland Baptist University, 2000 
M. ED., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Dtssertalion.: "Early Readers' Motivational Facmrs in 
Rel~tion to School and Home Reading Experience" 
M•JOr Professor, William Y. Lan 
11ffanyRacSavencr, Austin, Texas Clinical Psychology 
B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 1997 MA., Texas Tech University, 2001 
&ssertalion.: "Teachers' Perceptions 
or Hispanic and Anglo Children's 
Behavior and Leaming Problems" 
Major Professor: James Clopton 
13 
Jam.cs Lee Slaydon, Lumberton, Texas Business Administration 
B.B.A., L-lmar University-Beaumont. 1996 
M.8.A., Lamar University-Beaumon1, 1997 
Disserlation: ''The Skewness Preference 
of Investors in Initial Public Offerings 
in the Long Run: A Theoretical and 
Empirical Tes1 of Asset Pricing Modelsn 
Major Professor: Robert S. Sears 
Frank S. Smith, IV, Fayeueville, Arkans3s Business Administration 
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, 1984 
M.B.A., Chapman University, 1989 
Disse11alion: "The Srock Market 
Reaction to Layo ff Announcements 
and Their Impact on the Probability 
o f Bankruptcy" 
Major Professor: Philip C. English 
Katherine Ann Austin Stalcup, Lubbock, Texas Experimental Psychology 
8.8.A .• Texas Tech University, 1987 
Dfsse,1ation: ftMulcimedia Leaming: 
Cognitive Individual Difference 
Moderators and HCI Design 
Techniques Challenge the Modality 
and Redundancy Principles" 
Major Professor: William S. Maki 
Junnlng Sun, Kunming, P. R. China Mechanical Engineering 
B.S .. Xi'an University ofTechnology(S, 1982 
M.S. in Mech.:mical Engineering, Texas Tech University, 2000 
Di.ssertalion: 11Optiminzation Using 
Sequential Approach for Trianagular 
Tube Structure in Crashworthiness~ 
Major Professor: Stephen Ekwaro-Osire 
Aklndelc Oluwatosin Tododo, Lagos, Nigeria Petroleum Engineering 
B.S., University of Ibadan, 1998 
M.S., Norwegian University of Science & Technology, 2003 
Disserta1ion: "Thermodynamically 
Equivalent Pseudocomponent for 
Compositional Reservoir Simulation Models• 
Major Professor: Akanni S L Lawal 
Cynthia Ano Trevino, Hobbs, New Mexico Curriculum & Instruction 
B.S., Eastern New Mexico University, 1994 
M.S., College of The Southwest, 1999 
Dissertation: "Mind Mapping and 
Outlining: "Comparing Two Types 
of Graphic Organizers for Learning 
Seventh-Grade Science" 
Major Professor: Charles P. Geer 
Stephen W. Wcinbeck, Brockport, New York Geosciences 
(In absentia) 
S.S., State University of New York College-Brockport, 1993 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1997 
Disserlation: "Developmem of 
West Texas Mesonet and Supporting Instrumentation" 
Major Professor: Richard E. Peterson 
Usa Kay Wcstkacmpcr, Austin, Texas Fine Arts (Theatre An.s) 
(In absentia) 
B.F.A. , University of Texas-Austin, 1992 
M.S., Universily of North Texas, 2002 
Dissertation: wEducation and Outreach 
for Angels in America: Mille nnium 
Approaches (A Professional Problem)" 
Major Professor: Linda Donahue 
David Russell Willerton, Abilene, Texas Tech Comm & Rhetoric 
B.A., Abilene Christian University, 1994 
M.A., University of North Texas, 1999 
D,"s:sertafion: •Ethos and Exigence: 
While Papers in High-Tech lndustries11 
Major Professor: Locke C3rter 
Nicholas James Willis, Willamina, Oregon Mathematics 
S.S., George Fox University, 2000 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
Dissertation: ~singular Points of 
Real Sextic Curves• 
Major Professor: David Arthur Weinberg 
Xiaodong Zhao, Lubbock, Texas Petroleum Engineering 
Dissertation.- 1'Mechanistic-Based 
Models for Slub Flow in Vertical Pipes" 
Major Professors: Akanni S L Lawal 
and Lloyd Heinze 
Chantal M. Zuazu-Roussel, Houston, Texas Spanish 
8.A., Universi1e De Tou louse, 1973 
M.A., University of Texas-San Antonio, 1994 
Disserlation: 111..a Literatura De Viaje 
Espanola Del Siglo Xix, Una Tipologia" 
Major Professor: Janet Perez 
INTERNATIONAL MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Karin Marie Cook , Farmington, New Mexico 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
International Business Administration 
MASTEll OF ARCHITECTURE 
Adrian Anaya, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non4hesis 
Soma- Andries. New Orleans, Louisiana 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Marina Vlacbes Belotsc:rkovskala, St. Petersburg, Russia 
(In absentia} 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-0\esis 
Joshua l.andoo Bradshaw, Midland, Texas 
(In abse11tla) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Peter Alan Brcn.lngcr, Midland, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Aaron Jeffrey Brigs, Round Rock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College S1ation. 1999 
non-thesis 
Thomas Kyle Brown, Littlefield, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Dawn Yvonne Burnley, Denton, Texas 
non-thesis 
Jose Baldcmar Chavez, Edinburg, Texas 
non-thesis 
ChrislOpher Ryan Davison, Austin, Texas 
non-thesis 
Henry Matthew Garcia, San Antonio, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Bryce Adrian H. Hamds, Midland, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Wan-en Lynn Ince, Whitney, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Timothy Morgan Lott, Amarillo, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Justin James Marshall, Abilene, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Alan Broce McClw,g, Shoreacres, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech Unlversity1 2003 
non-thesis 
Grace Elizabeth McClure, Austin, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
llO!>-thcsis 
Ryan Nell Miller, Amarillo, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Danielle Colleen O'Neal, Lamesa, Texas 
8.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Kevin Mlchad Pauzer, Austin, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Morg.u, Ellzabcth Peolx, Kenville, Texas 
non-thesis 
Joshua wade Pittman, Corpus Christi, Texas 
non-thesis 
Amanda Gail Popham, Strawn, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Jungmoo Rho, Seoul, South Korea 
B.A., College ol Engineering Ar Wilhel, 1995 
non-thesis 
Tyler Vincent Vlg:11, San Antonio, Texas 



























MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE/MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMlNISTRATION 
Han Nan Beh, East Hampton, New York 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non--thesis 
Zachary David F.dwarcls, Southlake, Texas 
non-thesis 
Brian Andttw Frcls, Pampa, Texas 






Kyle Franklin Nix, Midland, Texas 
B.S .. Texas Tech University, 2003 
non•thesis 
MASTEll OF ART EDUCATION 
Jennifer Kay Brown, Nashville, Alaska 
B.F.A., Henderson State University, 1993 
non-thesis 
MASTER OF ARTS 
April]. Adkins, Kansas City, Kansas 
B.A., University ol Kansas, 2002 
non•thesis 
Della Joy Anderson, Afton, Texas 
B.A., Lubbock Christian University, 2002 
71Jesis, •Symbolic Convergence 
and Terrorism: A Rhetorical 
Analysis of Post 9/11 Sermons" 
Edgar Barrant.,,, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., University ol Costa Rica, 1995 
non-thesis 
Holly Michelle BJorum. Corpus Christi, Texas 
(111 absentia) 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2002 
non-thesis 
Eric Ashley Booth, Wichi1a Falls, Texas 
(111 absent/a) 
B.A., Midwestern Slate University, 2003 
non·thesis 
Jullc Nichole Bosllck, Carlsbad, New Mexico 
B.S., New Mexico State Universicy, 2003 
Thesis, •second-Level Agenda Setting 
and Politu:31 Advertising: Framing 
the Female Voter in the 2004 
Presidential Election• 
Leticia Burbano De Lara, Lubbock, Texas 
Bachelor, University of Cosla Rica, 1997 
MOT, University of Cos1a Rica, 1999 
non-thesis 
J~ Michael Burden, Midland, Texas 
(In absent/a) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non•thesis 
Amber Lynne Byron, Midland, Texas 
B.A., Lubbock Christian University, 2002 
Tbesis; "Communication Apprehension 
in the Workplace and How it Rela1es 
10 Employee Job Satisfaction• 
Ellzabcth Ano Canon , Midland, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
Thesis, "Media Coverage of the 
Candidates' Wives: Uni1ed Stales 
Presidential Election 2004~ 
M lcbael Patrick Castellon, Urbana, Illinois 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non•thesis 
Aurore mlsabcth Cballlou, Ussel, France 
B, Universite Stendhal Grenoble 3, 2003 
Tbesis: -strar~s Jdentitarires 
Et uneraires Dans L"oeuvre De 
Fariida Belghoul Et Ga~n Soucy" 
Aaron Wesley Colvin, San Antonio, Texas 
(111 abse,rtia) 
B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 2002 
Tbests: • Alliances and Security 
Concerns in the Middle Easr and 
Nonh Africa" 
Anthony Mlcbad P 'Amlco, Sewell, New Jersey 
(In abse111ia) 
B.A., Ohio State University, 2001 
non•thesis 
Shellle Sebrina Eagan, San Antonio, Texas 
B.A., University of the Incarnate Word, 2000 
non-thesis 
Saad<:t Ebru Ergu1. Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Bilkent University, 1995 
M .B.A., Baskent University, 1998 
non.thesis 
MlcbaclJames Fallin, El Paso, Texas 
8 .B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Thesis: -,Japan • The Lasting EffectS 
of the Asian Crisis' 
Angle Renee Garcia, Shamrock, Texas 
(/11 abse,rtia) 
B.A., McMurry University, 2003 
non•thesis 













!da5tU of Ai1S (continued) 
ca,a Ghancm, Enlingen, Germany 
B.A., Padagogische Hochschule Weingart, 2002 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
MIJlllOOO Gonzales, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non•lhesis 
srandy Danielle Grady, Odessa. Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
Thesis: • Advertising in the X 
Games: An Attempt to Reach 
Generation Y" 
Matthew Lowell Hayes, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
(In absentia) 
8.A., Texas Tech University, 1999 
non-thesis 
Katherine Rose Hoover, Grapevine, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Shannan Marie Hoover, San Alltonio, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
'[bests: •parental Preferences for 
Regulating Children's Television11 
BelljaminJoscph Hough, Dallas, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2000 
7besi.< 'Weil Parings and che 
Oiscre<e Log Problem of Ellipric 
CurvesR 
Palricc DanicllcJoncs, Ankeny, Iowa 
B.A., Creighton University, 2003 
non-thesis 
John Felix Ko.Itala, D, Pacific Grove, California 
B.A., University of Texas-Arlingron, 1997 
non-thesis 
Carolyn Edwcna Kennedy, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1963 
7beslsc "Drugs and Deach, An 
Intercession for Friends* 
Claire Leigh Klnzy, Dallas, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Kerstin Klslncr, Karlsruhe, Germany 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Rebecca Erin Kostina-Ritchey, Vernon, Texas 
B.A., Oklahoma Baprist University, 1997 
non-thesis 
AnaJcan Krahmcr, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
8.A., Colorado State University, 2001 
Thesis: rrechnology and Medieval Studies" 
Susan Nattndorf Kurtin, The Woodlands, Texas 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Starion, 1988 
non-thesis 
Karen l!1lzabeth Lacy, Lake Johnson, Texas 
B.A., Stephen F. Austin State University, 2002 
1besis: •How the Moving of Collections 
Affects the Daily Operations of a 
Collection Manager-
Scan Patrick landls, Barringron, New Jersey 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Temple University, 2001 
7beslsc "Aesrhetics and Philosophy 
of Marh" 
Matthew David Lawless, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
On absentia) 
B.A., Michigan State University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Matthew Daniel Lerner, Raleigh, North Carolina 
(In absentia) 
B.A., University of Nonh Carolina-Wilmington. 1994 
Thesis.· Thesis: "Creative Circumvention: 
Counterinsurgency and the Green 
Berets During che Presidency of 
John F. Kennedy" 
laura Esthe.- Luna, Monterrey, Mexico 
B.A., Capital University of Economic & Business, 1999 
non-thesis 
Matthew Don Mangum, Victoria, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., St Mary's University, 2001 
J.D., Texas Tech University, 2004 
























Paula], Mann, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Woman's University, 1979 
non-thesis 
Scott A.llan McMillan, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S .. Texas A&M University-College Station, 1988 
8.A., University or Houston, 1996 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Nathan KcJth Mitchell, Gretna, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 2003 
non-thesis 
Eva Jane Nagy, Lockney, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Georgemwn University, 1978 
non-thesis 
James Robert Newman, Birmingham, Alabama 
(In absentia) 
B.A., University or Alabama, 2001 
Thesis: '1An Extemalist Defense 
of the Practicality Requirement• 
Tana Lee OWens, San Angelo, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Angelo State University, 1997 
Thesis: ~Paying Resperu: Death, 
Commodity Culture, and the Middle 
Class in Victorian London" 
Michelle Lee Parcell, Phoenix, Arizona 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Te xas Tech University, 1001 
non-thesis 
Tamara Lynn Pierce, Gladewater, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Charles D. Presley, m . Huntsville, Alabama 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Lewis & Clark College, 2001 
non-thesis 
Jason Todd Price, Fritch, Texas 
B.S., West Texas A&M University, 2002 
Thesis: "An Analysis of the Strategy 
and Tactics of AJexios I Komnenos1t 
Haley Houston Proctor, Lake Jackson, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech Unive rsity, 2003 
Thesis: '"The Portrayal of Women 
on Sports Hlustrated Covers: 
Textual and Content Analysis• 
Melissa Anne Reeves, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1998 
non-thesis 
Michael Earl RobiMon, Sylmar, Califomfa 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Biola University, 2003 
11Jesfs: "Reasons Reactivity and 
the Ab ility to do Otherwise" 
Julie Ann Sokolowski, Burbank, Illinois 
B.A., Western Illinois University, 2000 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
no n-thesis 
Heather Joy Stavlo, Perryton, Texas 
an absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non•thesis 
Sultan Turkan, Antalya, Turkey 
B.A., Bogazici University1 2003 
Thesis: •Relevance of the Content 
in Mainstream English Language 
Textbooks to Turkish Srudents" 
Eda UJus, Erie, Pennsylvania 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Albright College, 2000 
non-thesis 
Kelly Eli2abeth Wisecup. Independence. Missouri 
B.A., College of the Ozarks, 2003 
1bes;s: t1£xclusionary Acts: Gender, 
Race, and Epidemiology in Literary 
Spaces" 
Chlu-Yin Wong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
B.A., Brigham Young University-Hawaii, 2002 
non-thesis 
Gcremy Clyde Woods, Andrews, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Melck Yenlgun, Balikesir, Turkey 
(In absentia) 
8 .A., Bogazici University, 2000 























Mosta of Ans (co111lnued) 
Cbunfang Zhao, Yi Chang, P. R. China 
B.A., Foreign COiiege, 2002 
non-<hcsis 
ntfany Amber Zlegler, Ogallala, Nebraska 
B.A., Hastings COiiege, 2003 
7bests, 'A Hislori0gr2phical and 
Artistic Survey or Confratemi1ies 
from the Later Middle Ages 10 the 
Early Renaissance" 
MA.STER OF BUSINESS ADMINlSTRAl'ION 
Chessa Lesbea Akins, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Matthew WlWam Anderson, Midland, Texas 
(111 absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Kurt Ryan Averhoff, Stephenville, Texas 
B.S., Tarleton St21e UniVersity, 2003 
non-0\esis 
John Presley Beauchamp, Round Rock, Texas 
B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 2001 
non-thesis 
Badr M Bowonanl, Rabat, Morocco 
8.S., Oklahoma SUtc University Main Campus, 2002 
non-thesis 
Tboaias Andrew Bowman, Arlington, Texas 
(In absentia) 
8.S., Abilene Christian University, 2000 
non-thesis 
Jared Adam Brennen, Amarillo, Texas 
8 .S., Abilene Ouistiao University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Stephen w. Brewer, Sulphur Springs, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.8 .A., Texas A&M UniVersity-COllege Station, 2003 
non-thesis 
Leslie Paul Bruce, Childress, Tex•s 
On absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non.ihesis 
Palricl< R. Burns, Arlington, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
John Herschell Garr, Austin, Texas 
8 .8 .A., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non-thesis 
James Christopher Cassidy, COrpus Christi, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Marc Anthony Chavez, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Lubbock Christian University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Gregory Scott Coleman, Fonh Wl:>rth, Texas 
(In absentia) 
8.A, Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
llia Corinne Concannon, Dallas, Texas 
(111 absentia) 
B.S., Tex2s Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Qossandra Lee Conley, Frisco, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Shannon D'Nac Corkery, Shallowater, Tens 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., TelGIS Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Amy RJsley Dalton, Denver City, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., TCX25 Tech University, 2002 
non+lhesis 
Jerry Daniel, HOUSton, Texas 
B.S., University of Houston, 1998 
non-thesis 
Marc Spencer Elleson, Highland Village, Texas 
8 .S., University of Texas-Austin, 2000 
non-<hcsis 
Guy Anthony Flddle,Jr., Wichita Falls, Texas 
8 .B.A., Mcdwestem State UniVcrsity, 2001 
non-thesis 
Ravi Premchand Gada, Lubbock, Texas 
(In abse11Jia) 



























Katherine Ann Gallagber, Dallas, Texas 
(111 absffllia) 
B.S., University of Nonh Texas, 2001 
non-thesis 
James Trey Glboon, Arlington, Texas 
(/11 absentia) 
B.8.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Amatjyot Gill, Houston, Texas 
G11 abselllia) 
8 .B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 2001 
non-lhesis 
Jimmie Bruce Gilstrap, Lubbock, Texas 
8.S., Lubbock Christian University, 1991 
non-thesis 
David Ryan Glover, Tyler, Texos 
(In absentia) 
8 .B.A .. Texas Tech Univer,ity, 2003 
non-thesis 
Tttnt Ryan Grimes, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Oren Grossman, Richardson, Texas 
B.A. , Texas Tech University, 1997 
non-thesis 
Timothy L Grubbs, Tucson, Arizona 
8 .A., University of Arizona, 2001 
non-<hcsis 
Adrienne Kelley Haan, El Paso, Texas 
8 .S .. University of Notre Dome, 2001 
non-~is 
Ashleigh Elisabeth Haruia, Texarbna, Texas 
B.B.A, Texas Tech University, 2004 
non•thesis 
M1chad Shaun Haynes, Anesia, New Mexico 
B.8.A, West Texas A&M University, 2000 
(In absemia) 
non-thesis 
Cheng-Peng Huang. Taipei, Taiwan 
(111 absentia) 
8.S., Soochow University, 1997 
M.S., National Central Univer,ity. 1999 
non-thesis 
Joseph Harold Jackson, Waco, Texas 
B.A., Baylor University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Mark Layne Jenson, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., University of Tex2s-Austin, 2001 
non-thesis 
Jason Duane Keever, Conroe, Texas 
B.8.A., Texos Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Amy Leigh Kernan, Lubbock, TeX2s 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Daniel Martin Kirk, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech Univer,ity, 1992 
non-thesis 
Kristin Anne Kulig. San Angelo, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2000 
J.D., Texas Wesleyan University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Lisa Can-oll bmmers, Dallas, Texas 
B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 2002 
non-thesis 
Cbrlstln.a Ruth Lampe, Magnolia, Texas 
B.B.A., Tex2s Tech University, 2004 
non~thesis 
Jostln. Bernard Lawrence, Lubbock, Texas 
8.G.S., Texas Tech Uni~ersity, 2001 
non-thesis 
Kelley Rachea Leaverton, Lubbock, Texas 
(In abse11tla) 
8 .B.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non~thesis 
Jesse Jerome Lotspeich, Crane, Texas 
B.S., Howard Payne University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Matthew Alcx.andtt Lucchesi, Highland Village; Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Amanda Lynn Martin, Amarillo, Texas 
(/11 absentia) 
B.8.A .. Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Sean Kenneth McAvoy, Sioux Falls. South Dokota 
8.A., SL aoud Slate University, 2002 

























Masttt of BusJness Admlnlstration (continued) 
John Bowie McG!nnis, Bronte, Texas 
B.B.A., Angelo State Un iversity, 1994 
non-dlcsis 
Scott Richard Meyer, Plano, Texas 
B.B.A., University of Texas•Austin, 1999 
non-thesis 
c:a,y Davis Moten, Fort Wonh, Texas 
(In absentfa) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Lyndsie Blair Mullins, Weatherford, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non.thesis Jay Balley Ne,,non. Weathe rford, Texas 
On absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
l)omlnk: Dw>g Nguyen, Houston , Texas 
B.S., University of California-Irvine, 1999 
non-thesis 
Sophlil Katherine Pa.lat, Austin. Texas 
B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 2001 
non-thesis 
SbantaJean Pandit Murray, Nashville , Tennessee 
(In ab,entla) 
B.B.A., Abilene Christian Un iversity, 2000 
non-thesis 
Fmhan Puhl2gar, Lubbock , Texas 
B.S., TCJC3.S A&M [ntem ational University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Prltl Ramesh Patd, Brownfie ld, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Raml Lyn Suffidd, Austin, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S. Jn International Economics, Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Emily Jane Phillips, Lubbock, Te xas 
On ab,entia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Unive rsity. 2000 
non-thesis 
Trey Joseph Pyka, San Antonio, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Ryan Pallvela RaJu, Bay City, Texas 
B.S., Tulane University, 2000 
non-thesis 
Tiffany Jaye Reynolds, Housto n , Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
I.aure!AubW'll Rhodes, Midland, Texa,; 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2003 
non-thesis 
Matthew Brian Roberts, Arlington, Texas 
B.B.A., University of Notre Dame, 2003 
non-thesis 
JCDD!fer Lynn Robinson, Houston, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Un ive rsity, 2003 
non.rhesis 
Nicholas Anthony Roy, Da llas, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Nathan Thomas Sawyer, Fon Stockton, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Un iversity, 2003 
non-thesis 
Travis Erwin Schwaer, Houston, Texas 
B.A., Texas A&M University-College Station, 1998 
non-thesis 
Christopher David Sheppard, Red Oak, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
David Michael Shook, Sugarland, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
DanieJJ. Simmons, Rockwall, Te xas 
(/n abseillia) 
B.B.A., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2002 
non-thesis 
BrlanJeffrey Smith, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Charles llllcheal Smith, San Antonio, Texas 
(in absentia) 
B.S., Prairie View A&M University, 2001 
non-0\esis 



























Tcn-y E. Smith, Dallas, Texas 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2002 
non-thesis 
Aaro n Speer, Dallas, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas A&M University-College Station, 1997 
non-thesis 
Samantha Maxine Strothelde, Weatherford, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2003 
non-thesis 
Kevin Joe Taylor, Houston, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Unive rsity, 2004 
non-thesis 
Heidi Elizabeth Toth, Roswell, New Mexico 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Dung Ngoc Tran, Garland, Texas 
B.S., University o f Texas-Dallas, 2001 
non-thesis 
William Michael Turner, San Antonio, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech Universiry, 2003 
non-thesis 
Amanda Marie Upchu.-cb, Highland Village, Texas 
B.A., University of North Texas, 2002 
non-thesis 
HJeu Truong Vo, Andrews, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Un iversiry, 2004 
non-lhesis 
John David Walker, Garland, Texas 
8.8.A., Texas Tech Un iversity, 2003 
non-thesis 
Marc David Wcinstc ln, San Antonio, Texas 
B.S., Texas State University-San Marcos, 1998 
non-thesis 
Dustin Guion Willey, Glen Rose, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A .. Texas A&M Univers iry-College Station, 2002 
non-thesis 
Lindsay Owen Wllllams, Salado, Texas 
(111 absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2001 
non-I hes is 
Chcnroog Wu, Chengdu, P. R. China 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Southwest Institution o f Technology, 2000 
non-thesis 
Heather Christina Yards, Katy, Texas 
B.A., Unive rsity of Texas-Austin, 2001 
non-thesis 
Davld Eyove Yo mtoob, Plano, Texas 
B.S., University of Texas-Arlington. 2001 
non-thesis 
Andy Yu, Taipei, Taiwan 



















MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMJNISTRATION/PERSONA.L FINANCIAL PIANNING 
Kelly Lee Belcher, Sweetwate r, Texas General Business/Personal Financial Planning 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Unive rsity, 2003 
non-thesis 
Amanda Marie Upchurch, Highland Vill:1ge General Business/Personal Financial Planning 
B.A., University of Nonh Texas, 2002 
non-thesis 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Vlrglnla Lynn Andrews, Brownfield, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S .. Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Sally sue Arnold, Kenville, Texas 
B.A., University ofTex:Js-Austin, 1976 
non-thesis 
Jessica I.« Brazeal, Odessa, Texas 
B.S., Texa:. Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Lea Ann Browo, Dallas, Texas 
B.S., Unive rsity of North Texas, 1983 
B.S .. Northeast Texas Community College, 1986 
no n-thesis 
Alan BW'ke, Houston, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech Universiry, 2001 
7besfs: "Horizonral Curricular 
Contradiction and the Creation of 
Myth: a freirian Analysis of a 
High School History Textbook" 
Secondary Education 
Educational Leadership 
Ele mentary Education 
Counselo r Education 
Cu rriculum & Instruction 
Master of Education (continued) 
Ludwlog David Canales, Omctepc, Nicaragua 
8 .A., Hardin-Simmons University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Britta Lynnae COdcl, Lubbock, Texas 
8.A., Texas Tech University, 1999 
non-thesis 
Jennifer Laura Colley, Houston, Tens 
S.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Katherine Leanne Conklin, Lubbock, Texas 
(hr absentia) 
S.S., Abilene Christian University, 1986 
non-thesis 
DaJan Cornett, Brownfield, Texas 
(In abse,rtia) 
8.A., Lubbock Christian University, 1996 
non-thesis 
Ellzabcth D. Cortez, Lubbock, Teus 
B.S., Wayland BaptiSt University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Dana Mlc:hdc Cunyus, Lockney, Texas 
B.S., University of North Texas, 1993 
non-thesis 
Carl Robert CUnie, San Antonio, Texas 
A.B.A., University o f Texas-San Antonio, 2001 
non-thesis 
Christy Ellzabcth Daniels, Cransfills Gap, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Tarleton State University, 1999 
non-thesis 
Johnnie Ann DcLcon, Burnet, Texas 
B.S., SI Edward's University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Wesley Paul Dclz, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Angelo Stale University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Kyla Kaye Doddridge, Kirk, Colorado 
B.A., University of Northern Colorado, 2003 
non-thesis 
Cathy Cooper Doescher, Kingsland, Texas 
S.S., Tens Stale University-5an Mateos, 1997 
non-thesis 
Kimberly Gaye Donovan, Odessa, Texas 
On absentia) 
B.A., University of Texas-Permian Basin, 2002 
non-thesis 
Leslie Eldcsn Dunn, Biyan, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Trevecca Nazarene College, 1991 
non-thesis 
Dean Wlll.lam Eckert, Harper, Tex,s 
B.S., Angelo State University, 1980 
non-thesis 
Gcr.udo Estrada, Perryton, Texas 
B,S,, Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Karen Ranca Flynn, ~ . Texas 
(In absentia) 
S .S., S<cphen F. Austin Si.ate University, 2001 
non-lhcsis 
Unda Dalton Puss, Aledo, Tex2S 
(In absentia) 
8.A., Texas Tech University, 1987 
non-1hesis 
Shana Marie Garza. Lampasas, Texas 
8.A., Texas Tech Universicy, 2000 
non-thesis 
Robert Alan Gawryszcwskl, Killeen, Texas 
S.S., Texas Si.a1e University-San Marcos. 1990 
non-lhcsis 
Clinton Ray Glll, Crowley, Tex,s 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non-Lhesls 
1112risol Gonzalez, Lubbock, Texas 
S.S., College of The Soulhwest, 2003 
non-thesis 
Kimberly Jean Grebe, Marble Falls, Texas 
B.S., University of Texas-Pan American, 1996 
non-thesis 
Sharon Lynn Henderson, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Tens Tech University, 2002 
norHhesi.s 
Melissa Dec Hoggett, Junction, Texas 
B.S., Baylor University, 1981 
non-~is 
Ashlclgh Lauren Holcomb, Midland, Texas 






























JcanneAnnJackson, Burne,, Texas 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Si.a1ion, 1994 
non-thesis 
Dana Brooke Joy, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Lubbock ChriSlian University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Molly Marie Lasater, Hobbs, New Mexico 
(hr absentia) 
B.S., College of The Soulhwest, 1999 
non-thesis 
Adrienne Maria Long, Lubbock, Tex,s 
B.S., W..yland Baptist University, 1997 
non-thesis 
Erin Adriane long, Abilene, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Boyd Kirk Magee, Fredericksburg, Texas 
8 .5., Texas Slate University-San M;ucos, 1981 
non-~sis 
Nicholas Andttw Martin, Shallowa1er, Texas 
(hr absentia) 
B.S., Angelo Stale University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Jadie Eugene Matthew, Lampasas, Texas 
BA, University of Arkansas, 1986 
non-thesis 
Dcnlsc Ocano MtGhcc, Smyer, Texas 
B.A., Te><>s Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Jennifer Klein McLclland, Tahoka, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.F.A., Texas Chris1ian University, 1983 
M.ED., Texas Tech University, 1996 
non-thesis 
Brandl Lynn Murrell, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2000 
non-thesis 
Kaccc D'Lalne Newton, Plano, Tex,s 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-!hnis 
Paula Marie O'Donnell, Lubbock, Texas 
8.A., Texas Tech University, 1996 
8 .S., Texas Tech University, 1997 
non-thesis 
Esmeralda Ruelas Perez-Bilbrey, Lubbock. Texas 
S.S., Texas Tech University, 1987 
non-thesis 
Maria Anita Pineda, Mercedes, Texas 
B.S., University of Texas-Pan American, 19n 
non-thesis 
Amanda Ryan Salmon, Midland, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-lhcsis 
Kyla Kristine Shannon, Andrews, Texas 
B,S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Shana Michele Shaw, Angleion, Texas 
B.A., S<ephcn F. AuSlin Stale University, 2001 
non-lhesis 
Amanda Kathleen Shipman, Muleshoe, Texas 
(111 absentia) 
8 .A,, Texas Tech University, 1996 
non-thc,is 
Cynthia Allison Slcalenda, Lubbock, Tcx•s 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Jared Avery Stark, York, New Brunswick 
B.A., York College, 2001 
non-thesis 
Virginia Louise Swearingen, Duncanville, Texas 
S.S., Quachil> B•ptisl University, 2000 
non-thesis 
Jacqueline Ellzabcth Thompson, Midland, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1998 
non-thesis 
Steven Don Tolman, Midland, Michigan 
B.S., Cen!t2.l Michigan University, 2003 
non-thesis 
lCatheryn Estelle Townsend, sundown, Texas 
8 .S., Howard Payne University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Ralph Scott Traynham, Big Lake, Texas 
B.S., Texas Stale University-San Marcos, 1980 
non-thesis 
Karen Kristine Tullos, Lubbock, Te><>s 




























/,laStCr of Education (continued) 
Janyth J{ay Ussery, Nolan, Texas 
AA Texas State Tech College-Amarillo, 1994 
s.13.A., Hardin-Simmons Un iversity, 2001 
non-Ole.sis 
Kendra Lea Walters, Deruson, Texas 
B.S., Southeastern Oklahoma State University, 2003 
non•thesis 
Shdla Gail Weekly, Lubbock, Texas 
S .S., Texas Tech University, 2001 
nan-thesis 
Jodi Mlchcle Wcnier, Comfort, Texas 
B.A., Texas State University-San Marcos, 1996 
non-thesis 
Verlean Pool West, Richardson, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1996 
non4hesis 
Jean Anne llcrulctt Williams, Lockney, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech Unive rsity, 1993 
nan-thesis 
PearlannC Marie Witko--wskJ, Sa n Benito, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Western lllinoi.s. University, 1981 
M.S., Southern Illinois University-Edwardsvi, 1984 
non-thesis 
Juli Belt Wood, Levelland, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1997 
non-thesis 
MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEElllNG 
Joshua Lee Jlen'yhill, Aransas Pass, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech Unive rsity, 2003 
non-thesis 
Rusty Don Brown, Trent, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
ery,tal Kay Schmidt, Galveston, Texas 
non-thesis 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Lestat Alcxandcr, Palacios, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.F .A., University of Massachusetts-Amherst, 2002 
non-thesis 
Alex Ross Fleming, San Angelo , Texas 
8.A., Stephen F. Austin State University, 1996 
non-thesis 
Christina J{ay Gana, Kingsville, Texas 
B.F.A., Texas A&M University-Kingsville, 2001 
non-<hesis 
Mary Katherine Housewlrth, Grand Island, Nebraska 
B.A., Chadron State College, 1998 
M.A., Kansas State University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Katherine Anne Mulgrew, San Antonio, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., University o f the Incarnate Word , 1995 
non-thesis 
Lloyd W. Patterson, Jr., St. Louis, Missouri 
(In absentia) 
B.F.A., Kansas City Art Institute. 1999 
non-thesis 
Irma Sizer, Lubbock , Texas 
B.P.A., University of The Americas, 1995 
non-thesis 
layne L Thrift, Detroit, Mic higan 
B.F.A., University of Science & Arts of Oklahoma, 2001 
non-thesis 
Shannon Rebecca Winl!l'tc, Amarillo, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Stephen F. Austin State University, 1994 
1besi5: "A Scenic Design for Cat 
on a Hot nn Roof" 
MAS'mROFMUSlC 
Jarrad Wilson Abshire, Beaumont, Texas 
BM, Stephen F. Austin State University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Hector Aguero, Jr., Lared o, Texas 
BM, Texas Tech Unive rsity, 2002 
non-Olesis 
Instructional Techno logy 
Curricu lum & Instruction 
Elementary Education 





Environmental Eng ineering 
Environmental Engineering 













Jeannie Kathryn Lovett, Louisville, Kentucky 
BM, Texas Tech University, 2003 
7besfs: 11William Byrd's English 
Anthems and Lalin Motets: A 
Stylistic Comparison11 
John Peter Boland, Wich ita Falls, Te xas 
BM, Texas Tec h University, 2001 
M.M., Texas Tech University, 2004 
Thesis: "Hollow Manor an Orig inal 
Composilio n for Chamber Ensemble 
and Ele ctro nics. 
Kimberly Jean Hudson, Lake Jackson, Texas 
BM, University of Houston, 2003 
non-1hesis 
Micah Lauren Meixner, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Austin College, 2001 
non-thesis 
Michelle Elizabeth Mossman, Engle wood, Florida 
BM, University of Florida, 2002 
71Jesis: Two Redials 
Michelle Elizabeth Mossman, Englewood, Florida 
BM, University of Florida, 2002 
Thesis: 11Exploring the Culture of 
Fan-De-Siede Vienna Through the 
Musical Works of Jo hann Strauss, 
Gustav Mahler, and Arnold Schoenberg: 
Fan-De-Siecle"s Culrural lnlfue nce 
on Musical Expression• 
Curtis Justin Palmer, Phoeniz, Arizona 
B.A., Wayland Baptist University, 2002 
'Diests: "The Forgotten Races for 
Chamber Orchestra and Piano• 
Jennifer Jean Pauley, Brush , Colorado 
BM, Unive rsity of Wyoming. 2003 
non-thesis 
Roberto M. Vela, Laredo, Texas 
B.A .• Texas A&M International Un iversity, 2001 
non-thesis 
Kevin James York, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
B.B.A., Grand Valley State University, 1995 
non-thesis 
Molly Lynn York, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
BM, Grand Valley State University, 2002 
non-thesis 
MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
Jeremy Joel Buckner, Lubbock, Texas 
BM, Texas Tech University, 1997 
Thesis, "The Effect of Rhythmic 
Notational Value on College 
Undergraduate Music Majors' 
Choice of Tempo" 
April Diane Martin, Abilene, Texas 
BM, Abile ne Christian University, 2000 
7besis: "'An Exploration o f 
Technological Advancements 
in Music as Seen Through 1he 
Eyes of Three Music Professionals" 
MASTER OF PUBUC ADMINISTRATION 
Janice Marie Dennis, Abilene, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Marc Aaron Dennison, Lacrosse, Wisconsin 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. 1995 
non-thesis 
Katie Marie Hanis, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absenUa) 
B.A., Texas Tech Unive rsity, 2003 
non-thesis 
Marcella Frances Martinez, El Paso, Texas 
B.S. , Texas Tech Un iversity, 2003 
no n-thesis 
Anthony 0 . Perez, San Antonio , Texas 
B.A .• Pennsylvania St1.te University, 19<)<) 
non-thesis 
George Harrison Pigg, Qu itaque, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech Unive rsity, 1999 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Elizabeth Rodriguez Sanders, Lubbock, Texas 















Public Administ ration 
Public Admin istration 
Public Administration 
Publ ic Administrat ion 
Public Administration 
Public Administratio n 
Public Administration 
Masrer of Public Administration (conrinued) 
Tiffany Beth Stewart, Midland, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Brandt Tatnm Taylor, Arlington, Texas 
B.A., Unive1$ity of Texas-Arlington, 1995 
non-thesis 
Matthew Will Watson, Midland, Texas 
8 .A., Texas Tech Unive .. ity, 2002 
non-thesis 
Stephani Brooke Woodruff, Allen, Texas 
(In abseutl,v 
B.A., Texas Tech Univer,ity, 2003 
non-0\esis 
MASTER OP SCIENCE 
John Andrew Anick, Odessa, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Unive .. ity, 2004 
non-thC5is 
Jeffrey Paul Ayers, San Angelo, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech Univer,ity, 1999 
non-thesis 
Joice Ayers, canyon, Texas 
(In absentia) 
8.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Marinos Christos Baghdatl, Limassol, Cyprus 
(111 absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Thesis, "Boundary Control for 
the Two Dimensional Heat F.qU3tion• 
Sean Mkhael Barth, El Paso, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech Unive .. ity, 2000 
non.-chesis 
Saurabh Bhatia, Panipa~ Haryana, India 
Bachelor of Technology, Kurukshetra University, 2002 
1bests: •smart card Authentication 
and Authorization Fr.1mework• 
Kyra Kathryn Blankenship, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
J.O., Texas Tech University, 1994 
non-thesis 
Heather Ann Tunler Blowtt. Matador, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1999 
non-thesis 
Zachary Heath Br.Mien, Imperial, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech Unive .. ity, 2003 
Thesis, "Crop Tolerance and Weed 
Management in Gtyphosate Tolerant 
Alfalfa• 
Robert Denn.ts Brannon, Conroe, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2002 
non-thesis 
VeraAusliDBunch, Dallas, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Angela Marie Burrell, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., George W.shington University, 2000 
non-thesis 
John Glenn Burton , Killeen, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Adrianne Cabalkro, Wibon, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Shannon D'Ann Carroll. Bay City, Texas 
(In absemla) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Brett Matthew Canon, Midlothian. Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas A&M Unive1$lty-College Station, 2001 
non-thesis 
Iris E. Castillo, Earth, Texas 
B.S., Iowa Sme University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Scrgcy V1adlmlrovlch Chayuk, Komsomolsk-Na-Arnure 
B.B.A., Texas Tech UniVC1$ity, 2002 
non-thesis 
Nlancn Chen, Shanghai, P. R. China 
B.S., Soochow University, 2002 
Tbesis: "Delivery of Dau Mining 







Personal Financial PlaMing 
Exercise & Sport Sciences 
Mathematics 
Restaurant, HO(el, Inst Mgmt 
Computer Science 
Personal Financial Planning 
Family & Cons Sci Educ 
Crop Science 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial PlaMing 
Biotechnology 
Exercise & Sport Sciences 
Spo115 Health 
Food & Nutrition 





Leah C. Chenault, Lubbock, Texas Mathem:nics 
B.S., West Texas A&M University, 2003 
Tbesis, "Improving the Algebra and 
Geometry Skills of High School Srudents 
Using Complex Variables and Complex 
Transformations" 
Jcvon Kent Cheuvront, Seminole, Texas Agricultural & Applied Economics 
B.A., Texas A&M University-College Station, 2002 
non-thesis 
Navecn-Kumar Chlltoti, Vemulawada, India Computer Science 
Bachelor of Technology, Jawaharial Nehru Tcchnologic.11 U, 2003 
non-thesis 
Christopher Charles Cogan, Lubbock, Texas Exercise & Spon Scicncts 
(In absellli,v 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1997 
non-thesis 
Kirsten Elaine Compton, casa Grande, Arizona Agricuhur,I Education 
B.S., University of Arizona, 2003 
Tbests: • An Examination of the 
Factor that Influence the Decision 
of Participate in Youth Leadership 
Development Opporrunities in Rur.11 
High Schools in Three Southern States" 
Rebecca Jane Cosner, Chanaroy, Washington Statislics 
B.S., Whitwonh College, 2001 
Thesis: "Survey of Advanced Environmental 
Protection Programs in Texas• 
Kristen D' A'1n Croc:kctt. Lubbock, Texas Food & Nutrition 
(In abselllia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Jose Noel De Luna, Manila, Philippines Physics 
B.S., University of The Philippines, 1993 
non4hesis 
Melinda Devore, Midlothian, Texas Sports He:ilth 
B.S., Dallas Baptist University, 2003 
non-thesis 
M.lchad Dean Dlerslng. Hamlin, Texas Exercise & Sport Sci<nccs 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Tony Neal Duke, Lubbock, Texas Interdisciplinary Studies 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Faye Ellzabcth Eager, Longview, Texas Animal Scienct 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Thesis: "Comparison of Biochemical 
Properties of Zonadhesin in 
Spenrunozoa of Fertile and 
Subfenile Stallions• 
Jason Dwayne Froman, Ackerly, Texas M>them:nics 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Thesis: "A Professional Development 
Cour,c of Mathematics Teaching 
Assistants" 
Sujoy Ganguly, Chcnnai, India Computer Sen, 
Bachelor of Engineering, University of Madras, 1999 
B.S., University of Madras, 1999 
1besis: •Modularization of Course• 
Cynthia Garcia, Plainview, Texas Food & Nutrition 
B.S., Tex2.S Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Nicholas Joseph Glanollt30S, Amarillo, Texas Computer Sctmc, 
(In absentia) 
B.S., West Texas A&M University, 2002 
Thesis, "Using Answer Set Programming 
to Detect Deception• 
Matthew David GlovannJ. Deforest, W1SCOnsin Wildlif< Scim:t 
B.S., University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, 2001 
1besis: "Prey Panitioning Between 
Sympatric Grassland RaP.(ors" 
Muc Preston Glenn, Houston, Texas Personal Fin~,nci;tl Planrut,i 
B.B.A., Lubbock Christian University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Chaltanya V.S. Gorugontula, Visakhapatinam, India Computer Sci<m 
B.S. IN IBCH., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological, 2003 
non-thesis 
Heath Wayne Grizzle, Midland, Texas Bi0lof 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Tbesls.· 'The Impacts of Simulated 
Nitrogen Deposition on Soil 
Microbial Function and Edaphic 
P.lrameters in the Chihuahuan 
Desert" 
Jllla Donielle HaghlPour, Angleton, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
Tbesfs: "Isolation and Character-
ization of Venom Sac Proteins from 
Fire Ant Queens, Solenopsis Invicta• 
- of Sdence (continued) 
Kim r,nchael HaloZc, Austin, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1996 
'fbesis.· "Non-Deterministic Deciding 
Turing Machine Inversion• 
KlJnberly Beth Hllle, Sweetwater, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
. l)ea40a Marie Halfmann, Rowena, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2000 
Tbesis: "Managrnenent Sys1em Effects 
on Water Infiltration and Soil 
Physical Properties" 
Galon JsaJah Hall, Pensacola, Florida 
(In abse1llla) 
B.S., University of South Alabama, 2002 
Thesis: ~Relationships Between Cattle 
Gr.,zing and Rio Grande Wild Turkeys 
in lhe Southern Great Plains• 
Pbllllp DanJe1 Haney, Sweetwater, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non-theslS 
Bret Mk:had Hanlon, Highland Park, New Jersey 
(In absentia) 
M.S., University of Nonh carolina, 2003 
'Jbesis: -Polynomials That Arise in a 
Polya Um Gambling Game' 
Cbaodrlck Cordcll Hayes, Memphis. Tennessee 
B.A., University of Memphis, 2000 
non-lheslS 
James Garrett Hayes, Kansas City, Missouri 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Southwest Missouri State University, 2003 
'lbesis: •stochastic Poinc 
Kinetics Equations in Point 
Reaaor Dynmics• 
Ma;or Professor: Edward James Allen 
FayR09C: Marie Headley, St. Andrew, Jamaica 
B.B.A., Georgia State University, 1980 
non-thesis 
I.e.dey .Renae Hernandez, San Antonio, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Qaucle Larry Hlll,Jr., Lubbock, Texas 
S.S., Parle University, 2000 
M.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-(hcsis 
Rachael IJndsey Houchin, Clarksville, Tennessee 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Univer5ity of Tennessee at Knoxville, 2002 
Thesis: 'Coyote Predation of Rio 
Grande Wild Turkey in the Panhandle 
of Texas and Southwestern Kansas• 
Amy Renea Hoyle, Minco, Oklahoma 
B.S.1 Oklahoma State University Main Campus, 2003 
7besis: •Spoilage Characteristics of 
Ground Beef with Added Lactic Acid 
Bacteria at Abusive and Refrigerated 
Tempmtures Packaged in Modified 
Atmosphere and Traditional Packaging" 
Ross Thomas Huffman, Washougol, Washington 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Washington State University, 1999 
1bests: "Factor5 Effecting Rio 
Grande Wtld Turkey Nest Success 
and Nest Survival in the Texas 
Panhandle and Southeastern Kansas~ 
Rcbccca Kathleen Hunt, Fon Smith, Arkansas 
B.S., University of Arkansas, 2003 
1besis: 'Ceratopsid Dinosaurs from 
lhe Javelina Fonnation (Maastrichtian), 
Big Bend National Park, Texas" 
Arthur Jonathan James, Grand Prairie, Texas 
B.S., University of North Texas, 1993 
non-thesis 
Patricio JCav!er Jaramillo, Quito, Ecuador 
B.B.A., West Texas A&M University, 2002 
M.B.A., West Texas A&M University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Brandon LJoy, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Lubbock Christian University, 2002 
'lbesis: •weed Management in Roundup 







Restaurant, Hotel, Inst Mgmt 
Mathematics 
Personal Financial Planning 










Bhargava lCanchlbotla, Hyderabad, India Physics 
(In absentia) 
8.S,, Osmania University, 1998 
M.S., University of Hyderabad, 2001 
Thesis: "Magnetic Properties or 
lron (Fe) NanostructUres'" 
Vljaykrishna Kaslsomayajttla, YisakhapalJlom, India Physics 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Andhra University, 1998 
M.S., Andhra University, 1998 
Thesis: "Electronic Propenies and 
Transition Engines of lngan Multiple 
Quantum Well Structures" 
Jason Stewart Kennedy, Dallas, Texas Business Adminiscration 
On absentia) 
B.S.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Brian Randall Key, Lubbock, Texas Architecture (Post-Profess) 
B. of Architec1ure, Texas Tech University, 1999 
Thesis: "Understanding an Animated 
Spagheui Western: A Symbiosis or 
Character and Context• 
Vive k Khurana, Lubbock, Texas Computer Science 
B.S., University of Delhi, 2002 
'lbesis: nA Federated Grid Environment 
with Replication Services• 
Ahmct Klrtok, Lubbock, Texas Business Administration 
S.S., Istanbul University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Holly Martin Knowling, Knoxville, Tennessee Restaurant,Hotel,Inst Mgmt 
non-thesis 
Kelcie McKenzlc Kopf, Lubbock, Texas Exercise & Spon Sciences 
(In absentia) 
B.S .• Te xas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Ryan James Krueger, Alpena, Michigan Geoscience 
(In absentia} 
8.S., Cenlf31 Michigan University, 2003 
Thesis: "Structural Evolution of the Sing Peak 
Pendant: Implications for Magma Chamber 
Construction and Mid-Cretaceous Deformation 
in the Central Sierra Nevada, California• 
Rick Houston Leach, Odessa, Texas Exercise &_Sport Sciences 
(In absemia) 
B.S., West Texas A&M University, 2003 
non-thesis 
James Richard Lehane, Lubbock, Texas Geoscience 
B.A., State University or New York College a1 Geneseo, 2003 
7besis: "Anatomy and Physiology of 
Shuvosaurus, a Basal Theropod from 
the Triassic of Texas• 
Sandhya Madircddy, Andhra Pradesh, India Computer Science 
(In absentia) 
B;ichelor of Engineering, Andhra University, 2001 
Thesis: 11Agent-Sased Me1amodeling" 
Ravi-Klran Malladl•Venkata. Kamataka, India Computer Science 
Bachelor of Engineering, Bangalore University, 2000 
1besis: ~Mobile Computing Environment with Sorcer 
Surrogate Services" 
Ki.ran Manoah Masapari, Hyderabad, India Computer Science 
(In absentia) 
S.S., Osmani:a University, 2002 
M.S. , Osmania University, 2002 
n1esis.- .. A Framework for Integrating 
Sorcer with Rpc Style Web Services• 
Jeremy Todd Mason, Lubbock, Te xas Chemistry 
(In absentia) 
8.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
1besis: "Disulfide/Dithiol Redox 
Titrations of Proteins" 
Kenneth Martin McCormick, Plainview, Texas Crop Science 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1999 
7bes;s.- "Comparisons of Glufosinate-
Tolerant, Glyphosate-Tolerant, and 
Non-Transgenic Cotton Weed Control 
Systems" 
Danlel Throop McDonllld, Omaha, Nebraska Wildlife Science 
B.S., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2002 
7besis: "Factors Effecting Pro nghorn 
Fawn Recruitment in Central Arizona• 
Ake.la Caprice Melton, San Antonio. Texas Business Administration 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Master of Science (cominµed) 
Kristal Lcwls Menchaca, Midland, Texas Human Devlmn1. & Family Stds 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech Universily, 2002 
Tbesis: ' Elhnic ldcnti1y of Mexican 
American/European Americans Raised 
in Texas• 
Jennifer Nancy Merkle, Ka1y, Texas Exercise & Sport Sciences 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Xavier University, 2002 
Tbesis.· 'The Effect of Phases of 
lhe Menstrual Cycle on Fron1:u 
Pfane Knee Kinematics During 
landing• 
Mark William Messick, Marshfield, Missouri Sports He:ulh 
B.S., Universily of Missouri-Columl,;a, 2002 
non-lhcsis 
Jarrod Ray Mlllcr, Sla,on, Texas Animal Science 
(l,i absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech Universily, 2001 
Tbesis: "Use of Objeaive CoJor 
MeasuremenlS 10 lden1ify Tough 
Beef" 
Andtta DcAnn Miranda, Ro<an, Texas Zoology 
B.S., Texas Tech Universily, 2003 
non-thesis 
Houston Todd Musick, Amarillo, Te"'1S Microbio logy 
B.A., University ofTe,cas-Austin, 1994 
non-thesis 
Slvabalan Muthukumar, Chennai, India Compu1er Science 
Bachelor of Engineering, Universi1y of Madras, 2002 
Tbesis: 'Developing Animage Based Map 
Model Based on Epipolar Geometry' 
AndttaJo Olivier, Bellevue, Texas Crop Science 
B.S., Texas Tech Universily, 2000 
non-thesis 
Daniel Bdtzasar Olivier, Lubbock, Texas Crop Science 
B.S., Texas Tech Universily, 2003 
Tbests, 'Evalua1ion of Polymer Coa1ed 
Cottonseed as an Alternative Method 
of Preparing COltonseed for Planling' 
Alan Mlkle Orgain, Hammon, Oklahoma Exercise & Sport Sciences 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Universily of Science & Arts of Oklahoma, 2003 
non-thesis 
Ba"nrudorj °"J!or, Ulaanbaaiar, Mongoli.1 ln1erdisciplin.aty Studies 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Ulaanbaa1ar University, 1998 
M.S., Ulaanbaatar University, 2001 
Tbesis: "Wind Enbcrgy Assessmen1 of 
West Texas Mesouet• 
~na Mary Parker-Stephens, Sundown, Texas ln1crdisciplinary Studies 
B.A., Wayland Baptisl Universily, 1987 
non-thesis 
Kimberly IL Peterson, aovis, Califomi.l Malhematics 
(ht absentia) 
B.S., George Fox Universily, 2001 
Tbesis: -COnrinua Which Are G•Like 
for Multiple Graphs c• 
NllddJo Anne Radke, Oconto Falls, Wisconsin Wildlife Science 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, 1999 
Tbesis: 'EffeclS of Prescribed Fire 
on Nongame Wildife in lhe Texas 
Hill Counlty" 
Ncll Tbyrza 112falovkh, Ashland, Oregon Exercise & Spon Sciences 
B.S., Sou1hem Oregon Universi1y, 2003 
non-thesis 
Abbljlt Ral, Lubbock, Texas Computer Science 
(In absentia) 
B.S. IN E.T., Indian Institute of Technology, 2002 
Tbesi.s: •Jntrinsk Security in 
Sorcer Grid• 
Robert hmos, Dilley, Texas Animal Science 
B.S., Texas A&M Universi1y-Kingsville, 2002 
non-r~sis 
Csudac Prcctbl Reddy, Andhra Pradesh, India Crop Science 
S.S., Osmania University, 1999 
7bests, • Analysis of Brassinos1eroid 
Responsive Promoters in Arabidopsis· 
Nathan Samuel Roberts, Dallas, Texas Personal Financial Planning 
B.B.A., Sou1hern Me1hodiS1 Universily, 2003 
non-thesis 
Amy Cassandra Rocttcl, Corpus Chris1i, Texas Human Devlmnt. & Family Stds 
B.S., Texas Tech Universi1y, 2002 
7besis: "Infant Interactions with 
Child Care Providers" 
22 
Steven]. Rosscoc, Cobleskill, New York Geoscienc, 
B.A., S1a1e Universily of New York College at Geneseo, 2003 
Tbesis: "Conodonts of the Desmoinesian 
(Middle Pennsylvani.ln) Lost Branch 
Formation, Kansas and Oklahoma" 
Aaron Mlkah Scott, Den1on, Texas Environmenl.11 Toxicologi, 
B.S., Texas Tech Universil}', 1998 
Tbests, • Absorp1ion Studies for 
Chemically Protective Substrates 
Using Thennogravimelric Analysis' 
Scott T. Scroggin, Artesi:I, New M6ico Personal Financial Pfanning 
B.B.A., Lubbock Chris1ian Universily, 2003 
non-thesis 
Kanisha Pndlp Shah, Memphis, Tennessee Biolechroology 
B.S., Gujaral Universily. 2001 
M.S., Gujarat University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Jodi Lynn Sheppard, Del Rio, Texas Resiauran1,H01el ,lnst Mg.-. 
B.S., Texas Tech Universi1y, 2003 
non-thesis 
Jesse Paulson Shuck, Sunburg, Minncso,a Fisheries Sci<nc, 
(In absemla) 
B.S., University of Minnesota-Duluth. 2(X)() 
7besls: •Development and Assessment 
of Models for Predie1ing lhc 
Ph)'loplank1on Assemblage Patters 
in Lake Kemp' 
Stephen Collin Slampa, Corman, Texas Physirs 
B.S., Hardin-Simmons University, 1990 
M.S., Tua.s Woman's University, 1999 
non-thesis 
Jason Douglas Smith. Ounc:inviUe, Texas Business Adminl>1r.11X>1 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Universiiy, 2004 
non-thesis 
Virginia Mae Smith, Lubbock, Texas ln1erdisciplinary S1Udi<, 
8 .8 .A., Texas Tech Universi1y, 2000 
non-thesis 
David Edward Snow, Frccpon, Texas Chemi,i'l" 
(/n absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech Universily, 2001 
Thesis: 'Temperature-Dependent Cal.ll)'lic 
Activily Ra1es of Mclhanol Oxidation a t 
High-Surface-Arca Platinum/Rulhcnium 
Nanopartides• 
Christopher Mlcbad Snowden, Wicltiia Falls, Texas Aschi1ec1ure (Post-Pro/os) 
M. Architecture, Texas Tech University, 1998 
Tbesis: 'A Proposal 10 Determine the 
Accur:1cy of Using Computer Simulation 
to Represent HisforicaUy Signifiant 
Buildings That no Longer Exist Under 
Their Original Llgh1ing Condilions" 
David Scott Stewart, Snyder, Texas SUtilli<l 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Universily, 1987 
M.£0., Texas Tech University. 1990 
M.B.A., Texas Tech Universi1y, 1993 
Tbesis.- "Statis1ical Analysis of lhe 
2003 Texas Tech Student First Survey' 
Rajcsh Subedl, Lubbock, Texas Compu1er Sci<nct 
Bachelor of Engineering, University of Burdwan, 1998 
non•lhcsis 
Nick Tasich, Grand Island, Nebraska Exercise & Spon Sci<nm 
B.S., Universily of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2002 
non-thesis 
Gwcndolynne R. Thompson. Ft %nh, Texas Geoscim<t 
B.S., Texas Tech Universily, 2002 
Thesis, "Solubiliiy of Synthetic and Natural 
Jarosites al 50 Degrees Celsius" 
Billy John Tiongco, Houston, Texas Personal Financi•I Plannii! 
B.B.A., Texas Tech Universi1y, 1999 
non•lhesis 
Und.lJJII Van Hcuklon, Lubbock, Texas ln1erdisciplinary Sluclts 
(In absemia) 
B.S., Illinois State University, 2000 
non-thesis 
Matthew Terry Walker, Midland, Texas MathenP'-<> 
B.S., Texas Tech Universily, 2003 
7besis: "OU1pu1 Regula1ion for Boundary 
Con1r0lled Sys1ems Using Zero Dynamics 
Feedback Design' 
Fcngqlong Wang, Chongqing, P. R. China Business AdminislJ>liOI 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Chong Qing Tcachcts College, 1994 
non•thesis 
Una Mabel Al-.ara Wllllams, Snyder, Texas Ma1hem,lll 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
7besis, 'The Classification of M-CUrvcs 
of Bidegree (d,3) In the Torus" 
M,.ster of Science (continued) 
Holly Noelle Woodward. Browns Summit, North Carolina 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 2003 
11,es/s.· 'Bone Histology of the 
saurop0d Dinosaur Alamosaurus 
Sanjuanensis from the Javelina 
Formation, Big Bend National Park, 
Texas' 
JCristopher W1lllam Word, Austin, Texas 
B.8.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
John Albert Zarate, Fort Worth, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Laa Zhang, Chengdu City, P. R. China 
B.S., Changchun University of Sci & Tech, 1996 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
1besis: 'Statistical Analysis 
for Longirudinal Data" 





Dan Dan Zhu, Beijing, P. R. China Business Administration/Personal Financial Planning 
B.A., Haagse Hogeschool, 2003 
non-thesis 
MAS11!R OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING 
Kade Kaye Arends, Abilene, Texas 
non-thesis 
Erin Gaye Bryan, Amarillo, Texas 
non-thesis 
Morpn Sherye Qemcnts, Snyder, Texas 
non-thesis 
Nalalle Gall conner, Shamrock. Texas 
non-thesis 
Allen Harrison Crump, Richmond, Texas 
non-thesis 
KnlnMarkDurulgan, Graham, Texas 
non-<hesis 
Kar!Jean Elam, Conroe, Texas 
non-thesis 
Llrlssa Mlchdle Hamilton, Giddings, Texas 
non-thesis 
Etk:Jam.es lang, Snyder, Texas 
(In absentia) 
8.8.A., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Jllltln Paul Lester, Carrollton, Texas 
oon-thesi.s 
111Jany lttne Mather, Edmond, Oklahoma 
B.B.A., University of Oklahoma, 2002 
non-thesis 
NathenJamcs McEown, Rockwall, Texas 
non-thesis 
Mepn carollne Mitchusson, Sherman, Texas 
non-thesis 
Seth Thomas Murphy, Pnugerville, Texas 
non-thesis 
Adam Christopher Rice, Rockwall, Texas 
non-thesis 
Mqian Rae Sanders, Whitney. Texas 
non-thesis 
Sarah Elizabeth Trent, Weatherford, Texas 
non-thesis 
Joshua Adam Zietz, Sugar Land, Texas 
non-thesis 
MAS'Ii!R OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Yuan Xu, Shanghai, P. R. China 
Bachelor of Engineering, Zhejiang University, 2002 
M.S., Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 2002 
1bes1s: "Application of the Immersed 
Boundary Method in the Computational 
Study of Atmospheric Flow in the 
Urban Environment• 
MASTER OF SOENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Sangeetha Balakrishnan, Chennai, India 
B.s. In E.T., University of Madras, 2002 
7bests: "Alternate Mechanisms of 
Perchlorate Generation" 
Aruruddha Dutta, Calcutta, India 
Bachelor of Engineering, Visveswaraiah Tech University, 2002 
























Shrinlvas Vilas Kaulgud. Sangli, Ind ia 
Bochelor of Engineering. Walchand College of Engineering. 21102 
non-thesis 
Ashlsh Kumar, Ghaziab•d, India 
B.S., University of Allahabad. 2000 
M.S., Arizona State University, 2002 
non•thesis 
Laxman Ba!iram Patil. Lubbock, Texas 
Bachelor of Engineering, Shivaji Unh·ers ity, 2001 
Thesis: "Venical Distribution of 
Perchlorate in the Unsaturated Zone 
on the Southern High Plains• 
Sudha Rani Slngavarapu, Lubbock. Texas 
Bachelor of Engineering, Andhra University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Ashlsh Waghray, Hyderabad, India 
Bachelor of Engineering, Osmania University, 2003 
Tbesis: ~comparison of Design 
Methods for Es1imating Hydrologic 
Response of Texas Watersheds" 
Brian Wiese, Fort Worth, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Christopher Alan Caceres, Abilene, Texas 
an absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
1besis: "Design of Power Management 
for Portable Colposcope" 
Patrick S. Cadorette, Cocoa, Florida 
B.S .• Universiry of Florida, 2003 
Thesis: ~Gate Critical Dimension 
Targeting Using Functional Test 
Patterns and On Die Process 
ConIrol Monitors" 
Victor Manuel Ceron Carrillo, Veracruz, Me:tico 
B.S,, University De Las Americas. 2002 
non-thesis 
Scott Matthew Gulas. Hollywood, Florida 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Florida. 2003 
Thesis: ~1.ow COs1 Alterna1ing Current 
Automated Characterization System for 
Operational Amplifiers~ 
Nageshwar Raje Urs Kashinath, Bangalore, lndla 
Gn absentia) 
Bachelor of Engineering, Bangalore Uni,·ersit>'- 2002 
Thesis: "An Unconstrained Nonlinear 
Optimization of the Prototrpe Fdter 
for Cosine Modulated Filter Banks" 
Sandlp Subn.mania Krishnamurthy, KamaaJa.. lndi:a 
Bachelor of Engineering, V'1sves"v3.r.iiah Tech UM'tt!iq.·~ 1JX'f!.. 
1besis: "Multiple Description 
Coding for Robust Transmission 
and Redundant S1or.1ge of !m:Jges" 
Samuel Alex Lewis. Midbnd. Te.os 
B.S., Brigham Young Urtiversicy. 2002: 
Thesis: 'Simple and Lateral Undulation 
of a Robotic Servo Snake" 
Ravi Sankar M.ahanlcali. Andhra Pr.><k,;h. India 
B.S .• A.ndhra Universiry. 2001 
Thesis: ~Design of a 'Thermoelectric 
Cooler System for Poli= Cluin 
Reaction" 
Craig Thom.as Man.hall ~luskog,,,,. OUilio<ru 
B.S .. Texas Tech Unh-etSity. 19'}8 
Thesis. "Reducing and Conao~ 
Beta on a Bicmos Semiconductor 
Fabrication Proc~"" 
SantoshSaraJ;, Padmaoabm ~--
8.S., Bangalore Uniw1:>i1y. 1996 
1besis: •tmP3cl of Negative Bik-
Temperature Instability on Comp(,,:,: 
Microproc.essors" 
Brian Maher Paro::n. LuNx,d,. ~ 
B.S .. Te.,ras Tech llniwtsil)' . .!.003 
71,esis, •Proc,,ss Ch:mg,,sc Alre..~ 
Via Co nduction in Ttk"' Omd' 
Nolan Brant Rilq,·. ~ ~ - N.~311..v 
(In abstmtia} 
B.S .. Te_= Tech Uniwr.,ity . .!IJO! 
7besis: •AutOltt.ltic"J.llr ~ner.uin& 
De,ice-Specliic Fail ~"""'->c)· D<<:ode 
Routines• 
Master of Science In Electrical Engineering ( continued) 
Pratttk Shrivastava, Mahar2shtra, India 
Bachelor of Engineering, University of Pune,2002 
Tbesis: •Implementation and 
Analysis of Eidoctuomatic 
Tr2nsform for Color Image 
Compression" 
Dbeeraj Jlang;al Vanmbally, Kamataka, India 
Bachelor of Engineering, V,sveswar2iab Tedi University, 2002 
7besls.· "Optimization of Vector 
Quantization in Hybrid Vector 
Scalar Quantization (hvsq)• 
Jie Yin, Harl>in, P. R. China 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Harbin Shipbuild ing Engineering, 1993 
1besis:: •Design of Predictive Vector 
Quantizier for Image Coding• 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Stephanie Diane Glover, Paris, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Gvrett Mlchxl Heath, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
non-thesis 
Swapnll Olwakar Pande, Nagpur, Mahamhtra, India 
Bachelor of Engineering, N3gpur University, 2001 
7besis.: •Strategic Implementation 
of Information Technology to Improve 
Retoil Business in India" 
Praneetb Peecbara, Hyderabad, Ind ia 
B.S .• Osmania University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Revatbi Raopppa, Lubbock, Texas 
Bachelor of Engineering, Vi.sveswa:raiah Tech University, 2002 
non thesis 
James Leroy 1baxton, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
77,esu, "How Shoes A/feet Gait' 
Connor COie Younger, Artesia, New Mexico 
B.S., Texas Tedi University, 2004 
non-thesis 
YiDgehun Yuan, Tianshui, Gansu, P. R. China 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Petroleum University, 1999 
B.S., PelrOleum University, 1999 
7besis: •An Environmentally Benign 
Supercritical Fluid Process for 












MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANUFAC11JRING SYSTEMS A ENGINE.ERING 
Scott Thomas Hancock, Amarillo, Texas Manufacturing Systems & Engineering 
AS, Amarillo College, 1999 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2001 
non-thesis 
Kohli Shrldbar Kulkacni, Lubbock, Texas Manufacturing Systems & Engineering 
Bachelor of Engineering, Bangalore University, 2000 
Tbesf.<: "Evaluation of Life Cycle 
Assessment Methods and Systems, 
and lntegr2tion o f Recycling 
Process for Electronic Products• 
Swill Sadasblv Mobile, Kolhapur, India Manufacturing Systems & Engineering 
Bachelor of Engineering, Shiv2ji University, 2002 
7besls.· "Disassembly Analysis, 
Marerial Composition Analysis 
and Environment lmp2ict Assessment 
of Computer Disk Drives• 
P\aneet Satya Sbrlvastava, Mahal'2Shtra, India Manufacturing Systems & Engineering 
Bachelor o f Engineering, Shri G.S. Institute of Technology, 1997 
M.S., University of Mumbai, 2000 
non-thesis 
MASTER OP SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Kevin Scott Brlgbam. Abilene, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2000 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2002 
non-thesis 
Nathan Ross Francis, Silverton, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
7besi.s: •Investigation of Fixation 
of Disrupred Pubic Symphysis Using 





Jaakko Jalmarl Halmarl, HuntsVille, Texas 
B.S., Sam Houston State University, 2001 
Thesis: •Computer Simulations or a 
Hydrogen Fueled Internal Combustion 
Engine• 
Matthew NoelJad<soo. Canadian, Texas 
(111 abse11tfa) 
B.S., wayland Baptist University, 1999 
Thesis: •Development of :a Propellant 
Simulating Gas Fuel Burner and llS 
Applicability in the Validation o f 
an Aluminum Panide Combustion Model• 
Kevin Up-Tee: Um, Kuching, Malaysia 
B.S., McNeese Slate University, 2000 
non-thesis 
Kerin MJc.bael Moore, Vernon, Tex.as 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2004 
7besis.· •Combustion Beh.1viors of 
Bimodel Aluminum Size Distribution 
in Thermites• 
Erlb Beth Washington. Leadville, Colomlo 
B.S., University of Colorado-Boulder, 1992 
non-thesis 
Matthew David Whigham. Kermit, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
Allen Dean White, Nacogdoches, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
77,esisc "High Pressure X-Ray 
Dilfr.action Study of Chromke' 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING 
Olugbeog;a A. Fasesan, Lagos, Nigeria 
B.S., Obafemi Awolowo University, 1999 
7besls: "Variations in Cement 
Slurry Characteristics of Liquid 
Additives• 
Olaylwola Fuokun, Lagos, Nigeria 
B.S., Obaferni Awolowo University, 2001 
Tbesisc "Slability Analysis of 
Gas Well Production• 
Mandar Naodklsbor Kulkarn!. Pune, India 
Bachelor of Engineering, University of Pune, 2003 
77,,ruc •Gas Lift Valve Modeling 
with Orifice Effects• 
Rahul Nandkwnar Kulkarni. M.s., India 
(In absentia) 
B.S. IN E.T., Or. Babasaheq Ambedkar Technolog, 1998 
7besfs: ' Modeling of Gas Lift 
Valve Performance by Regressing 
Model Parameters to Develop 
Slowdown Dato• 
Bhusban Suryakanl Patil, Pune, India 
Bachelor of Engineering, University of Pune, 2001 
Thesis: "Gas Interference Effect 
on Ipr Curves" 
And.reas Soefajln, Jakarta, Indonesia 
(In abse11tia) 
B.S., Purdue Unive rsity, 2002 
7besis: "Prediction of Cocxis,ence 
Vapor-Uquid Densities for Subslances 
and Mixtures" 
Ashwln Asbok Tawde, Houston, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Pune, 1997 
1besf.s: •Quantification of 
Uncertainty in Production 
forecast Using Geostatistical 
Techniques• 
Marshall Charles Watson , Midland, Texas 
B.S., ComeU University, 1981 
7besisc "Correlating Petrophysics 
and Flood Performance In the 
Levelland Slaughter Field" 
Ferbal Yavuz, Ankara, Turkey 
B.S., Middle East Technical University, 2002 
M.S., Middle East Technical University, 2002 
7beruc "Modeling Downhole Beam 
Pumping Parameters" 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFl'WARE ENGINEERING 
Marta Eunice Calderon Campos, San Jose, Costa Rica 
B.S., University of Costa Rica, 1987 
M.B.A., Jnstituto Centroamericano De, 1990 
Thesis.· "Tool Support for Model 


















~ OP SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
Brl,aD Brad:Y, Midland, Texas Systems & Engineering M3nagement 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003 
non-thesis 
ou,,er Cucff, Millville, New Jersey Systems & Engineering Management 
B.A., College of New Jersey, 2000 
non-thesis 
M01>crell l)eOD Hanis, Amarillo , Texas Systems & Engineering Management 
(ln absentia) 
B.S., Southern University A&M College, 2001 
non-<hesis MlchKlR K1n:ze1, Katy, Texas Systems & Engineering Management 
(ln ab,enl/a) 
M.B.A., Unhrersity of Houston, 2003 
1bBS"' 'Tide Missing" 
Kerin Roy KnJsbl, Amarillo, Texas . Systems & Engineering Management 
B.S., Texas A&M University-College Stauon, 2001 
non-thesls Josq>bat c. Orleukwu. Amarillo, Texas Systems & Engineering Manogement 
(ln absentia) 
D.S., University of Oklahoma, 2002 
non-thesis 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
DOCTOR OP JURISPRUDENCE 
casey PaJae AdklnS, Canyon, TX 
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Brady Duane Bull 
Dawn Yvonne Burnley 
Dennis Ramon Carrizales 
Kayla Nicole Case 
Ruben <:astancda 
Corey Wlnston Chapman 
28 
Edward Paul ClccareW 
Jason Andrew Crookbam 
Christopher Ryan Davison 
Elenna Celeste Ddlcy 
Zachary David Edwards 
(Cum Laude) 
Dana Katherine Elder 
Jessica Erin Elllott 
Matthew David Enslln 
(Magna Cum Laude} 
Jc,uu,Je Lynn Farabnak 
(Cwnli:wde) 
John Lee Fitzgerald 
Joaquin Alfredo Garay 
Kimberly Dawn Gilkerson 
Jessia Marie Gomez 
Ember Gonzalez 
Stephe n Guzman 
David Michael Hannan, Jr 
David John Hasting 
(Summa Cum Laude In 1/onor S1t1dles) 
Craig AdamJacobson 
Simon Andrew James 
Jessica Erin Johnson 
(Magna Cum Laude} 
Christopher Blair Jones 
Jessica Nicole Lee 
Jonathan DanJel Long 
Christopher John MacQuarrie 
Crystal Marie Macker 
(Magna Cum Laude fn Honor Studies} 
Michael Todd Magee 
Lorelei Nicole Martln 
(Mag11a Cum Laude} 
Christopher Thomas Mascari 
Marisa Estrella Mcjb 
Randy Ortiz 
Delano Ackccm Palmer 
Justin I>cttlt Park 
Chase Brandon Parker 
Gregory Alan Peters 
Erik Natbanlel Peterson 
Jensen Cole Pittman 
Joshua Wade Pittman 
Nicholas James Ritter 
(Cum Laude} 
Jeremy Neal Sagcblcl 
Amber Rachelle Schwetncr 
Jay Richard Smith 
Kristen Sue SOdcman 
(Cum Laude) 
Lauren Lynn Stovu 
Christopher Lee Strong 
Mlcbad Alan Sutherland 
Ell>abdb Anne Terrell 
(Cum Laude) 
Amanda Ellzabctb Thomas 
Jeremy Joseph Vincik 
Randy OouaJas Wallace,Jr 
Logan Fleldlng West 
Jonathan Ross Whittaker 
(Cum Laude} 
Ryan August Wilkens 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
lvanJohn Wilson 
Evan Ross Wittig 
Bret Mlcbael Wittman 
Michael David Young 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Katherine Jane Bell, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Matthew Rus5cll Carter, Dallas 
. Mitchell David Fletcher, Murphy 
Lcslle Mlcbelle Kcsman, Orange 
Katherine l!Uzabcth Shepherd Murphy, Bandera 
(Mag11a Cum Laude} 
DanlelJames Rose, Beaumont 
Jane Kathryn Webster, Lubbock 
Kevin George Garnepudl, The Woodlands 
(Cum Laude In Honors Studies} 
Andrew Yates Greenleaf, Midland 
Justin Dane Jenkins, Mathis 











Baehelor of Arts (continued) 
Gerald Albert Um, El Paso 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jose Francisco Um, El Paso 
(Cum Laude) 
A,JWldaJane Pickert, Southbke 
(Cum Laude) 
l)t1lld l!dwlD RJnewalt, Lamesa 
(Cum Laude) 
oa,reo.John Sliney, Hereford 
(Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
DoupSJames Stan1ey, Odessa 
(Cum Laude) 
Jarod Geolfrcy Watson, Dumas 
Ryon Wayne Jacobs, San Antonio 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
John Wesley Jenm,>, San Antonio 
Mona Usa Medalla, Spring 
Juotln 11ay Thome, Garland 
Siem! Douglas Burham, Garland 
(Cum Laude) 
]a>nlfcrllenaeAndenon, Early 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honor, Studies) 
!)erTc)t Wll11am Andulza, Humble 
BeDfamlnJames Attaway, Spring 
Whitney Layne Blair, Lubbock 
Courtney Reme Bobb, Garl•nd 
COr1c Nicole Bridges, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Sltldies) 
Matthew Stephen Brothers, Lubbock 
MlchacUJan Brunfes, Missouri City 
Tracy l!llzabe1h canitt, Austin 
LoDonna Click. Brownfield 
Corrie Anne Clinton. Houston 
Krlstm Nicole Crain, Hobbs, NM 
DeborahJean Bullard d' Angelo, San Antonio 
Mlchael DeAnda, Abernathy 
Undr Paige Duncan, Eastland 
8dlnna - !!as~ Plano 
WU'CD Ellzabc1h Ellis, Katy 
CoclyTbomM Puller, Smithson Valley 
Bayley Mlchclk Gee, Dallas 
N<banlahJamal Glover, LaMargue 
Joe Dan Gober, Sulphur Springs 
ErichMlthacl Greer, Pampa 
HeodlerRenfGulley, Andrews 
captain Emory Jones IV, San Antonio 
John Leslie Kappler, Friendswood 
Cbondk:r Lynn Karr, Copell 
WUllam Sle'fen Laing, Oovis, NM 
U..Jeonlnc Lawler, College Station 
Heather Anne Lawnnce, Tyler 
U.. Mark: Ugon, Spring 
Slephanlc Brook Love, El Paso 
KnlD Eugene Mahaffey D, P•saden• 
Jon Ryan Massey, Dallas 
Lindsey Rae McCright, Midland 
Greg Duke Mcllroy, Lubbock 
M.u1ha Lindsay Nahoum. San Antonio 
Jmm May Page, Lubbock 
Whitney Michelle Perine, Austin 
Seth lcc PhlWps, Tyler 
(SUmma Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Mkhdlc Deann Pittman, Am3rillo 
Of4gna Cum Laude) 
WllUam Adam Quap, Houston 
Oanltl Kenneth Rlskey D, Flower Mound 
llrett Rodtttck Rodriguez, Conroe 
llorpo 1dgh Rudy, Southlake 
Mlcbad Gartttt Schnelder, Dallas 
Jason Edwud Scott, Housmn 
Patrick MlchacJ Seder, The Woodlands 
Erin !\lark: Scthney, San Antonio 
Xalbeyn !tac Skeens, Cheyenne, WY 
WlWam lee Smith, Lubbock 
lllcbdic Deann Terry, Lubbock 
Mariana Vl.u, Houston 
(M4gna Cum Laude) 
Anne Gatberioe Wiggins, Midland 
Nicholas Edwin Williams Austin 
llalcy Ann Wylie, Corsica.;. 
Jillian Rebbeca Jensen, Farmington, NM 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Studies} 
J..,,.. Lccland Adams, Madisonville 
J~ S<ottDavis, Euless 
Sliphcn Samandar Fly, Midland 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honor, S111dfes) 










































































Annabel Macias, Chicago, IL 
Christopher Lynn Page, Kingswood 
Mark Christopher Pittman, Plano 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Justin Hans Reeves, Lubbock 
Nathan Mclarty Ayres, Colorado Springs, CO 
Joseph Benjamin 8las,Jr., Lubbock 
Ryan Martin Bishop, Arvada, CO 
Kelly Lynn Blikrc, Gillette, WY 
(Summa Cum lAude In Honors Studies} 
James Lee Bond, Littlefield 
RebekahJane Booth, Livingston 
(M•gna Cum Laude) 
McCauley Jlan-ctt Bullock, Victori3 
Alice Clairc Carpenter, Friendswood 
(Summa Cum Laude} 
Cassidl Dawn Crannell, Double Oak 
Matthew Mckenzie Davis, Amarillo 
Russell Edward Dibble.Jr., Anchorage, AK 
James David Eppler, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude} 
Russell Kirk Evatt, Midland 
I.aura Beth Forney. Lewisville 
(Magna Cum IAude) 
April Dawn Yan ez. Gatica, Abcrn:uhy 
Erin Lee Graham, Lubbock 
(In Honors SIUdles) 
Meredith Leigh Graham. Kingwood 
(Cum Laude) 
Richard David Gray m, Plano 
Danna Re.innc Guess, Pottsboro 
Lisa Jane Ham, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Brandon Scott Hartley, Amarillo 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Erin Christine Heath, Odessa 
(Magna Cum IAude In Honors SIUdies) 
Jcnnlfcr Mane Henderson. Danville. CA 
Brian Cody Hodges, Hereford 
Steven Andrew Johnson, Houston 
Undsey Ann Langfo rd, Highland Village 
Mcliss ;i Ann Marsac, Houston 
Ell2abeth CWre McW-dllams, Lubbock 
Kinsey Suzanne Murphree. May 
(Cum Laude) 
April Lauren Norton, Midland 
Marlo Nunez. Floydada 
Thomas Lee Pemberto n, Fon Wonh 
Timo thy Kyle Pendleton, Levell•nd 
Crista Kay Price, Lubbock 
Paula Marie Prichard, Olathe, KS 
Marisa Lynnette Ramirez, Corpus Christi 
Benjamin Russell Roberts, Houston 
(Cum Laude) 
Sara Jillian Schrocdcr, Albuquerque, NM 
(Cum Laude} 
Jaclyn Nicole Show, Denton 
Jo hnson Colby Shcffl.eld, Austin 
Rey Philippe Sully, Wichit1 Falls 
Kenna Leigh Swinney, Hobbs, NM 
.Ellubeth Ashley Tate, Tyler 
Natalie Rose Uriegas, Cedar Hill 
Kimberly Ann Warren. Frankston 
Laci ~ awn Wllllams. Post 
Alissa Sue Willson, Brownwood 
Jennifer Lee 8radford. Atlant1, GA 
Andrew McKc.nzlc Howard. Brunswick, GA 
Grady Blue Brazelton, Sweerwater 
(Magna Cum U,ude hl Honors Studies) 
Rachael Mlchelle Langston, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Craig Allen Morgan, Gladewater 
David McCrac Minder, Richardson 
(Cum Laude) 
Erica Lclgh Strode, Richmond 
Michelle Nichole Cowan, Borger 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Oscar Ivan Macias, Camargo Chihuhua, Mexico 
Eml1y Rebecca Courtney, M•dison, AL 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
early Dale Laminack. Lubbock 
Heldl Elizabeth Richards, Coppell 
Jacquelyn Lee Scrive ner. Aus1in 
Ve ro nika Stc lmakh, Paris, Fronce 
Brian Adrian Cornwell, Euless 
Jason Robert Wickersham, Hurst 
Ryan Monroe llaumbach, Crosby 





































































Bachelor of Arts (co111i11ued) 
Jessica Lee Bdl, Abilene 
Zachary Boswell Brown, aihon 
Gregg Coleman cara .... Ua. Dallas 
Bryan Wayne Conner, Lubbock 
Unclscy Ann Driver, Midland 
(Summa Cum l.aude) 
Richard David Driver, Longview 
Anna Denise Dunn, Levelland 
(Magna Cum l.aude) 
Jedidiah Scott Eby, Kingwood 
Courtney Michelle Faulk, Qebum e 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Cbyton Paul Ganison, Odessa 
Sara Elizabeth Gatewood, Sffliinole 
Priscilla LcAnn Gomez, Lubbock 
Lydla Kate Grassl, Carrollton 
Michael Wayne Gunter, Belton 
Lucas Christopher Henry, Plano 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Michael Barrett Hess, Round Rock 
(Mag11a Cum Laude) 
Shawn Michael Utls, Possom Kingdom 
Garrett Neal Irwin, Idalou 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Kayla LynfflJacltson, waco 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Jon Kyle King. Hutto 
Adam Joseph !Clement, Muenster 
case,, Lee JCllngensmlth, Mineral Wells 
Eric Justin Law, Lockney 
Kyle Chapman Lent, Midland 
Garrett Paul Luft, Midland 
(Mag11a Cum l.aude In Ho11ors Studies) 
Christina Dawn Maas, Dumas 
Terry Lewis Martin, Abilene 
Nicholas Joseph Miller, Fort Worth 
(Cum Laude) 
Ian David Muller, Plano 
Joshua Eugene Nash, Midland 
011 Honors Studies) 
Adac2c ChlagoZie Nwancri, Garland 
Aaron Ulises Olivas, Odessa 
JanlceJac P<:arce, Andrews 
Phuong Anh Pham, HOUSlon 
Chelsea Marie Pillsbury, Tyler 
Nathan Burl Prudtt, Qi~on 
Steven Vincent Randolph, Lorenzo 
Matthew Allen Ray, Abilene 
(Summa Cum l.aude) 
Matthew Randal Jlose, Bastrop 
Christopher Aaron Schauer, Plano 
(Cum Laude) 
Bryan Craig Thomas, Wolfforth 
Jeremy Jackson Todd, Lubbock 
Jessica Rae Trcvldo, Harlingen 
(Cum Laude) 
Peter Craig Uselton, Sherman 
Kyle Grier Wiley, Lubbock 
J= Alan Woodring, Houston 
(Magna Cum l.aude) 
Megan Ann Dickman, Bedford 
(Magna Cum I.aude In Honors Studies) 
Rebekah Estelle Herrmann, Harlingen 
(Cum l.aude) 
Cody James Faulk, Houston 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Sludfes) 
Austin Travis Wheeler, Lubbock 
Erika Frances weber, Boerne 
Travis John Burns, Colorado Springs 
Jamey Lee Laglcdcr, loo Medina 
Eddie lopez, Panhandle 
Courtney O'Mara Smartt, Coppell 
(Cum l.aude) 
Jcnnlfcr Elizabeth Staller, Sachse 
Eric Lane Tekell. Winters 
Amy Galcne Valentine, HeWitt 
Wllllam Woodward Allensworth, Auslin 
Stephen Navano, Richardson 
MarildaJ:inct Oviedo, Midland 
Justin Kyle Rippy, Amarillo 
(Magt1a Cum l.aude) 
James Sanders Rogers m, Amarillo 
(Magna Cum l.aude) 
Travis Wesley White, Brownfield 
Justin Stlcl Davis, Katy 
Michael Dylan Merrill. Abilene 




































































Annlkl<a Leigh AjUilar, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Kevin Tho mas Alley, Lubbock 
Brian Gregory Arnold. The Woodlands 
Mike Vaskas Blrl<cn. Houston 
Lauren Elise Burton, Burnet 
(Cum Laude) 
Kayla Ann Caln, Boerne 
Kathryn Teresa Carmody, Williston, ND 
Stan Michael Cobom, Dallas 
Peter Logsdon COotrcras, San Antonio 
Ryan Phillip Crumpler, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
David Brett Da.rgltz, Falls Church, VA 
Rakcdc D2vls, Hawkins 
Samuel Christopher Dunlap, Morfa 
Emily Ann Estrada, Levelland 
Michael Ryon Fleming, Weotherford 
Cody Blair Gaines, Dalhart 
Brian Keith Garibay, Hale Center 
llia Ann Gavia, San Antonio 
(Cum Laude) 
Steven Carlos Gonzalez, GalveslOn 
Justin Ross Graham, Round Top 
(Mag11a Cum Laude /11 Honors Studies) 
Brandon Tyler Grosvenor, Abilene 
(Cum Laude) 
Cavrlne Germaine Harris, Midland 
Adam Lamar Headley, Grand Prairie 
Hanison Wayne Hill, Levelbnd 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Justin Carter Hobbs, ukeway 
Darcy Jaye Hogan, Plano 
Jamie Elaine Jensen, Galveston 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Stud;es) 
Berry RussellJohnson, Fort Worth 
Joshua PattlckJohnson, Lubbock 
Kandace Eugenia Johnson, Arlington 
Krysta Anne Jones, Canyon 
Steven Christopher Kelly, Paris 
Nicholas Frank Larsen, Waterloo, NY 
Joshua Albert Lasater, Tyler 
Cynthia Nicole MacDonald, Carrollron 
Leslie A. Maxwell, Olton 
Jeffrey Robert Mayo, Dallas 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Nicole Elizabeth McCarley, Mesquite 
(Mag11a Cum l.a11de) 
Brandon Robert M cElroy, Fort Worth 
Jerry Elijah Morale$, Amarillo 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ennlnlo Ray Nevarez, Shamrock 
Justin Patrick Opperman, Austin 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Jessica Sue Parker, Odem 
Shannon Marie Posem, Pasadena 
(Cum Laude) 
Matthew Philip Riley, Modesto, CA 
Logan Alexander Rodrigue:z. San Antonio 
Hillary Leigh Rowe, Pasadena 
Andrew James Schmeltt, Dallas 
Carrollyn Blythe Timmons, San Anlonio 
Charles Michael Weems, Austin 
GrantJoscph Wright, Aledo 
Bronwyn Jane Young, Lubbock 
ChrisUe Eli Fuentes, McAllen 
Karita Dlncsh Patel, Dalhart 
Dana Suzanne Smith, Garland 
Angela Deanne Hughes, Crowley 
(Summa Cum l.a11de) 
Will Gable Bassham, Colorado City 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Adam John Kennedy, Mansfield 
Jcnnlfcr Lynette Adams, Junction 
Julia Ann Anderson, Sundown 
Catherine Lynn Arsenault, Keller 
LesUe Ann Batla, Garden City 
(Cuml.a11de) 
Rebecca Lynn Beigh15, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum l.aude In Honors Studies) 
Taylor I.Duis Blake, Fredericksburg 
Sarah Elizabeth Bruster, Fort Worth 
(Cum Laude) 
Stephen Paul Byrom, Burleson 
Arthut Robert Cardona, Corpus Christi 
Wll1lam Earl Cooke, El Paso 
Jovan Oanlellc Cosper, S.n Angelo 







































































Bachelor of ArtS ( continued) 
IA' Toya Lynnette Daniels, Fon Wonh 
scacy Pattenon l)eatdorff, Lubbock 
Erin L Dunkerson, Midland 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
JCerie Brynn Eason, W.X•hachie 
llob)'D ADD Eubank. Richardson 
s.,u cachuloe Faber, Brookfield, OH 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Jeonlfer PaJ&<: Fain, Katy 
it,.m.er0n l.hio3'ton Fdlcrs, Wilson 
(Cum Laude) 
Mari<> E Fernandez, Lubbock 
Shelby Rae Ferrari, Keller 
IAW'OD Leigh Flocher, Canyon 
lld,eca Mary Foytllo, Spring 
QuutopberWlllwnFrazlcr, Menzon 
M<abanAilwon Gallery, Highland Village 
Desiree Bernadette Garcia, San Antonio 
Jmet Danie Garcia, Lubbock 
Stade Nicole Gena. Midl2nd 
Aurelio D Gonzalez, Dallas 
l)arid Lawrence Gos5, Grapevine 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Whitney Sue Gtten, Lubbock 
ou-o Marie Grisham, Wimberley 
Jolhua Garrett Grothe, Houston 
Marian Ashley Hawkins, Ingram 
MIity Jeanloe Bollls, Abilene 
~ Jo Bolman, Lubbock 
Nk:oleJeao Holstrom, Roanoke 
Am>e TettK HWlDioghake, Wichita , KS 
(Summa Cum IAude In Honors Studies) 
Jmdn Bndly Johnson, Corsicana 
Aoclrew Michael Kennedy, Dallas 
K<epD Leigh Kero, Austin 
ltlthryn Paige Knapik, Ho uston 
AJannaJolene w d, Anesia,NM 
Nicholas A.atbony l.aRocca, Beau mom 
MJnoda LeeAoD lawson, Bedford 
Cortney Margaret Locknane, Pam pa 
Jmdn llmothy Lounder, El Paso 
ltrlltlnaAnoe Mano, The Colony 
ld,ey Mlcbdle Manin, Levelland 
Bni<e lldwud Mazar, Hobbs, NM 
Teeneeshee Deyon McCutcheon, Lubbock 
Marcie Ano McDaniel, Midland 
~YllDSbun McDonald, Midland 
Joteph llnxtd McPherson, Idalou 
Perter Lee Meeks m, San Francisco, CA 
llenw'do Cleo PadllJa Mejia, Lubbock 
ltyle Gttgory Menne, Allen 
On Honors Studies) 
Amanda Leeanne Mino.e, Plainview 
ClwlelJooeph Mitchell, Grapevine 
Dellle Megan Morris, Sherman 
(Cum Laude) 
Lama Lynn Mueller, Brownwood 
Tara Lynn Murphy, Colleyville 
lMIJ8na Cum Laude) 
LuR Herman Oaks, Lubbock 
Brian Christopher Ottmer, Sachse 
8lalr Leigh hntecost, Ho uston 
Joy Marie Perrin, Granbury 
(Cum Laude) 
Cltriltopha Thomas Phelan, Borger 
l!mlly Beth Pierce, Afton 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
MlchaeJ.Joseph Plotz, Flower Mound 
CamUk Ano Prater, Midland 
Jara Krishnaiya Qucvison, The Colony 
Nicolle Denise Reasoner, Lubbock 
llatQuloha Renee Reed, Lubbock 
lalhleen Suzanne Roberts, Pearsall 
Scott Aaron Royse, Mad isonville 
Ebony Nicole Russ, Muleshoe 
ldllJo Schon, Wolfforth 
"""1Jeetendra Shah. Lubbock 
llellsu Leanne Shaw, Lubbock 
llacbeai Kay Shoffner, Amarillo 
hmdaJoy Slaf(e, Arlington 
(M1J8oa Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
llerney Ruth Stevens, Andrews 
l!rUt Blaloe Tarpley, Green River, WY 
Tamara RCIU! Tucker, Lubbock 
Jeaala, Esperanza Vasquez, Houston 













































































Heather Renf Walson, Lubbock 
Allison Ann White, Dekalb 
Shannon Marie White, San Antonio 
Laurel Leigh Whitehead, Cleburne 
Klff All2n Wlcmcrs, Fredericksburg 
Latisha Lynn Williams, Odessa 
Lauren Kathleen Wllllams, Longview 
John David McCorvy, Round Rock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ricardo Andrfs Ramirez Ortl>:, San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Sara lorainc Krahl, Gainesville 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Mattela Ellzabcth Silva, Del Rio 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ana Beatriz Sut6n, Rankin 
(Magna Cum Laude) 















Candlce Anne McDougall, Kenv;Jie 
(C11m Laude) 
Russian Language and Area Studies 
Caty Ellzabclh Brow, Midland 
Jimmy James Cano, O'Do M ell 
Adrienne Rend Dowd, Wkhita f alls 
Javlcr Gonzales, New Braunfels 
Julie Jo Pearson, Austin 
Rachel Katherioe Storrs, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Anne Rcbecc.a Turner, Richardson 
Bobble Jeoea Vaughan, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Blake Jacob Alter, Beaumo nt 
Ashley Anne Alvarez, Lawto n, O K 
(Cum Laude) 
Ashton Randall Anderson. Colorado City 
Charlotte Dencece Castaneda, Corpus Christi 
Travis Dustln Denson, Wolffonh 
Er.lea Lynn Hartnett, Fon Davis 
Stephanie Latrice Hlbbler, Lubbock 
Wllllam Shane Johnson, San Antonio 
Pamela Lynnette Klein, Hereford 
(Magna Cum Umde) 
Ashley Mlchelle McClure , Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Katlyn Amber McGee, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
Lll.lanne Marym Moshlcr, El Paso 
Alexandria Amber Ortl>:, Lubbock 
Stephanie Brooke Saldivar, Lubbock 
Nicole George ne Schoenhals, Borger 
~ura Annette Sepeda, Plainview 
Jason lane Ste-wan, Merkel 
Shelley Rene Vaughn, Merkel 
Wllllam Henry Willson, Round Rock 
Stephen Leonard Pepper. Georgetown 
Lulrus LaDwoon Allen, Canton 
Joel Alvarado, Housion 
Dennis R. canizales, Eagle Pass 
Oscar LulsRey Castillo, Earth 
Ericka Yasmina Castro, Dallas 
Caleb Lee Clardy, Abilene 
Joel Michael Clark, Orem, I.IT 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Paul COronado, Levelland 
(Cum Laude) 
Bryan Alan Kegans, Stephenville 
David Andrew Koenlg, Lubbock 
(Magna C11m La11de) 
Ezra L Lopez Harlingen, 
Jooe Luis Lopez.Jr. , Lubbock 
Patricia Olga L6pez, El Paso 
Elizabeth Luna, Mexia 
Gregory Marin, Lubbock 
Cynthla Diane MJtchcll, Houston 
Natasha Ojeda. Mission 
Albert Perez, Lubbock 
Margarita Rivas Rivas, Lubbock 
Arturo Serrano.Jr., Lubbock 
Jaime Simental, El Paso 
Karen Ellzabcth Swift, El Paso 
Charles Stuckly Taboada, Houston 
Hannah Brooke West, College Sl31ion 
(Cum Laude) 
Stephanie Ann McElreath, Gainesville 
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
James Lee Bond, Linlefield 
Jarrod Glen Brlggle, Paris 
Social Work 
Socia l Work 
Social Wor1< 
Social Work 


















































General Stud ies 
Amanda Marie Craft, Lubbock 
Brittney Ltt Culp, Amarillo 
(Mas na C11m La11de) 
Jason Andrew Pickell$, Allen 
(Masna Cum Laude In Honors St11dles) 
Corwin Matthew Pickey, McKinney 
Scott Wilburn Oliver Echols. Coppell 
John Jason Henrichs, Hous1on 
Rachel Kay Hodges, Lubbock 
Tonya Cypert Jacquez, Lubbock 
Lauren Haley Lewis, Kilgore 
Jowithan Paul Mannas, Ardmore, OK 
(Summa Cum Laude ltt Honors Studies) 
Gordon Sproul Morriss, Jr., Ingram 
Unda M O'Dell, Dallas 
Shalyn Narie Patterson, Benbrook 
Tara tdgh Sewell, Shallowa1er 
(Cum Laude) 
An~la Nicole Timmons, Amarillo 
BACHEWR OF SCIENCE 
Su.meet Batra, Lubbock 
Casey Renl Gatdd, Monahans 
Mandy Ann Gcryk, Hous1on 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Cllndlce Gerber Peirce, Rowlen 
Katrina Cheri P<:tney, Albuqerque, NM 
(Summa Cum I.aude In Honors Studies) 
Undsay Michelle Scott, Wellman 
(C11mLaude) 
Carie Lynn Balley, Levelland 
Kyler Wllllam Barkley, Gruver 
(Cum Laude) 
Kevin Louis Benham, Wink 
(Cum Laude) 
Henry Eugene Bragg, La Porte 
Rebecca Knox Brosseau, Fort Worth 
(/11 Honors Studies) 
Ryan Robert Chambers, Pampa 
Melissa Renee Charles, Flower Mound 
Jowithan Edward Cotton, Stanton 
(Masna Cum Laude) 
Hattle Jill Dunn, Dallas 
(S11mma Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
WllllamJohn Pylla, La Vernia 
(Cum Laude) 
Brent Eugene Fossum, Albuquerque, NM 
Pcanna Garcia, El Paso 
(Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Joel Pcvin Harper, Lubbock 
Shomanl'ke laMctria Head, Dallas 
Tarin Nicole Henderson, Copper Canyon 
Robin Woolley Henne, Allen 
(Summa Cum IAude In Honors Studies) 
Kyle Matthew Hernandez, Kingwood 
Palge Lauren Hill, Borger 
(Cum Laude) 
Lacey Dawn Kovar, Plainview 
DanJcl PhlWp Lawrence, Sulphur Springs 
Jcrrad Frank ugako, Lubbock 
Kristyn Brooke Losglns, Plainview 
Kyle Gregory Menne, Allen 
(In Honors Studies) 
Melissa Ann Harpenna Murphy, Plano 
Joshua Eugene Nash, Midland 
(hr Honors St11dles) 
Utttte Anita Navarrete, Pampa 
Andrea C. Nichols, Lubbock 
Shalna Ltt Oliver, Brownwood 
Kyle David OwCllS, Lubbock 
Rupal R. Patel, Brownfield 
(Cum Laude) 
Shella Finlay Patterson, Brandy 
Alejandra Marina P\,arlman, Aus1in 
Kami Renat Pn>ctt, Lubbock 
Shella Reddy, Austin 
(Masna C11m Laude) 
Tamie Jo Runyan, Ransom Canyon 
Jennlfer Marie Sander, George1own 
Naya Ccllsla Saucedo, Amarillo 
Brian Francis Scott, Graham 
Megan Ballard Shawn, Monahans 
(Summa Cum Laude Jn Honors Studies) 
James P Sulllvan, Aus1in 
Ashley Sharrdl Atkins. Coppell 
Wllllam Michael Henne, Allen 






























































Cell and Molecular Biology 
~ II and Molecular Biology 
32 
Tcshy Varughese John, Dallas 
Natasha Marie Mayer, Babeus, C.A.R. Africa 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Lauren Patricia Parish, Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Melanie Anne Robertson, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Edgar Ruben Salas, El Paso 
Omar Muhammad Shouldch, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum La11de) 
Pana Colleen StcphCllS, Magnolia 
Cody Russel.I Walker, Hillsboro 
Joshua James I.any. Hous1on 
Nicholas Allen Mlcrsma, Corpus Chrisli 
(Cum Laude) 
Nicholas Pale PcUsse, Beeville 
John Carter Allison, Whi1eface 
Engellca Mariclupe Anaya, Lubbock 
Ivey Wichman Brenner, High Poinl, NC 
Jessica Sara Brown, York, NE 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Christopher Panic! cavazos, Seagraves 
Sara Paige Cayton, Amarillo 
(Cum Laude) 
Usa Marie Chapman, Arling1on 
(Cum Laude) 
Jacob Chance Conner, Ohon 
Virginia Leigh Emmott, Hous1on 
Rachelle Pcnlse Evans, Dallas 
Tryon Robert Fields, Sonora 
(Masna C11m Laude) 
laToya PIShay Fry, Mansfield 
Benjamin Edward Greek, Hous1on 
Josh Wade Herman, Abilene 
(C11mLaude) 
Joseph Anthony Herr, Canyon 
(O,m Laude In Honors Studies) 
Scott Christopher Houy, Fort Davis 
Joshua Cory Johnson, Bellon 
Panlel Christopher Johnston, Sterling City 
Brandon Mlcbad KallJcs, Adkins 
Linsey E.Uzabcth lawless, George1own 
Garrett Paul Luft, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors St11dies) 
Jeffrey Thomas Lyles, Floydada 
(Cum Laude) 
Pavld Mlcbacl Mahler, Olney 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Scrillo Martinez, Godley 
Joseph Von McCellon, Alvin 
Chelsea P'Ann McCullough, Pampa 
Kimberly Dawn McCullough, Lubbock 
(C11m Laude) 
JerC01y Todd Mcferrin, Conon Cenler 
Justin B Meeks, Lubbock 
Fernando Mendoza, Seagraves 
Panlel Nathan Morris, Muleshoe 
Jerry Pon Nugent, Borger 
Arturo Olague Jr., Big Spring 
Vlnay Patel, Shamrock 
Anthony Mlcbad Plstoria, Midland 
StcVCn Vincent Randolph, Lorenzo 
Mlcbacl Scott Reed, Kermit 
(Cum Laude) 
Ashley Claire Rodgers. Conroe 
· Jaime Shay Santcler, Cypress 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Shelbie Lorewi Sche nk, Wind1hors1 
Elyssa 1" Ann Sigala, Salinas, CA 
Cara E.Uzabcth Smith, Duncanville 
(Cum La11de) · 
Joseph Andrew Spencer, Hillsboro 
Shane Allan S:zymanskJ, Wichi12 Falls 
Brian Allen TblCOle, Corpus Chrisli 
'l'y5on Ltt Williamson, Farmington, NM 
Christina Renee Wlntcrburo, Lubbock 
Marlon Daron Womack, Tahoka 
Eric Randall Allen, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Justin P . Bagley, Carthage 
Zach Thomas Heflin, Conon ~nter 
Jennifer Carol Huckabee. Austin 
Plane Elizabeth Kocian, Arling1on 
Morgan Ashley McCay, Lubbock 
Tara Michelle Mctcalfc, Midlothian 
Regina Lynne Carrell. Plano 
Jared Randall Cole, Rowle11 
Kelly Flores, Rockdale 
Cell and Mol«11lar Biology 
~II and Molecubr Biology 
~II and Molecul,r lliology 
Cell and Molecular Biology 
Cell and Molecular Biology 
Cell and Molecular Biology 
Cell and Molecular Biology 




Exercise :ind Spon !)(:icnc<.-s 
Exercise :ind Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Spon Scief'l('CS 
Exercise and Sport S<iencts 
Exercise and Sport Sci(nces 
Exercise and Sr,ort Scicncts 
Exerc~ .ind Sport Sc~nccs 
Exercise .1 nd Sport Sck?nccs 
Exercise :ind Sport Sciences 
Exercise :ind Spon Scienc.-es 
Exercise :ind Spon: Sciences 
Exercise :ind Sport Sciencts 
Exercise and Sport Sc~rK'tS 
Exercise :and Spon ~nets 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Span Sc~ncn 
Exercise and Sport Sciencts 
Exercise and Spon. Sciences 
Exercise :lnd Sport Scie:nct.s 
Exercise and Span Sciences 
Exercise 2nd Sport &iencts 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport ScitnctS 
Exercise and Spon Scitnm 
Exercise and Sport SctrnCCS 
Exercise and Spon Sciences 
Exercise and Spon Sctenccs 
Exercise and Sport $cienccs 
Exercise and Sport S<:ien<t1 
Exercise and Sport Sc;c-om 
Exercise and Sport Scitocn 
Exercise ~ind Sport Sciencu 
Exercise and Sport &;mm 
Exercise and Sport Sciencts 
Exercise and Sport Sc~ 
Exercise and Spon SdMccs 
Exercise and Sport Sctences 
Exercise and Sport Sc1encn 
Exercise and Sport Scicnm 
Exercise and Sport Scienctt 
Exercise and Sport Scin!M 
Exercise and Sport Scitnm 
Exercise and Sport ScicnetS 
Exercise and Spoct SdtN'tS 
Exercise .ind Spon ScteN:es 
Exercise and Sport Sciffl:n 
Exercise amd Spon Sdenm 












Gayduobab s121 Goyah, Monrovia, Liberia 
Tn,dlyn Rachelle Hall, Katy 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
GrqJO<YGUISkle llubbard, Dallas 
Jau,lkr J[rlstln Lobstein, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jay Dustin Love, Odessa 
(Cum Laude) 
MidiaelJonadwi Peterson, Midland 





J"""" Jlryll.ll PlttmaO, Amarillo 
IIWgtd TbereOa Sims, Schenz 
A)eXalldcr Scott Wllllams, Saratoga Springs, NY 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
TraCf Lym, McAsldll, Alrus, OK 












Cla}'ton warren Adams, The Woodlands 
Rita Denl5e Bockholt, Corpus Christi 
Jeb Stuart Clark. Killeen 
Morpn l!llzal,eth Conn, Rosenberg 
/"1J'f Lym, Gdstmarul, Miles 
(Magna Cum LaUih) 
l)urlln Mlchad Loveland, Rowlen 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
l)e'flA Blake Lowe, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
i,u,,e,h Plyushlrumar Patel. Amarillo 
l)ustln wayne Schlller, Eola 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jtjde Dahn Schlegel, Shamrock 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
ca,men Ngoc Tran, Lubbock 
Jalllce BoW Wyatt, Spur 
l),rriclllobert Butchftdd, Uv•lde 
Jamie ElaiDe Jensen, Galveston 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Christopher Wade Chavez, Odessa 
lllallhew Patrlck Daniel, Midland 
Mlchad Ka>ln Dixon, Tyler 
Justin Thomas Dowdy, Fon Wonh. 
(Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
M<glwl Katherine Frdley, Conw:iy, AR 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
llatl<Aodrew Glova-, Gorman 
Nicole Elaine Ingram, San Antonio 
(Magna Cum Laude In Honors Studies) 
Jcrc:my RymJones, Spring 
Amanda Christine Lewis, Wichita Falls 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jocob f.dmood Lusqp.,un, Austin 
llarco Antonio Maldonado, Jr., El Paso 
Jalllm Montero, Odessa 
Marisa &any Muench, El Paso 
(Cuml.aud,) 
Cbrlltopber Ross O'Brien. Garland 
BraadooAaroo Perez, Olney 
(1n Honors Sludies) 
J.lsaAnn Schavrien, Frisco 
Matlhow Alan Scott, Lubbock 




























COil.EGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Shonna Kaye Aldenon, Odessa 
(CUmI.aude) 
Accouncing/M:uugemen1-Honors Program in Management 
Jau,Jfa-Kay Allen, Crosby 
lllharioe Slayton Alllson, Roswell, NM 
Catlen tawrence Anderson, Duncanville 
Canon Stewart Anderson, Ken-ville 
llyao Quimby Ball, Austin 
11m Charles Ballard, McKinney 
HIIDler Freeman Bell, Ovilla 
J-111'alttt Bishop, Richardson 
Jd&q, Prank Bisping, San Antonio 
<Magna Cum Laude) 
fric Sean Blear, Gladewater 
lbftoLynoBowe,s, Kingwood 
Florcoce Mlatta Brewer, Ft. Worth 
Grqory Earl Brisco , Lubbock 
Jdfrey Daolcl Brock, Midland 
Stephanie Anne Bnlno, Trophy Club 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
a.rt,lophtt Jacob Cabttra, Coppell 
GrUl!ths Cullum cames, m, Katy 




















Adam Micha<! Gathey, Graford 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Aaron Joel Cohen. El Paso 
Steven Randale Cowan. Lubbock 
Anne Elizabeth Crossan, Flower Mound 
Garrett Charles Davis, Garland 
Ahmed Tahsln Oawudl, Longview 
Jeffrey Scott Dempsey, Crowley 
KlmberleaJanee Duran, Midland 
Robert Arthur Eck, Plano 
Dustin Sheldon Elo, San Antonio 
Christopher Burt Gantt, Hursr 
Erin Alyssa Grant, Arlington 
Je nnifer Ano Grisham. Sugar Land 
Cole Hunter Hamilton, Shallowater 
Joseph Michael llodgc, Dallas 
Ben Mason Howe, Houston 
Renls P. Kacanl, Dallas 
Matthew Ryan Kelley, Lubbock 
SU2arule Louise Kinney, Garland 
Mary Paige Kuper, Arlington 
Matthew Edward Later22, El Paso 
(Magna Cum IAude) 
Vinion Edgar Ltt, m. Dallas 
Elizabeth Luna, Mexia 
Melissa Dianne Lutz, Lubbock 
Richard Ryan MacchJ. Bellon 
Kevin C. Mapula, El Paso 
Clinton William Matsler, Arlington 
Matthew Ray McCurley. Mobeetie 
Brett Nolan McDaniel, Lufkin 
Tanner Mlcah McElroy, Dallas 
Ross Kear Mclnroe, Levelland 


















finance/General Business International 













Managemenc/Pet.roleum Land Management 
Finance/Accounting 
Brian Francis McNally, Dallas 
Andrew Ryan Mead, Dallas 
Scott Andrew Nelson, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Lnude) 
Finance/Accounting 
Finance/Economics 
Management Information Systems/General Business 
Kurt David Nicholson, Plano 
(Cum Laude) 
Amber Jean Nielsen , Rockwall 
Joe Landon Noland, Hereford 
Michael I.any Nuhn. Austin 
Jeffrey Paul Ott. Austin 
Karen Darnltra Parker, Liulefiekl 
Nathan Gilbert Peters, Lewisville 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Vincent Mlchad Pcttulll, Flower Mound 
Christopher Roben Preunlnger, Waco 
(Cum Laude) 
Wade Lee Pynes. Grants, NM 
(Cum Laude) 
Romln Allen Rad. Irving 
<>scar Bryan Ramirez, Desoto 
Ryan Nathan Randle, Lubbock 
Erica Michelle Rendon, Midland 
Bud EWon Sanders, Denver City 
Jessica Erin Shelton, Arlington 
Justin Robert Sicking, Lindsay 
Steven tee Slegismund, Austin 
Kseniya V. Smimova. Lubbock 
llnda Denice Snyder, Crane 
Kevin Glen Stief, Midland 
Kathryn CWT)' Talkington. Spring 
Scott Braxton Thompson, Wimberly 
CralgJames VanBaarlc,Jr., Concan 
Alan David Vasquez, Richmo nd 
Mlchael Slaten Vickers, Roswell, NM 
ErlcJuslin Whitaker, Ira 
Amanda Michelle Wiseley, Lubbock 
Matthew Morris Worstell. Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Farron Ell.sc Yowell, Brownfield 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Lisa cathcrlne Able, Kingwood 
Stephen Ngozl Akhlemokhall, Hous1on 
Kacie Kaye Arends, Abilene 
(Cum Laude) 
Alta Nicole Arriaga. Loop 
(Cum Laude) 
Angela Marie Balthrop, Grand Prairie 
Jeffrey Alan Bennett, Plano 
Brianne Noel Braudt, Amarillo 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Erin Gaye Bryan, Amarillo 








Management-Honors Program in M::magement/ 































Accounting I 50MSA 
Accounting 
College of Business Admlnlstratloo (continued) 
Michael Alan Cabrera, Pearbnd 
Christopher Ltt Callaway, Waco 
Gabriel Gerald Chavez, Borger 
Grant Davis CberT)', Swee<warcr 
(Cum Laude) 
Morgan Sherye Clements, Snyder 
Natalie Gall Cooner, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Allen Harrison Crump, SUgarland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
John M. Davis, Ft. Worth 
Kevin M2tk Duoapo, Graham 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jattd Scott Eggemeycr, Gorden City 
(Cum Laude) 
KariJcan Elam, Conroe 
(Cum lAttde) 
Emlly Ann Foster, Lubbock 
seao Randall Friedsam, Houston 
Soott Richard GaUagber. Plano 
ltyan Taylor Geach, El Paso 
(Masna Cum Laude) 
Larissa Mlcbelle Hamllton, Giddings 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Kevin Mlcbacl Harris, Lubbock 
Meredith Blake Hooten, Lubbock 
Austin Grant Hornsby, Seabrook 
Kimberly Nicole Hursh, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum la11de) 
Brandon Bazile Joseph, Sugarland 
JUStln Paul Lester, Carrollton 
(Cum Laude) 
Melissa Talia Umagc, Austin 
Justin W. Looney, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jason Andrew Madaskey, Hobbs, NM 
NatheoJames McEowo, Rockwall 
Nathan Mlchael Milner, Borger 
Megan Caroline Mltcbussoo, Sherman 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jesse Ltt Morgan, IV, Fort Worth 
Seth Thomas Murphy, Pflugerville 
(Summa Clltn Laude) 
James Shelton Nclll, Coppell 
Jody Jcrcmiah Nichols, Perersburg 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Raj Maobar Patel, Lubbock 
Alida Leeann PhlWps, Fort Worth 
ca.sic Esker Ponter!. El Paso 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Matthew Elvin Rains, Pampa 
Adam Christopher Rice, Rockwall 
Meredith Amy Rogers, Aledo 
(C11mlaude) 
Candcncc Royal, Pleasanron 
(Magna Cum Laude in Honors S1t1dies) 
Mltcbell Alan Sanders, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Culico Douglas Shaw, Lubbock 
Preston Ray Shcrrcll. Arlingron 
Matthew wayne Sherwood, Amarillo 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Theodore Taft Shierk m, San Antonio 
Bradley Stephco Taylor, Tyler 
Damcoo Hayes Thomas, Amarillo 
Joo Paul Tonocsco, Spring 
Daniel Jonathan Trainor, Woodway 
(Magna Cum l.aude fn Honors Swdles) 
Sarah Elizabeth Trent, Weatherford 
(Cum Laude) 
Lynds! Brooke Voight, Lexington 
Ryan Joseph Voorbles, N. Richland Hills 
Tyler Cole Webb, Midland 
Joshua Eric Weems, Lubbock 
Ladd Alan Wi.Wams,Jr., Housron 
Julian Jon Wo<nlak, Seabrook 
Joshua Adam Zlct:z, Sugar Land 
Dustin Cole George, Amarillo 
(Cum Laude) 
WWiam Eric Ainsworth, Richwood 
Paul Michael Allen, Arl ington 
Christopher WIWam Armstrong. Mesquite 
Meridith Kaye Barr, Coahoma 
Katie Lea Bccknal, Lubbock 
Craig L Berry, Wichita Fa lls 





Accounting l SOMSA 
Accounting IS0MSA 
Accounting 1 SOMSA 
Accounting 

























































Jason Thomas Boney, San Antonio 
Chase Cordell Booth, Ft. Worth 
Skye Amber Budge, Georgcrown 
(CumUmde) 
Matthew James Bustamante, Midland 
Joshua Levi carlson, Abilene 
Shannon Cam.lllc Cashiol.a, Houston 
Zackary Adam Chester. Sudan 
Leslie Kamwaog Chow, San Marino 
Norman Chow, Houston 
(Cum Laude) 
Christopher Mlllcr Coffey, N Richland Hills 
Amanda Mlchele Coles, Lubbock 
(C11m Laude) 
Brandon Robcr1 Copeland, Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude iu Honors Swdfe:s) 
Blake Holt Crawford, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Michael John CUpskl, Katy 
WllllamJcwc ll Davis, Lubbock 
(C11m1A11de) 
David Francis Dencklau, Hobbs, NM 
Phillp Joseph Dooling, Jr., San Antonio 
Wylie Tyler Eagle, Azle 
Matthew Kirk Enoch, Rowlen 
(Mag11a Cum Laude) 
Michael Angelo FaoUZ21, San Antonio 
Jeffrey Douglas Garrett, Sunnyvale 
Rudolph Anthony Gana, Lampassas 
Jeremy Michael Gilbert. Plainview 
Angela Anlcla Gorczyca, Dallas 
Ashley Raye Green, Denver City 
Royce Steven Greer, Jr., Lubbock 
Roy Taylor Gregory, Levelland 
Omar Iqbal Hamza. El Paso 
John Christopher Harris, Mesquirc 
Elizabeth AsWclgb Heter, Llttlc Elm 
(Cum Laude) 
William Ryan Hightower, Midland 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Ryan Mlchael Hughes, Houston 
Luc.lo RcocJlmcncz, Lubbock 
Nickolas IC. Job, Lubbock 
(CumUmde) 
Stephco Hopkins Johnston, Southlake 
Mark Hollis Keator, San Antonio 
Christine Michelle Kyrlsh, San Antonio 
Lindsay Mlscbcle Langfo rd, Pampa 
Jerrod Tyler Latham, Lubbock 
Cindy Ann Leal. Lubbock 
Patrick Wayne Ueber, Housron 
Stefanie Erin Uttle, Houston 
(Cum Laude) 
Mark Hamilton Loving, Corpus Christi 
Austin earl Luedtke, Lampasas 
(C11mla11de) 
Francisco Maldonado, Floydada 
Joe Norberto Martinez.Jr., Lubbock 
Henry Chase McKinney, Abilene 
Jaqueline Medrano, Garland 
Andrew Byron Meyers, Humble 
James Alan Morgan, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
James Frank Munldttrick, D, Fort Worth 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Amanda Ellzabcth Nahay, Georgetown 
Matthew Ltt Nutscb. Lubbock 
Jcnoifer Mlcbcllc Orman, Garland 
Mlcbclle Marie Owens, Lubbock 
Megan Marie Pappas, Kingwood 
Christopher Richard htersco, Houston 
(Mag11n Cum Laude) 
Kevin Robert Plaisted, Spring 
(Cumla11de) 
Jared Thomas Pryor, Allington 
(Cum Laude) 
Scan David Rae, Houston 
Rou.fkcs Allen Reynolds, Jr., Plano 
Curtis Kyle Rhoads, Oxnard, CA 
Justin Lyon Rice, Hobbs, NM 
(Cum Laude) 
Jamcs Andrew Ryback, Trophy Club 
Stefanie Suzanne Sadka, Houston 
(Cum Laude) 
Jeffrey Scott Sage, Richardson 
Bchnood Pamcnari Salehi, Coppell 
(Cum Laude in Honors Studies} 
















































Fin.1nce • i;o 
'"""'' Finance 









College of Business AdmlnJstr2tlon (continued) 
Manhew Tyler Sanders, Tohoka 
J-i,h Thomas Schlttone, Round Rock 
Melody ,uober Sedy, Lefors 
Wesley Robert Shad<elford, Richardso n 
Jas<>D Thomas Smith, Missouri City 
Pau1 Wayne Snow, Jr., Bellaire 
Matthew Jarrod Southerland. Godley 
Karen J!ll,abeth Swift, Lubbock 
Brun Alan Trulove, Lubbock 
Pblllp o,valne Turman, Flint 
J)aDlcl W1111am Turner, Lubbock 
John Matthew Vep, Dallas 
Gary C. Waite, Lubbock 
PeyCOn Richard Ward, Hereford 
Ryan Alleo Watson, Austin 
Chad Lee Wetzel, Shennan 
Chad tamar Wilson, Slaton 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
c,,mu,ey "- Wright, Amarillo 
f.dwa,d Pete Ybarra, Keller 
Jo,eph Scott Bassano, Paris 
Pau!Joscph Berryman, Woodville 
ltlmbetly Jane Bode, Longview 
Dao1d eur,y Brosseau, Dallas 
Philip Cllfford Craig, Corpus Christi 
Cassandra R. Cueto, Amherst 
Reoe lftll Oclpdo, Lubbock 
Juon Mark Dugan, Cedar Hill 
Taylor Austin Enabnlt, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Mark Elsen Espina, Corpus Christi 
Matthew Todd Fields, Marble Fa lls 
Brian Allen Flemmons, Lubbock 
Bethany Marie Hanel. Midland 
MeRdlth Leslle Harper, San Antonio 
Ak:xls Cathryn Hazel, Houston 
JoeAlbertJlmencz, Lubbock 
Palrid Michael Kelly, Midland 
Kristen Nicole Key, Spur 
Mil! Manoj Khandherla, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude in honors studies) 
Thomas Andrew Kllllngsworth, San Angelo 
Kristi Lynne Knox. Coppell 
Jdfrey Earl Levea, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Reapn H. Lim, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Krirt1 L Long, Temple 
Maria Teresa Lopez, Lake George. NY 
wice L Lovelady, Lubbock 
SlunmJames Marshall. Levelland 
Joy Lynn McClung, Aledo 
Zachary Aaron Meixner, Lubbock 
lmilyPa.la,,Prestwood, Oallas 
]non Mlchad Richardson, Dallas 
Bryce Alan Riggs, Odessa 
Jenny Lcfah Rogers, Tulia 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Regina Elizabeth Rovegno, Ho uston 
Courtney Lclgh Sanderson. Artesia, NM 
Ciasc Tyler Street, Kress 
Gmn Page Tennison, Katy 
Andttw Joseph Van Bake!, Amarillo 
Trinity Dnid vaaghn, Lubbock 
Marina Angela Vennlllion, Lubbock 
Tyler Thomas Walbridge, Fort Worth 
James Michael Bausdl, Arlingto n 
Seth Belisle, Austin 
Kristi Ellzabcch Charest, Lubbock 
Dawn Anne Gottschalk. Kyle 
Vidor Manuel Hernandez, Odessa 
Robert Louis Hill, Kingwood 
Jared Douglas Hohertz, C:inadian 
All Iqbal, Houston 
Racbe.l E. January, Hous ton 
Taylor Jeffrey Kelm, Minot, NO 
llsaMarie Klugiewlcz, SI. Charles, IL 
llartba Elena Martinez, Lubbock 
Nathan Brett Morris, Rockwall 
Cry1t2i Renee Sumner, Mesquite 
(Summa Cum IAude in honors swdtes) 
Heather Lea Tiller, Corpus Christi 
Sbdiy A. Weatherford, Garland 
David Clwe Arber, Arlington 
Andy Frederick Barnes. San Angelo 


















































































David Bradley Bowser, Amarillo 
Jennifer Blythe Bullard, Fort Smith, AR 
Joshua David Chapman, Waco 
Ronald Edward Cherry, Houston 
(Cum Laude) 
James Raymond Clonts. Southlake 
Patrick Deane Cochrane, Lubbock 
Christine Perez Con-alc:z, Van Horn 
Carson James Cullen. Midland 










Charles Brighton Doescher, Llano 
(In Houors Studies} 
Management-Honors Program in Management 
Stephen Michael Dunnahoo, Granbury 
Dusty Lowell Durham, Liulefie ld 
Erin Denise Evans, Midland 
(Cum/Aude) 
Ryan Douglas Fricke, Plano 
Amanda Brooke Gage, Abilene 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Erika GutJerra, Grand Prairie 
Mark Alan Hagar, Harlingen 
Brian Douglas Hale, Richardson 
Clayton Wesley Harmon, Stephenville 
William Christopher Henderson, Wichita Falls 












Kristopher Dennis Hill, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Management-Honors Program in Management 
Joseph Daniel Hoelzen. The Woodlands 
Robert Michael Hopkins, Garland 
BradJJacobson, Bryant, SO 





Management Christopher Kenneth Jones, Sherman 
Cynthia Denise Juarez, El Paso 
(Cum Laude) 
Management-Honors Program in Management 
Matthew Christopher Kalush, Colleyville 
Shelby C. Keaton. Sherman 
Alan Wallace Klng, Garland 
Cbris,,-y Lee Laubach, New Braunfels 
Gregory Paul Layton, Levelland 
Kristen Anthony Lynn, Coahoma 
Bradley Ross Martin, Slaton 
(Cum Laude) 
Matthew Scott Matuson , Ft Lauderdale, FL 
Derck Todd Mellinger, Gr.ind Haven, Ml 
Jeffrey Philip Moore, Stafford 
Garrett Stephen Morgan, Austin 
KatieJoA.nna Myers, Commerce 
(CumUwde) 
Samuel Philip Nunnelly, Helotes 
Kathy Sue Oar. Plano 
Bobby Jay Odom, Jr., Spring 
Jon Christian Pendergrass, Richland Hills 
Joshua Miles Pfluger, Grapevine 
Kathleen Michelle Philippi, Houston 
Clint Adam Reese, San Antonio 
David Allen Rogers. Lubbock 
Charles Dustin Rowland, Whitesboro 
Steven Andrew Rung,altls, The Colony 
Jason P. Shomper, Fort Worth 
Caleb Andrew Southerland, Irving 
Kelly Dawson Staggs, Lubbock 
Adam Jarrad Stanley, Montgomery 
Pamela Louise Stickles, Euless 
Brian Christopher Taylor, Cleburne 
Carolyn Joy Thompson, Lubbock 
Juo-Han Tong, Sugar Land 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Royce Alan Wallace. Abilene 
(Magna Cum Umde) 
Matthew Brett Wear, Richardson 
Tommy Gene Welch, Lubbock 
JohnJoseph W<stermajer, Leawood, KS 
Daniel Stephen White, Richmond 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jami Caroline Wiggins. Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Andrew Mlchacl Wright, Lubbock 
Marcus Conway Young. Lubbock 
Valerie M. Aguilar, Anesia, NM 
Matthew Paul AShley, Dallas 
KittrickJohn Borccky. Abilene 
Mlchelle Ann Browning, canyon 
(Cum Laude} 
Casey Joe Davis, Hale Center 
James Mlchael Elscnwlne . Amherst 
Erineo Herrea, Slato n 
Justin James Holmes, Lubbock 







































Management (nforma1ion Sysrems 
Management tnforma1ion Systems 
Mana.gement Information Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Management Informa1k>n Systems 
Management lnformatk>n Systems 
Management Jnfonna1ion Systems 
Man:1gcment lnforma1ion Systems 
Management Information Systems 
College of Business Admlnlstnllon ( continued) 
Charles HamlllJefftty, Vernon 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
Mark Randall Mason, Aledo 
Sa>tt Hamilton McDonald, San Antonio 
Mlchad Lawrence Morrison, San Antonio 
Christopher Bryan Mulloy, Dallas 
Jlten Blpln Patel. Fon Worth 
(Cum I.aud,u 
Sebastian Bruce Pena. m, Amarillo 
Ryan Calvin Pharis, Lewisville 
Mlcbad McGregor Pratt, Southlake 
Nicholas Hugh Rutherford, Novice 
Keith Verlancl Shannon, Austin 
Brian Rex Sherrill, Mineral Wells 
Earl Eugene Sleeper, San Angelo 
Thomas MJcbad Smyer, l.eagtJe City 
(Cum I.aude) 
Jeremy Stevens, Lubbock 
Brandon K. Stewart, Turkey 
Robert Grenville Yalendne, m, DeSo<o 
(Cum I.aude} 
Mlgud Fernando Velez, PHuge,ville 
John Danld Walter, Lubbock 
John Adrcn Allen, Sugar Land 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
Nicole Christina Angllcy, Uano 
Allison Marie Arps, Corpus O,risti 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honors Studies} 
Matthew J. Balke, Uvalde 
Dana Jeanette Ball, Arlington 
(Magna Cum I.aud,u 
Ann catherine Bebder, McKinney 
George Richard Belcher, Grapevine 
Stephen Mlchad Benedict, Houston 
Jenna Leigh Bessire. O'Donnell 
(Cum I.aude} 
Counney Leigh Bishop, commerce 
Kodjo Osei Blssah, Euless 
Erin Ellzabetb Boudreaw,, The Woodlands 
]c:55lca Ann Breucker, The COiony 
(Cum I.aude) 
Christopher Matthew Jlrltton, Lubbock 
Leigh Nicole Bryant, McKinney 
Bryan Jaimes Bulle, Austin 
Brian Paul Burleson, Odessa 
Everett E. Jlutler, Dallas 
(Cum I.aude) 
Meredith Ellen eagle, OeSo<o 
Amy loufse Casstevens, San Antonio 
Sean Wll1lam Chaney, Lubbock 
Chandy C. Chu, Coppell 
(Cum I.aude} 
Walter John Clarke, Fort Worth 
Gregory Francis Costilow, Lubbock 
Brienne Alissa Cox, Garden Ridge 
Gregory C. Davis, Gunter 
Derek Kyle Deaton, Lubbock 
llmothy Jordan Dodd, Spring 
Jarrett Danld Dunaway, Coppell 
Tayler Deskin Dunlap, Texarkana 
(Cum I.aude} 
Robyn L Durham. Irving . 
Jerad Alan Epps, Pampa 
Adam Joseph Escoro, Amarillo 
Jacob lla5com Faircloth, Lubbock 
Keith Edward Gayowskl, Colleyville 
Trey Garrett Gclstwcldt, San Antonio 
Steven castUleja Gonzales, San Antonio 
Tannu Lee Gray, Plano 
(Cum Laude) 
Jason Douglas Griggs, Lubbock 
Jesus Diaz Gutlerttz, Austin 
Matthew Lynn Harris, Whitewrighc 
Priscilla Diane Hedges, Lubbock 
candace Lynn Hillman, Spring 
Shanna Ree Hobbs, Slacon 
Matthew John Hoffman, Flower Mound 
Megan Michelle Hogan, Lubbock 
Justin Guyron Holden, Grand Prairie 
Thomas Manning Hooke Jr., S\Jgerfand 
David Wan-en Huffman, Plano 
BrittaJly Summer Jackson, Lubbock 
Bradley MlcbadJameson, Lovington, NM 
Ellzabeth Renee Janes, Lake Jackson 
Natalie Shay Jett, Tyler 
Christina Ren~ Judy, Dallas 
(C11m I.aude) 
Maiugement Infotm2tion Sysrems 
Management Information Systems 
Managemenc Information Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Management Inronmtion Systems 
Management Infonnation Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Management Wormation Systems 
Management lnfonnalion Systems 
Management lnfonnation Systems 
Management lnformacion Systems 
Management Information 5=m, 
Management Information Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Management Information Systems 
























































Alexis Lea Kaltenbach, El Paso 
Keegan Leah Kelley, Rowlen 
(C11m Laude) 
Brandon Kyle King, Fe Worth 
Andrew Stuart Krone, Houston 
(Cum I.a11de} 
Scott Matthew Kuryak, Austin 
(Cum I.a11de) 
AdamJames Lawless, Bellevue, WA 
Jessica Diane Leske, Lampasas 
(Magna C11m I.aude) 
Robert Emmett little, Uano 
Michael Timothy Magallanes, Lubbock 
Erin Racbd Mann, Cleburne 
Tyler cade Marshall, Big Spring 
Jessica Gwen McCaslln, Midland 
Jonathan Thomas McDonald. Granbury 
Hcathtt Rhea McMahao. Plainview 
Mark Adam McNltzlcy, San Antonio 
(Cum I.aude} 
Lauren Elizabeth Messer, Lubbock 
Lauren Ann Mlkusek. Euless 
Jon Nicholas Miller, Sant2 Rosa, CA 
Ashley Diane Moore, Red Oak 
Trung Minh Nguyen, Dallas 
Marcus Slack Nichols, Katy 
Adam Matthew Ollvcr, Dallas 
Thomas James Patriquin, Austin 
Trevor Keith Pockrus, Lewisville 
Robert Forrest Pool. Denison 
catherine Louise Raffetto, Trophy Club 
(Magna Cum I.a11de) 
Jennifer Renee Reed, Desoto 
(Cum Laude} 
Brandon James Rees, Houston 
Made Deann Robison. Littlefield 
Keith Foreman Ross, Houston 
Kade Rebecca Rowland, Arlington 
(Cum I.aude) 
Dustin R. Russ, Lubbock 
Kristin Ellzabetb Sands, Fort Worth 
Noel Simone Sattler, Spring 
Chrisropher Glen Scott, Garland 
Jay Mlcbad Shive, Duncanville 
Chad DouaJas Sills, Trophy a ub 
Brittney Janelle Skinner, Garland 
(Cum I.aude) 
Kerri Beth Smith, Waco 
Kristen Marie Smith, Plano 
Sarah Kathryn Smith, Grapevine 
Chrisropher Logan Spalding, Keriville 
Emily Ann Spinney, Garland 
Christine Kelly Stephens, Dallas 
Robert Heath Stewart, Lubbock 
James C. Surber, m, Tyler 
Astyn Len! Timmons, Souchlake 
Aimee Denise Tolerton, Rowleu 
(Cum Laude) 
Usa Marie Van Zuylen, Lubbock 
Miranda Nicole Walker, Weacherford 
Brandon Joel Webb, Weacherford 
Chadwick Sanborn Wl.lllamson, Houston 
casey Marie Willingham, uibbock 
1latorgl1 Batsuuri, Ulanbator, Mongolia 
Chase Freethlas Rice, luty 
Robert Edwin Wormser, Corpus Christi 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Halley Elaine Adcock, Gail 
(Mag11a Cum l.aude) 
Jean Arismendez, Lamesa 
(Cum Laude) 
Jayne Camille Awbrey, Levelland 
Elisabeth Briana Blecb, Albuquerque, NM 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Jennifer Margaret Bulla, Amarillo 
Kira Denea Chrisropber, Richland Hills 
(Summa Cum I.aude} 
cacy Michelle CridCJ'•Tlscher, Midland 
Kristina Crockett Davies, Slaton 
(Summa Cum I.aude) 
Alexander Dorado, Tatum, NM 
laUr2 lea Franks, Midland 
Mary catherine Fry, Tyler 
Jennlfer Lynn Fryske, Fort Worth 
Stephanie Renee Mclain Garcia, Houston 






















































Petroleum Land ManagN!l<ftl 
Petroleum Lant.I Man3gemcn1 















eoikae ofEducadon (cont11111ed) 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
J-Lyuae Grange, Fritch . 
Shannon Ann Grlnndl, Mesquite 
AdalDHaal 
Megan J!llzal>eth Hale, Arlington 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Brooke !lllchelle Hebert, The Colony 
Jer,nJler l!llzabeth Hllllard, Houston 
AJpanc1a Lyna Hodge, Littlefield 
Rochell• l!llzabeth Hodge , Tucumcari, NM 
Cbrisd Lyna Holl, Moody 
Jon-.uron Neal Ho use, Midland 
Erin Thurman Ivey, Carthage 
bcbd Anne Johnson, Rockwall 
(CUmLaude) 
Shauna l)enJ5eJohmton, G>rland 
Mdl,aa Bartee Jones, Albany 
(CUmlaude) 
Kylee Ann B.randey Kerby, Amherst 
!Joa MJchdle Rex Kuhn, Lubbock 
ShannOn Rae Lemons, Mesquite 
Shauna Nicole I.ewls, Junc1ion 
x,tsu. Ann Leyttle , Arlington 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Raebel Maldonado, Slaton 
l)anldKdthMcAnear, Lubbock 
Kate Marie McMinn, Odessa 
(Summa C11m Laude) 
Sbdly Lynn Miller, Plainview 
Andrea Nicole Moreno, Lubbock 
J-ie E Moreno, Mesquite 
Melinda Ann Padron, Stamford 
llt(lbln Mlchdle Pollard, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
MaryMlchdle Pyatt, Vitginia Beach, VA 
Cuuldarla Acevedo Ramirez, Levelland 
(Mag,ia cum Laude) 
lrisdn LeAnn Jlamsey, Quit1que 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
Jaoqadyn Haylea Ray, Uvalde 
(CUmLaude) 
Carolina Robles, Shallowater 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Amelia N llodrlguez, Odessa 
Sally Ann Schwarttel, Ho uS1on 
(Cum Laude) 
ll.d>eccaMarleSlms, Austin 
~ Lea Slade, Albuquerque , NM 
Amy Coa1les Smith, Lamesa 
Bather Ann Smith. Grapevine 
Leah Nicole Smith, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
lamffl Ashley Stephens, Richmond 
Joanna Ellzabethcr Varian, Plano 
l!riaa Lynn 'Wallace, Sudan 
Raebel lldh warren, Ruidoso, NM 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
,JullelCayWa>ddl, Plano 
Vlcld Cdeste Wilfong, Tulia 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
SlUDENl'S WITH 4.0 GPA 
Elmheth Briana Blech, Albuquerque 
(Summa Cum I.aude) 
Carolina Robles, Shallowater 
(Summa Cum I.aude) 
COllEGE OF ENGINEERING 
BACHl!LOR OP ARTS 
William Spencer Campbell, Spur 
Christopher Shane Neal 
BACHELOR OP SCIENCE 
lbr:rJooq Tariq Al-Shamlan, Qatar 
ll<ett William Best, Katy 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Christopher Lee Betts, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
lolicrt David Brown, Dallas 
ldoalca Meng Chen, Coahoma 
























































Mo rgan Gllben Fairweather, Amarillo 
(Cum Laude) 
Yasmine D Nesty, Commonwealth of Dominica 
Paul Edward Pardacn, Waco 
(Cum!Artde) 
Danny Lee Ratliff, Il, Lubbock 
Justin Michael Roberts, Stinnett 
(Summa Cum La11de) 
Wesley Don Tindall, Borge r 
(CumUmde) 
M atthew lee Wall, Clovis, NM 
J amey A. Wasson , Fitch 
(Cum Laude) 
Jayna Lynn Watkins 
Kevin William Blischc, San An1onio 
Brlnany Cyan Emily Boen, Lubbock 
Eugene Gerard Bowles, San Anronio 
Brian Glen Bradfo rd, Giddings 
Travis Gle n Clark, Lampasas 
Victor R. Cueto, Amherst 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Colin O'Bria.n Dudley 
(CumlAude) 
Kille P. Gulllat, Austin 
Erik Russell Hansen, Greenville 
(Magna Cum Laude in Honors SIUdies) 
David John Hasting, Colleyville 
(Summa Cum Uwde in Honors Studies) 
Jeremy James Hutt, Cedar Hill 
Matthew RJasso. San Antonio 
Jessica Erin Johnson, Las Cruces, NM 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Brian Wesley Longwonh, Amarillo 
Crystal Marie Macker , Lubbock 
(Magna Cu m Laude iu Honors Studies) 
Nestor T Men do~Jr., Pecos 
Justin Wayne Nipp, Amarillo 
Gregory Alan Peters, Lubbock 
James Allen Phllllps, Sabinal 
Travis Dean Pierce 
Ke ot Wesley Rike r, Mton 
James Wayne Robbins, Iola 
Christopher Peter Rocha, Munday 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
Rohen Thomas Rogers, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Christopher J Shannon, The Woodlands 
William Whitlow Smith, Dripping Springs 
Gregory Sosa . San Antonio 
Jennifer Lanell Ward, Balmorhea 
Samuel Travis Weiser , Lexington 
Abdul Latif Qassar, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Elc:aar Homer Aguas, Lubbock 
Rohen Michael Bccklnger, !Glleen 
(Cum Laude) 
Han Sheng Beh, Malaysia 
(Cum Laude in Hono~ Studies) 
Steven Dale Crulcher, Bonham 
Lance Rohen Duvall, Carthage 
Brent Allen Engelhardt, Yorktown, VA 
Joshua Klther Gilliam, Midland 
Andttw Chris1ophcr Huff, Lubbock 
Wascul Islam 
Matthew Aaron Keslln. Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Ann Katherine Lowell, Round Rock 
(Cum Laude) 
Christopher Ryan Mandell 
Jeremiah David Marcum, Amarillo 
Amanda Jo McBurney, Midland 
(Cum Laude) 
Brian Ke ith Melto n, Baytown 
M att Erik Meyers, Austin 
Bradley Aaron Nelson , Arlington 
Leslie Darrell Nielsen 
Joseph Gray Penland, Gr2pevine 
MlchaclJonathan Peterson, Midland 
(Cum Laude in Honors Studies) 
PatrlckJay Pierce, Allen 
Rocky Dio n Rascon, Waxahachie 
Jared Cale Sehnellc, Amarillo 
(111 H onors Sllldlts) 
Christo pher James Sims, Spring 
Amy Lynn Slreviclus. Austin 
Daniel Lee Smith, Pearland 
Phllllp Aaron Smith, Pampa 
Jeremy Levi Stanley, Joshua 




































































llac.bclor of Sdeocc (co11t111ued) 
Jonathan Mlcbad Tuttle, San Antonio 
KdlhJosq,h Upllngtt, Austin 
o.nJcl R. Vasquez. Midland 
Amand&Jo Wakefield, Lubbock 
Wesley Brandon Weisheit, Dallas 
Gerald Louis Wlcck, Canyon 
Clllvtn Lee Zant, Ackerly 
PhiWp Nathan llev<:rly, Arlington 
fS11mma 01m Lattde) 
Jacob Taylor Bo'l!C$0n, Bulverde 
Paul Thomas Bowling, Garland 
(111 Ho11or., St11dies) 
,James Clayton Cooksey, Texarkana 
Jamc:s Key Cn..Cor<l Hereford 
jooathan Te:rcoce Fon3, San Antonio 
,James David Grqory. Albuquerque, NM 
,Joe Bob,Jones. Volley Mills 
Yllb-Tyng TimJou, Port Lavac:i 
Kttln Pauic:1r. Kohl 
BndJey Al.Ian Lambert, Boc:i Raton, FL 
(In Honors S111dies) 
Chad DaolcJ Larsh, Tyler 
(Cw,rLa,uh) 
jeanct1t April Uno. Po,vd<rly 
Dooald.Smnrt Mattern, Lakchills 
Jmh- LDcas McNabb. Elburn, JI 
.....,_,Wa)'DC Montgomery 
-Wlbon Palma. Lubbock 
a.ase WestOD JUc:harcls. Andre"'• 
(SuffO»UJ Cum laud~) 
VilaliySm,tskfy 



























-Tar, Swotbeamon. HoUSlon Electrical Engineering 
-john Williamson. London, Ontario. Canada Electrical Engineering 
Owisluphtr Danid Bdhl. Aledo Electrical Engineering/Computer Science 
a.~ LCaswdl. Meadow Electrical Engineering/Computer Science 
_.,..._. CrowdJ. Arlington Electrical Engineering/Computer Science 
,~ o ,m UU,d,e ;,, Honors Studies) 
_ _.Odpdo, Gre1'nville 
,-..~Sllz.. P.mhandle 
Aslilcy llbire Eslles. Mobeetie 
·~-a,.,. to,ule) 
-Jaa,bBarbi:,oo, Houston 
-,_a.....,._ -...S. Midland 
CGlia ~ Cec.J&. Pwn,;e.., 
--c.ud. Pbno 
...,. Ldp ea,.s 
---,D. Kcllet 
-~---Lewisville 
,__ ___ >lclro,e. :-.':\l 
_..,. __ ltooinson 
_..,..,_l.d'lr,;at. HoU51on 
-.-~ ~ lier iw.... .s.,, __ 
-'lli!IJ-=- Bridg,epon 11;c;,,, . ,,,,_, 
Electrical Engineering/Computer Science 
Electrical Engineering/Computer Science 
Engineering Physics 
Engineering Physics 
Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Enginttring Technology-Construction Op1ion 
Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Engineering Techno logy-Cons1ruction Option 
Engineering Technology-Construction Op1ion 
Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Enginttring Technology--Cons1ruction Option 
Engineering Technology--COnscruction Option 
Engineering Technology-Construction Op1ion 
-~NoJl:$. Long,-;e..· Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
.....,. __ Migl g I n,,...., Mound Enginefflr,g Technology-Construction Op<ion 
....,. .... .....,_ °'1<:cing Enginttring Technology-Construction Option 
___,_5cp,lp.. Midland Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Caiil--~ l.mbod Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
lP.Mlil-~ ~ Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
~-~ ~ Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
llliidlldZ---.:.0.. 1.ullbod< Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
.,._.__._. _ _ """8'-;e..· Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
.,_~..._ Engineering Technology-Construction Op<ion 
_.......,_ Tc:,:a,bn:a £ngin,cring Tcchnolog)--flectrical/Elcctrooics Option 
,..._....,_ ......,._ ~ fn8intt:ing Technologr-Elecuical/Elecuonics Option 
,._ Ni<tial C-. ~ Engi:,ttring Technology-ElectricallElectronics Option 
it..OirlM6o-...in,. - · c.ncy Engj,>ming Tcd!nology-EleruicaVElecuonics Option 
......................... ~:.,, ~Ttchnology-Ek<tricaVElectronics Option 
~a.Mir.. - ~lu:p!,)· Enp>c,ering Tccllnology-V<a,col/Elecuonics Option 
,,.,,..,....,,.......,_ i'll>i,,,;;.,.. ~ Ttttmologi·...£1ectric:d/Eectronics Option 
jdal---~ """- lilgin<eringTechnolog)'-Dtctrical/Electronics Option 
0:,11, j I ..,_  ,ta:,,, &tginttring Tcchnolosl~El«trical/Elearorucs Op<ion 
-111.-..c;a,;a. !iii,~ Eoginttring Technolog}·-Meclunical Option 
-....._,-,.ca-,,,, :!ooi:l - Engineering Technology-~lcchani<:al Option 
~• -.,.oz. W.'J,i"" llft1' ~ Technology-Mechani<:al Option 
.....,_.,. __ ........... _ ~ ~g Technologr-Meclunical Option 
°"""J;lli\lp. (lln..-.!Ut,r ~ng Technoloi,,y-Meclunical Option 
,_,._.ld....,.. . .-.r.a.. F.nvironmcmtal Engineering 
--,°"""-._· T=1 Environmental Engineering 
.....,.""--C..0-...., ,._ Environmenllll Engineering 
~lbJ'~-~Jfl Environmental Engineering 
~ ...... ~ . Go~ lndu51riol Engineering 
l.~IC.'vM laW #t /1..,,;,r,$/Ndit.."J 
38 
Jeslcnc Rose Cruz, Corpus Christi 
Preston Carl.Isle Florlcna. Plono 
Veronica Frances Flores, Houston 
Mcllnda Kay Gregston, San Angelo 
Melanlc Leigh Hyak, Victoria 
(Cum Laude) 
Elissa Lee Luke, Arlington 
{Cum Laude in Honors Swdies) 
Mlchacl Coleman Morgan, Woxahachic 
Mlchcllc R Parker 
Fay Bernadette Tai Placido, Plano 
James Wayne Taylor , Jacksonville 
Travis Jaso n Ansohn, Grapevine 
Robert Lance Balley, Anson 
(In Honors Sr11dles) 
Justin Lance Blauk, Leakey 
Luis Carlos Caro-Delgado, Coauht~moc,Chihuahua, M~xico 
WWlam carlton cave.oder. Wilson 
Spencer Randall Cholhu-, San Antonio 
Michael Brandon Crim, Flower Mound 
Adrian Cruz, Friona 
Travis Lee Dean, Denison 
Clayton Scott Dishman, McKinney 
Mlcah Wesley Ditmore, Shallowater 
Jason Lane Finch 
(Summa Cron Laude in Honors Studies) 
Andrew Boone Francis, Silvenon 
(Summa Cum UJude) 
Brice Robert Gabriel, San Angelo 
Erick Wllllam Gordon 
Matthew Bryan Hagen, McKinney 
Eric Stephen Hammock, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ryan Burto n HartSook, Austin 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Matthew Aaron Holmes, Lubbock, 
Waqas Iqbal 
Geoffrey LynnJensen, Pon Wonh 
Bradley Duane Jordan, Plano 
Jason William Leeth, Tunic, OK 
Matthew Seder McKinney, Waco 
BryanJohn Miller, Muenster 
Francisco Marla Miramontes, Pecos 
Mlchacl Paul Myhre, Sealy 
Philip Brantley Nichols, Irving 
Jermey Ryan Ormsby, Borger 
Sokunlhea Hem Ou, lown Colony 
Hemll P. Patel, Southlake 
Kathleen Ann Pearson, Plano 
(Cum l.aude) 
Hector M. Ramirez, St3nton 
Matthew Lee Reagan, The Woodlands 
(Cum l.a11de) 
Sadie Louise Rttd, Beihel, ME 
Nicholas John Ristow, Plano 
Andtts Robles, Odessa 
Joseph Eric Sanders, Kingwood 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Andrew James Shupe, Allen, 
Nicholas Stafford Smllh, Midland 
Nicholas Rutherford Splnhlrne, Albuquerque, NM 
(Magna Cum l.aude) 
Beau Joseph St Piette, Aledo 
(Cu m l.aude) 
Louis Fred Stoutenburg, Lubbock 
Brian Mlchael Tomancc, Victoria 
Andrew Glenn Tompkins, Longview 
(Cum Laude) 
Jared Mlchael Vise, Flower Mound 
(C11mLaude) 
Aaron Joseph Walsh, Keller 
Kyle William Watson , Amarillo 
Scott Tyler Wood, Dublin 
(/11 Honors Srudles) 
IJllad Lutf Zaghmoot, Linlefield 
Francis Bassey Awalt, Lubbock 
Stephen Daniel Beall, Goincsvi!le 
(Summa C11m l.aude) 
Kelly Wayne Blackwood, Crane 
(Cumloude) 
Andrew Mlchael Bridges, Hot Springs, AR 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Christopher Robert Coley, Odessa 
Dustin Eudcne Cummings, Denver City 
(Magna Cum l.aude) 
Adam Clayton Cunyus, Van Alstyne 
John Daniel G<lna. Houston 





















































Mechanica l Enginttring 
Mechanic-JI Engineering 















Jla<hdor of Science (continued) 
Luke Poeschd Hamm, El Dorado, KS 
Don Nicholas BlneS, Texarkana 
ChrlstOPber L Hodge, AmariUo 
lffl w.yne Jackson, Rockspnngs 
l)UStln Richard Muks, Tucumacari, NM 
(Mag"" cum Laude) 
t.onclon W1lllam Mat1ii>, Friona 
l'dCl'Wllllam Osborne, Clint 
Brian AndreW Simmons, Farmington, NM 
(CUmlaude) 
Jaron Paul Simon, Midland 
coll.EGE OF HUMAN SCIENCES 
MCHELQR OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
Bobby I.dab Andenon, Clovis, NM 
iauta Denny Anderson, Tyler 
(Mag"" Cum Laude) 
MdllSa Anne Bachmeyer, Richardson 
(CUmwwk) 
ErtcaJeanette Barnes, Ovilla 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Kdlcy Rene' Bownds, Midland 
Nicole Kristin Chisum, Dalhart 
ve,onlca Lynea Chuck, Fredericksburg 
JlllSUZannCCoX, Hobbs, NM 
Mooka Ann Cruz, San Antonio 
l[aulra Donette Gallman, Lozbuddie 
Alena.Ann Groves, San Antonio 
Jordan AH Hardin, Snyder 
{MIJ8"° Cum Laude) 
Elizabeth Pauline Jones, Lubbock 
]enn1fr:r Mule KD&<>rc, San Antonio 
llmbcrly Ann Lattal, Katy 
(Cumlaude) 
Sob,yna Danyd Luse, McKinney 
KaylohAnn Mackey, Brookesmith 
Elizabeth McCabe, Borger 
11r11a1 Nicole McGuire, Odessa 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Meredith Allloon Meyer, Dallas 
llariannc Leslie Moore, Lubbock 
Mercdlth Lee Morgan, Lindale 
(Cumwude) 
Nalalle Brooke Newman, Tyler 
s«q,lwlle Lynn Pearec, Lubbock 
Clulodnc Franecs Pigg, Tyler 
(Cum Laude) 
Ashley Carol Sloglccon, Georgetown 
Jamie Sioux Taylor, Quitaque 
ll<tlwly Ann Vcscllla, Austin 
(Gllm iaUfk) 
Ashley Embleton Voss, San Antonio 
Starla Lee Wuttn, Iraan 
lltlll)' Allison WIid, Lubbock 
B&CBl!IDR OF saENCE 
Miry Elizabeth Battolowits, f o rt Wo nh 
c-tney Lynne Bcyrand, Houston 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
· Emily Elizabeth Blallcly, Houston 
l'hilneyPalge Boatright, Amarillo 
. l!umma Cum Laude) 
Sima Lynn Bond, San Antonio 
llr1lner Lane Bowen, Horseshoe Bay 
(CUm laude) 
C&rltoeJoAnn Bowman, Friendswood 
~mma Cum Laude) 
lara&Jeodte Bratton, Dallas 
(Gllm lau,k) 
la1le Ann Barnhart, Weatherford 
Wmdi Gwynn Moore-Britt, Lubbock 
llandl Gibson Burkett, Ft Worth 
/llqgna Cum Laude) 
Ally!on Stephanie Carriere, Amarillo 
lla,y MichdJe Castillo, Snyder 
llblrMarie Cavnos, Victoria 
Sbcnna Marie Chapman, Paradise 
lain Diane Chavania, Lubbock 
(CUmlaude) 
.lask:a-Lynnc Coleman, Elgin 
Gl/agna Cum l.aude) 
~ El12abcth Crawford, Lubbock 




























































Lori Ann Cummings, Akron, OH Early Childhood 
Camille Ellen Daley, Fort Wonh Early Childhood (Summa Cum Laude) 
Jessica Payton Dea, Snyder 
(Cum Laude) Early Childhood 
Brandy Deleon, Idalou Early Childhood 
Ashley Brooke Dorow, Levelland Early Childhood (Magna Cum Ulude) 
Ashley lcaAnn Duncan, Arlington 
(Magna Cum Laude) Early Childhood 
l.atovaJana' Elm.ore, Levelland Early Childhood (Magua Cum Laude) 
Nicole Dyann Ferguson, Lubbock Early Childhood 
Danie lle Lauren Fischer, Albuquerque, NM Early Childhood (Cum Laude) 
Tua Ann Flanagan, Corpus Christi Early Childhood 
J aye Lynn Flowers, Aledo Early Childhood 
Jennifer Anne Gallagher, Katy Early Childhood (Magna Cum Laude) 
Undsay Blair Gowing, Dallas Early Childhood 
Molly Kendall Greggcrson, El Paso Early Childhood (Magna Cum Ulude) 
Teresa Ana Gutierrez, Lubbock Early Childhood (Magna Cum I.Aude) 
Jennifer Ano Hardln, Vemon Early Childhood 
Sandra Jean Harper, Merkel Early Childhood 
(Summa Cum Laude} 
Amber Shea Harrison, Eastland Early Childhood 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Rebecca Ann Hartmann, Houston Early Childhood 
(Magua Cum Laude) 
Megan Afton Heimann, Kenville Early Childhood 
Megan Jenae Henderson. Wheeler Early Childhood 
(Magua Cum Laude} 
Rhianna Bliss Hodges, Slaton Early Childhood 
(Cum Laude) 
Undscy Nicole Hurs~ Amarillo farly Childhood 
(Cum Laude) 
Brittnec Nicole Hutson, Sweetwater Early Childhood 
Brandl Renee Jackson, Spade Early Childhood 
(Magua Cum Laude) 
Christina DawnJohnson, Kingwood 
(Cum Laude) 
Early Childhond 
Jennifer Marie Johnson, Garland 
(Cum Laude) 
Early Childhood 
Kayla Starr Jones, Tatum, NM 
(Cum Laude) 
Early Childhood 
Regina NkolcJones, San Amonio Early Childhood 
Amy Owen Kautz, Dallas 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Early Childhood 
Catherine Leigh Kocks, Dalbs Early Childhood 
Kdlle Elizabeth Lambert, Austin Early Childhood 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Mlsty Dawn Langencckert, Houston Early Childhood 
(Cum Laude) 
Heather Malinda I.a Rue, Clovis, NM Early Childhood 
(Cum Laude) 
Heidi Denise Leonhard, Goldthwaite Early Childhood 
Melissa Ann Uscll. Plano Early Childhood 
Cory Beth Little, Gr.ind Prairie Early Childhood 
(Cuml.cmde) 
Leah Marie Long-Royal, Austin Early Childhood 
(Summa Cum Ulude) 
Victoria Diana Muburger, Shallowater Early Childhood 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Sandi Leigh Martinez, Lamesa Early Childhood 
(Cum Laude) 
Mlstl DcAnn McCorllle, Coleman Early Childhood 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
Kayla Frances McCravcy, Eldorado Early Childhood 
(Magna Cum Ulude) 
Christina Louise McGousJi, George1own Early Childhood 
Sara C. Messer, Lubbock Early Childhood 
Cheryl Leigh Milllcan, Lubbock Early Childhood 
Melissa Susan Mims, Lubbock Early Childhood 
(Cum Laude} 
Elizabeth Dale Mixon, Amarillo Early Childhood 
(Cum Laude) 
Ashlee Elizabeth Morris, Katy Early Childhood 
Amanda Elizabeth Nations, Levell•nd Early Childhood 
Kristy Lyn Nichols, Spring Early Childhood 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Megan Lauren Pedigo, Amarillo Early Childhood 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Amy Dian Phillips, San Antonio Early Childhood 
Stacey Rayann Friec, Lubbock Early Childhood 
(Summa Cum Ulude) 
Sarah Muy Prose, Lubbock Early Childhood 
(Cum Laude) 
Bachelor of Science (continued) 
Jessica Ray Ramsey, Houston 
(Magna C"m La"de) 
laUttD Eliz.abeth Rex, Plano 
Reagan DttAnn Riley, Odessa 
Kathleen Rose Rim:, The Woodlands 
(S.,mma Cum La"de) 
laura Ellz.abeth lloss, Spring 
laura Gall Rutland, Tuscola 
(C.,mLaude) 
Kelly Diane Sargent, Wichita Falls 
Ashley Brooke Snvell, Lubbock 
(Magna C"m Laude) 
Alison Lc:e Showers, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Amy Michelle Smith, Cedar Hill 
Norma Della Soler, Dimmitt 
Unsey Rachelle Swanner, Sla1on 
Mel.lssaJan Vandc;ove, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Loryn Michelle Whlte, Lucas 
Dixie Deane Wiesehan, McAllen 
Mel.lssa Michelle Williams, Tulia 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
laura Marie Young, Carrolhon 
(Cum Laude) 
Shelby E!lzahdh Yowell, Brownfield 
(Summa Cum l.aude) 
Jcnnlftt Renee Box, Gunter 
(Cum Laude) 
Clcnna Beth carthel, Floydada 
(Cum Laude) 
Gcndc Marie Inmon, Slamn 
(Cum Laude) 
Nicole Michelle Matheu, Humble 
Cedlla Ann <:arrasco, Roswell, NM 
XlthaJo'Shae Ferguson, Brownfield 
(Magna Cum I.a"de) 
Leslie Ann Gana, Olney 
Hayley Jo Knox, Big Spring 
Nora N. Limas, Lubbock 
Mikki Lynn McMaster, Austin 
Janelle Rebecca Myers, Brownwood 
(Cumla.,de) 
laurcn Marie Reeves, Round Rock 
(Summa Cum /Aude) 
Jamie Lynn Sawyer, Clarendon 
Stephanie Beth SCSsler, Amarillo 
Amanda Lc:e Tucker, Vernon 
Heidi Rene• Word, Vernon 
Amy Eileen Ahascal, El Paso 
Jennifer Louise Accuardl•Klng, Lubbock 
Nkole Accn:do, Brownfield 
Erica Dawn Alaniz, Brownlield 
Kristen Marie Anderson, Dallas 
(Cum Laude) 
Stephanie Denise Anderson, Lubbock 
Prlscllla Chrlstella Arguelles, Lubbock 
Rebecca Edwards Balley, Sla1on 
Melissa Lea Baker, Lubbock 
April Nkole Balch, Dallas 
Candia Dlchele Beck, Lamesa 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Hollie Lynn Bcoeftcl, Fl Worth 
Tiffany Michelle Bird, Lubbock 
StepbanJ.e Renee Bone, Hewin 
(Cum Laud•) 
Marcie Anne Britten, Groom 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Christen Danielle Brokaw, Kingwood 
Lauren Renee Brown, Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Raquel Lozano Brown, Lubbock 
Sarah Nichole Burkett, Brownfield 
Evie Marie Burleson, Bellville 
(Cum I.aude) 
Josephine SahclJo Cheadle. San Anlonio 
Lydia Nicole Cheblno, Uvalde 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ccclly Lynn Chitwood, Lake Ransom Canyon 
(Summa Cum La1tde) 
Sean David Clark, Green River, WY 
Kristin Marie Clary, Colleyville 
Patricia Gayle Coleman, Borger 
Andrea Brooke Conroy, Grapevine 
Laci Kay Cornett, McCamey 
Carolyn Alecia Cox, Rowlett 



















family & Consumer Sciences 
Family & Consumer Sciences 
Family & Consumer Sciences 
Family & Consumer Sciences 
Food & Nutrition 
Food & Nutrition 
Food & Nu1rition 
Food & Nutrition 
Food & Nu1ri1ion 
Food & Nu1rition 
Food & Nutririon 
Food & Nutrition 
Food & Nutrition 
Food & Nutrition 
Food & Nutrition 
Food & Nutrition 
Human Development & Family Srudies 
Human Oevelopmenr & family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human DevelopmCnt & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Huma~ Development & Family Stud ies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Hum2n Development & Family Stud ies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Develo pment & Family Studies 
Human Development & f3mily Srudies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
H uman Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Developmenr & Family Studies 
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Lauren Alcce Crane, Houston 
(Cum I.aude) 
Darbie Lyn Croft, Irving 
Emily Gall CUrtls, Pampa 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jennifer Leslie DeGroot. Paris 
Kimberly Ann Dodson, Allen 
(CumLAude) 
Undsay Nicole Dowell. Llano 
Sarah Elizabeth Dowell. Aspcnnont 
Danielle Marie Dreps, Georgetown 
Karl Michelle Eckerle, Midlothian 
AmandaJana'e Edgar, Albany 
Laura Lee Eggleston, Plano 
Lorrcn Mlchlel Elenburg, Jacksboro 
Stephanle Angela Forkner, Lubbock 
Jennifer Elaine Foster, Hewitt 
Cassandra Recd Fowles, Katy 
Terrance Daniel Fred, Reno, NV 
Christian Huckabee Freeman, Lubbock 
Brian David Garbarini, Dallas 
(Magna c,,,n Laude) 
Irma ArcU Garcia, Ralls 
Mary Ellzahcth Gavin, Ft Worth 
(Magna Cum UJude) 
landa Allene George, Lubbock 
Dnonne Lamaar Glles, Newark, NJ 
Kendra Kristel Gonzalez, San Antonio 
(Cum I.aude) 
Danlclle Renee Gossett, 53n Antonio 
(Cum I.aude) 
Sarah Jane Grant, Lubbock 
Scott Randal Gray, Llttleficld 
Hillary A1115on Green, El Paso 
Clstl Nkole Greenwalt, Clovis, NM 
Amy Michelle Greer, Ada, OK 
Zachary Broclu:wan Grisham, Greenville 
Lucinda Dawn Hammons, Lubbock 
Elizabeth Marie Harris, The Colony 
Ashley Grace Harrison, San Antonio 
(Cum I.aude) 
Stacy Rd>ccca Hamson, Lubbock 
Marohn Niguel Hatch, Farmington, NM 
Serena Lyn Henley, Llttlefield 
Laura Denise Hensley, Kingwood 
(Cum Laude) 
Ronda Jo Henson, Greenfield, TN 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
JoAnna Beth Hcttcl, Brenham 
Amanda Grace Hill, Irving 
Joyce Ann HUI, Lubbock 
Tiffany Jean Hodges, Uvalde 
Stephanlc Diane Holland, Blackwell 
Candace Lanae Ingram, Friona 
Johnny Jamaa!Jackson, Bruce, MS 
Rebecca LynnJames, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Katie Lane Johnson, Rowlett 
(Cum Laude) 
Jenifer JeanJones, Lubbock 
Evan Ruth Kemp, Cedar Hill 
Lindsay Michelle Kimble, Joshua 
Melanie Lanette Lambert, Carrollton 
Lacy Sbca Landry, Harlingen 
(C"m Laude) 
Julie Marie tanghofer, Midland 
Kelli Rae tara, Carlsbad, NM 
Sarah Carol lawrcnce, Lubbock 
Ellen Kathleen Lehr, Odessa 
Amanda Louise Lindsay, Waco 
Tori Danielle Line, Texarkana 
(Cum I.aude) 
Lindsey Amery Lisman, Odessa 
Rebecca Elizabeth Utt, Dallas 
Shereefa Dion U oyd, Cloendon, Jamaica 
Esther Griffin Lucey, Bangor, ME 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Nicole Rachelle Luther, Dallas 
Johnnie F. Mack,Jr. , L'1keland, FL 
Jacqueline Michelle Madsen, Round Rock 
(Mag11a Cum Laude) 
Amber Nicole Mahan, Mineral Wells 
(Magna Cum I.aude) 
Amanda Dawn Marcott, Flower Mound 
CUrt:15 COt1ez Marshall, St Louis, MO 
Bryony Dawn Martin, Lubbock 
Jennifer Dawn Massey, Lubbock 
Robin Denise McOurc, Shallowarer 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Human Oevelopmem & 1:amily Studi~ 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Hum;an Dcvelop1nen1 & Family Studies 
Human Development & f:imily Studii:s 
H uman Development & family Studic:s 
Human Development & 1:amily Srudies 
Human Development & family Stud~ 
Human Development & F:imily Scud,CS 
H uman Dc.--vclopmt'nt & Family Sludics 
Human Dcvdopmenl & Family Studies 
Human Development & J::unil}· Studies 
l-luman Development & Famil}' Studies 
H uman Developmcm1 & famil>• S1udit~ 
Hum::m Developmen1 & 1:amil}' Sludics 
Human Development & F:unily S1ud1C£ 
Human Developmem & family Studit-s 
Human Developmcn1 1."< Family S1udics 
Human Dcvelopmt:nt & Family S1udics 
Human Development & F;unily Studies 
Human Developmcn1 & Family SrtKIK'S 
Human Development & f:unily Stud~ 
Hunun Oevelopmem & F:unily Srud~ 
Human Development & family S1udies 
Human Developmen1 & Famil}' StudiL'S 
Human Developmcm & Family Srud1cs 
Human Developmen1 & Famil)• Scud;es 
Hum2n Devdopment & F.imily Sludk.s 
Human Developmem .. ~ f:1mily Studies 
Human Development ,.'\: Familv Studies 
Human Oevdopment & famil)• Studies 
Human Developmen1 & Family S1udits 
Human Dcvelopmtnt & Family Studies 
Human Development & Famil)• SnM!ics 
Hum3n Development & t-·amily Studies 
Human Dcvelopmen1 & Family Sludies 
Human Development & F:11nily ScudiC$ 
Human Development & family Studies 
Human Developml'nt & Fa01ily Studies 
Human Development & Fumil)• Scuc:Ues 
l-luman Developmen1 & F:amily S1udits 
Human Development .. ~ family Su.KMCS 
l-luman Development & Farnily S1udits 
Human Ocvelopmcnl & 1:urnil)' Studies 
Human D evelopment & F:amily SNdif:S 
Human Development & f':1mily So.1did 
Human Development & Famil)• Scudits 
Human Developmem & f;1mil)· Scudits 
Hum3n Oevclopmcn1 & f,1milr S1uWb 
H uman Oevelopmen1 & f3mil)' S1udics 
Human Development & Familr Siud,es 
Human D evelopment & Familr Sludin 
Human Development & t-·,m1il)' Sludits 
Human Df!velopmenl & f3mil)' Studio 
Human Development & f3mil)' Said,es 
Human Devdopment & f3mil)• si• 
Hum3n Development & 1:3mily 5'uditt 
Human Developmen1 .. ~ Family 5(Udin 
Human Development & f:a111ily Stud-.es 
Human Development & Family Sf\idits 
Human Developmenl & F:m1ily Sludies 
Human Development & famil)· SnJditS 
Human Development & family Sluclin 
Human Development & Famil)• Stud":cs 
Human Development & f:imily Sludits 
Human Development & Famil)' SludicS 
Human Development & f3mil)' 5nN&'5 
Human Development & f:1milr ~~ 
Human Development & f3mil)' Stud~ 
Hum3n Development & Family Scud~ 
Human Developme1lt & famil)' Sru<f.ti 
Human Dcvelopmen1 & Family S1udd 
Bacl,elor of Science (continued) 
EUzab<th Shawn McConnlck, Dallas 
Mia Monique McEachem, Sweetwater 
eomuiey Beth McVey, Odessa 
NalAllcJade Mercer, Gainesville 
Ill~ Ann Meseke, Lubbock 
IAm'ffl ,ubJd8h Mlddkbrooks, Midlothian 
Mary Ra>ee' Mldl<lff, Midland 
J ... lca yown,cnd Miller, St. Joseph, MO 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Juan.culos Mojica, Lubbock 
Jaea,lc Kryltal Moore, Katy 
)bdJclAreta Morpn, Garland 
Andria Marie Mouton, Houston 
Jamie Lynn Mudra, Sugar Land 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
,ubley Brooke Mueller, Midland 
)lollyScollMuhlbach, Lufkin 
eaodlcc Nlcok Nall, Odessa 
Dorio AnD Neal, Levelland 
(Cum Laude) 
Jallc Diane Nino, Emory 
K!ml,uly Amid Norwood, Arlington 
Cbrlltopbcr Lee Nott, MclGnney 
J.AralJOD Owen, Plainview 
Deoa L,nnc Paden, Portales, NM 
A....,. Lynn Parks, Breckenridge 
Sltpballlc llachd Pea.non, Keller 
a,a.ooAnnPcrry, Mesquite 
K1mbcriy Joann PhlWps, Clyde 
by!DODd Quinton Pierce, San Benardino, CA 
1,1olly AnD Pope, Abilene 
Carl lldh Price, Lubbock 
V<ron1ca Hcnwtdcz Ramos, Lubbock 
llalUWl 11cncc Redden, Roswell, NM 
AJmec Mlchdk Reidy, Gainesville 
1a1 Pvramott Richey, Lubbock 
Mepn Anlle Robinson, Dallas 
Jamlla' Ruth Rojas, Lubbock 
Laltdlha Nicole Ross, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
lalpla Ken Roos, Hurst 
loolld Lovell Ross, Hobbs, NM 
Julie Ann Salinas, Helotes 
(S.mma Cum Laude) 
ld>erineJesslca Senn, Richardson 




Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family S1udies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family SlUdics 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Developmen1 & Family Studies 
Human Deve lopment & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Srudies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & f amily Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & F3mily Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Srudies 
Human Developmenc & Family Stud ies 
Hum3n Development & Family Srudies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Srudies 
Human Development & Family Stud ies 
Human Development & Family Stud ies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Murnan Development & F:imily Stud ies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Deve lo pment & Family Stud ies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Stud ies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Hum:rn Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & F:>:mily Studies 
Lallc Brooke Simers, Seminole Human Development & Family Studies 
Mdllla Morgan Sisk, Pl:1inview Human Development & Family Studies 
jaaon Byron Smith, Houston Human Development & Family S<udies 
CalberincEllzabcth Kar.unath, The Woodlands Human Development & Fnmily Studies 
JDUlegan Sneathen, Carlsbad, NM Human Development & Family Studies 
lallbe:Snlder, Kerrville Hum:in Development & Family Studies 
(CllmJ.aude) 
Allobl-Bnncllc Soto, Snn Antonio 
DeanB.Slanzlone, n, Clorendon 
llobcuaLynn Stennett, Bryson 
()(agnaCumlaude) 
Amber MlchdJc Taylor, Howe 
()lagna Cum Laude) 
)alkalauren Thompson, Midland 
()lagna Cum l.aude) 
ldnSbea Trantham, Lubbock 
/Mf18IIO Cum Laude) 
llmbttl! Allysa Ulmer, Abilene 
lrilnLceVld<cry, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
.\JidrtMarteWard, Borger 
Uodl Rene' Watts, Odessa 
Jao<M>rpreleWdch, Wylie 
Alltbooy James Wilbanks, Plainview 
llary Allison Wilcox , Longview 
llmberly tauren Williams, Kerrville 
(0.mJ.aude) 
S..ba Renee Ybanez, El Paso 
Chriotopher !lllchacl Young, Amarillo 
baaneNodkYoung,Lubbock 
Cbr!stioa Marie Zlcagllo, Plano 
l!aler&eAun Bevers, Lubbock 
li)aaJay Blair, Mansfield 
Im Ryan Bohn, Sunray 
lblban llichKJ. Bowens, Mariello, GA 
ilamldAllen Buell,Jr., Kerrville Cllasna Cum Laude) 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human De velopment & Family Studies 
Human Developme nt & family Studies 
Human Develop me nt & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Developme nt & F::imily Studies 
Human Develop me nt & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & Family Srudies 
Human Deve lo pment & F:unily Studies 
Human Development & Family Studies 
Human Development & family Studies 
Human Develop me nt & Family Srud.ies 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financ ial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal financial Planning 
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George Albert Centeno, San Antonio 
Martin Paul Cobos, Flower Mound 
Jennifer Lee Coe. Lubbock 
Danlelle K Colorado, Lubbock 
Thomas Daniel Coomes, m. Dallas 
nffany JoAnn DeNitto, Levelland 
Lindsay Shae Elwood, Powell, WY 
Tameika Renee Gaines, Dallas 
Valerie Lynn Green, Southlake 
Joshua Hernandez, Lubbock 
Erle William Kalmbach , Spring 
Amy Marie Kamradt, Krum 
Lindsey Renee Methvin, E,irly 
(Cum Laude) 
Kevin Arthur Nelson, HoustOn 
Klint Ray Olive, Kingwood 
Christi Nichole Peck, Levelland 
Michael Frederick Slier, Fon Worth 
Marcella Karee Soules, San Antonio 
William Carson Taylor, Plainview 
Amanda Marie Tovar, El Paso 
Erle William Waugh, El Paso 
Jeremy Jondcll Wheeler, Dallas 
Naomi Jean Wood, Las Cruces, NM 
(Summa Cum I.Aude) 
Adrienne Nicole Woodlock, Abilene 
Tahlra Syed All, Longview 
Lindsay Beam Anderson, Albuquerque, NM 
Jenny Fawn Beason, Mesquite 
David Tighe Bohac, Dallas 
Undscy J ean Brown, Austin 
Rebecca Lee Burson, Dalhart 
Andrew Ryan Butler, Abilene 
Che ng•yu Chan. Taipei. Taiwan 
Cody Keith Charles. Houston 
(Cum ltmde) 
Tracy Lauren Cox, Odessa 
Grade Deras, Corpus Christi 
Dillon Patrick Drake , Missouri City 
Anna Marie Edwards, Plono 
(Cum Laude) 
Randal Alan Ferguson, Cedar Hill 
Mark Andrew Gangler. Grand Prairie 
Thomas Edward Gardner, Jr •. Dallas 
Timothy John Griffin, HouSlon 
Thaddeus Robert Guseman, Hereford 
Randy Lee Guzlnsky, Plano 
Reese Taylor Hanford, Lubbock 
Todd David Reath. Plano 
Kelley Anne Hester, Tomball 
Richard Alvin Hodges, Williamsburg, VA 
Diana Elizabeth Rolland, Dallas 
Haley Ann Horridge, Longview 
Robet-t Chase Jones, Lubbock 
Amanda Jo Kious, Weslaco 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Trevor Wayne Lee, San Antonio 
Lesley Ellen Lyncb, Temple 
Kelly Lynn McAllstcr, Fort Worth 
Darin Luke Mlcbalk, Bay City 
Micah Erin Miller, Guymon, OK 
lance Justin Monteleone, Big Spring 
Jeremy Danlcl Pettit, Plano 
Jeff Wade Pirkle, Kerrville 
WUllam Derck Reader, Hobbs, NM 
Charles Blalce Roder, HouS1on 
Maxwell Benson Roesh. The Woodlands 
Michael Thomas Russell, Dallas 
Undy Shea Tollcson, Gruver 
Tai Breanna To llett. Plainview 
Matthew David Tucker, Sloton 
Landon Kase Turner. Sugar Land 
Talitha Joy Walke, Abilene 
Nlcholaus James Zapalac, Sugar Land 
(Cum Laude) 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Fin2ncial Planning 
Personal Fin~mcial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Persona.I Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financi:il Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
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Personal Financial Planning 
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Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Persona.I Financial Pla nning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal Financial Planning 
Personal financial Planning 
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Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Man3gemen1 
Restau rant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel. & Institutional Manage ment 
Restaurant, Ho<el. & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hote l, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant. Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restauran1, Hor.el, & lnscitutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel. & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & lnstinuional M2nagement 
Restauram, Hotel, & Institu tional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & lnstitu1ional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & lnstirutional Mam1gement 
Restauram, Hotel, & lnstirulional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hcxel, & lnstirutionaJ Management 
Restaurant, Hotel , & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & lnstirutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel , & Jns1itu1ional Manage ment 
Restaurant, HOlel, & lnstirutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & InstinJtional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hore!, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institu1ional Management 
Res1aurant, Hotel, & lnstitutiona.1 Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Jnscirucional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Man3gement 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restauran1, Hotel, & Ins1itu1ional Management 
Restaurant, Hocel, & lnstilution:tl Management 
Restaurant, Hotel. & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Jnstirutional Management 
Resuurant, Ho<el, & Ins<itutional Man3gement 
Res1auran~ Hotel , & Jnstirutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Man3gement 
Resl3urant. Hotel, & Institutional Man3gement 
Restaurant. H0<el, & lnsti1ucional Management 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Manage ment 
Restaurant, Hotel, & Institutional Man:agement 
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Restaurant, Hotel, & lnslitutional Management 
COLLEGE OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
BACtlELOR OF ARTS 
Aimee Renea Allred, Lubbock 
(Cum l.a11de) 
Carrie Elizabeth Andc,son, Vernon 
Patras Andrew Barcas, The Woodlonds 
Christoph er Gabriel Bermea, Lubbock 
Joe A. Blanco, Seagraves 







Bachdor of Arts (continued) 
Mariano.c Frances Buchanan, Texarkana 
(C11mLaude) 
Joe Robert Fairless, Aledo 
Justin Todd Gerald, Brownwood 
Corey Joe Gerstner, Burkburne1t 
(CumLa11de) 
Alexandra Nicole Hewitt, Austin 
(In Honor, Studies) 
Abby Elizabeth Holcomb, Amarillo 
Elizabeth Grace Hol~ Olpitan, NM 
Erin Elizabeth lemons, Wellington 
Tara Lynn Lok, Katy 
Elkn FalTah McKinney, Mckinney 
(C11mLa11de) 
Morgan Wren Mllltt, Lubbock 
Hlban Antonio Morales, Bryan 
Kevin Andrew Smith, Pampa 
Erica Yvette S1110llk, Austin 
Haley Erin Sprott, College Station 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Chelsea Nicole Spruill, Spring 
(Cum Laude) 
Jeana Leanne Stone, Sugar Land 
Jarett Lee Teston, San Angelo 
Mcllssa Marie Vogel, Houston 
Jessica Leigh Waage, Austin 
Laurd Leigh Whitehead, Cleburne 
Salman Aziz Ahmed, Dallas 
Suzanna Lee Beck, Lubbock 
Andrew Douglas Bell, Cleburne 
Christal Lee Bennett, C.rrollton 
Brlcklln Alexandria Bernard, Richardson 
Anna Lauren Clonts, Knox City 
David Trey Coleman, Dallas 
(Cum Laude) 
Lucas Benito Flores, Anton 
Katherine Deborah Hepburn, Schenz 
(C11m Laude) 
Sabra Leann Jennings, Cranbury 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Justin Layne Klcschnlck, Vernon 
Christy Lee Lewis, Odessa 
Undscy Marie Miller, Albuquerque,NM 
E1lzabctb Peluse, Arlington 
(Cum Laude) 
Catherine Ellzabcth Powdl, The Woodlands 
(Cum Laude In Honor, Studies) 
Rana Sharka,wy, Dallas 
Donald PhlWp Skldmore, Auburn, WA 
Pamela Anne Smith, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum La11de) 
David Michael Wiechmann, Lubbock 
Stacy Ann Bristow, Graham 
Kedy Ann Miller, Lubbock 
Brandl Nicole O'Ncal, Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Lance Ryan Riley, Amarillo 
(C11mLa11de) 
Jacquelyn Lee Scrivener, Austin 
Tabitha Elizabeth Thayer, Uwlde 
(Magna C11m Laude) 
Katherine Christina Amerson, Amarillo 
Whlttney Elizabeth Bevington, Amarillo 
Gina Elizabeth Blondlllo, Houston 
Klmbcrly Joy Booher, Kyle 
(Cum Laude) 
Cody Paul Brock. Sundown 
Erin Lindsay Coe, Houston 
Hilary Leah Coker, Arlington 
(Cum Laude) 
Kiley Michelle Crabb, Dallas 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Michelle Marie Davis, Austin 
Claudia MarJcnc De I.a Torre, Houston 
Amy Nicole Elder, Lampasas 
(Cum Laude) 
Lyndsey Paige Escobar, San Antonio 
(Magna Cum La11de) 
John Michael Evans, Howe 
Jacqudlne Sierra Ey, Round Rock 
Sarah Leigh Floerke, Lampasas 
(Cum laude) 
Cody Blalr Gaines, Dalhart 
lbchcl Lynn GrilJ\n, Arlington 
Heathe r JamWe Hand, Friona 
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Emily Marcotte Hcldenrdch, H ouston 
James Tyler Higgins, Monahans 
David Allen Hill, Houston 
Emlly ElizabcthJackson, HouSton 
Julie Alli.son Jay, Midland 
Andrea EllzabcthJoachlms, Vancouver, WA 
Usa Christine Johnson, Plano 
Lindsey Jade Jones, Midland 
Christopher Jordan Keffer, Eas~and 
(Cum Laude) 
Holly Beth Kennedy, Lubbock 
{Summa Cum Ulude) 
Whitney Caroline Klsclls, Dallas 
Mcghan G. lalrscn, Richardson 
Amanda Lynn Luster, Cisco 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Michelle Therese Ma, Plano 
Stefanie Leanne Madison, Carrollton 
Kevin Christopher Martinez, Lubbock 
Mindy Tabitha McNcal, Lubbock 
Krystal Michelle Medley, Lubbock 
Cristina Andrea Mueller, Albuquerque, NM 
Brian Louis Muns, Houston 
Kara Marie Nletlng, Mansfield 
Kobl L Nix, Midland 
(S1mm1a Cum Laude) 
Drew Fabian Pennington, Mineral Wells 
E.lwtbcth Anne Roll, Fort Wonh 
Colby Moore Rose, Kerrville 
(Cumlaude) 
Jessica Nicole Schwartz, Longview 
Ruben Adrla.n Sierra, El Paso 
Nadine Abigail Spindler, Kingwood 
Ryan David Stalnaker, Richardson 
(Cum laude) 
Andrew Joseph Stevens, Houston 
MclCcnscy Cooper Stewart, Georgetown 
Tanner McCain Sykes, Ballinger 
January Lynn Tejeda, San Antonio 
April Michelle Temple, Weatherford 
Jessica Erin TIiiey, Lubbock 
Emily Kay Winkler, Dallas 
Robin Slobwui Wood, Amarillo 
Amy Nicole Wooten, Uano 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Nathan Hayes Boyd, Lubbock 
Tebbl Jo Burley, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Brett Thom.as Davidson, Lubbock 
Addison Douglas Downey, Claremone, OK 
Erin Marie Estnda, Lubbock 
Patricia Ann Ferrell, Annapolis, MD 
Sylvia Monika Gacek, Houston 
(Magna Cum laude) 
Eric Allen Glass, Austin 
Kade Amanda Greene, Liberty 
Marshall Aaron Hobby, Bedford 
William Patterson Irwin, Highland Village 
l.au.ttn Renee· Kattner, Longview 
Steven Mlchael Lindberg, Plano 
Michael Antonio Lorello, Bowie 
MarildaJanct Oviedo, Midland 
Zach C Rogers, Rowlell 
Russell Lynn Smith, Allen 
Charlie Stuckly Taboada, Houston 
Andrew Curtis WillJams, Lubbock 
Sandra Rae Vance, Universal City 




























































COllEGE OF VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Ccllnal.Agulrre, EIPaso 
(Cum laude) 
Kerri Ann Beckham, Monahans 
Amie LeAnn Sweatt, Austir\ 
Jacqueline Yvette Nicole Weaver, Houston 
Nathan Gllcs Futrell, Dumas 
Jonathan Charles Guez, Houston 
Charles Adron Farris m, Ozona 
Kenneth Coleman Gilchrest, Pflugerville 
(Cum Laude) 
Scott Jason Gryder, Brownfield 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Amber Michel Hail<, Houston 










9ACHJ!LQR OF FINE ARTS 
Pbilllp ea,Jlsle AmOs, Arlington 
MU)' AIJls<>D Bard, San Antonio 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
cald> AJldttw Berulett, Del Rio 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
JatA>n Jluab Bllllngsley, Midland 
EmllY Kriotine BuXkemper, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude in Honor Swdies) 
NlllA Cbantanapumma, Stephenville 
(Cum Laude) 
Grant Daniel Coss, Coppell 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Nicholas Benjamin Eckel, Garland 
c;barles Cyrus Henry, Odessa 
Mary EUzal,eth Koeth, Carrollton 
(Cum Laude) 
MJchad Thomas Lashford, Texarkana 
(Cum Laude) 
Holly D. Mabry, Temple 
Bdther Dawn Meyer. Howe 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
)lelloda Michelle Mungula, Seminole 
Audrey Lynn Norman, Mt. Vernon 
Jttbd Marie Oliver, Round Rock 
(Cum Laude) 
J..-rot Bragg Owen, Roswell, NM 
Jacque: Brandon Phllllps, Forth Worth 
Rus5d1Jamcs Ramey. Dallas 
Rd,ecca Ann Rapier, Allen 
(Cum Laude) 
lllc:lwd Chester Rlce, El Paso 
S<an A. Sanford, Katy 
Jason Paul Shasteen, Arlington 
Br<tt Dallas Stallings, Keller 
CheloeaJan Brown, Lubbock 
Christopher Lee Hull, POugerville 
Cbrist1Da Makaya Hutcheson, Lubbock 
LaunJewel Rttbstclner, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
irathryn Ann Schloabauer, Colleyville 
Jue Alan Unruh, Snyder 
Dustin Eric Wallace , Spade 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jim Brad Wllllams, Roscoe 
Ryan Edward Barbe, Southlake 
Xdley Dawn Beaman, Dumas 
(Cum /JJude) 
Jmtln Lee Cypert, Eula 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
CassandnJosephlne Gallegos, Lubbock 
llDdsay Lee Turman, Lamesa 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
lloodalne Clark Fox, Mcallen 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jeanlfer Lynne Packard, Pensacola, FL 
I.ladale Aldrich Cataldle, Mckinney 
}mnl1tt Jean Giffo rd. Austin 


































Theatre Ans - Acting 
Theatre Arts - Acting 
Theatre Arts - Acting 
The:nre Arts - Acting 
Theatre Arts - Acting 
Theatre Ans - Design Technology 





Michelle Lorraine Keith, La Vernia 
(Magna Cum la1rde) 
Kris Everit Kincaid. Lubbock 
Laara Rubio, El Paso 
Blythe D'Lyle Selman, Mcallen 
Aja Kathalyn Smlth, Lubbock 
Kristen Ann Vas!cek, Midland 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Joshua Kyle Armstrong, Manvel 
Christina Linn Biggs, San Antonio 
Karla Elizabeth Cook, Alvin 
(Summa Cum la11de in Honor Srudies) 
John Michael Denis, Fort Worth 
(Cum Laude) 
Raebel Lynn Dcvllle. Buda 
(Summa Cum Laude} 
Melissa Lynn Grant, Paris 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Amiee Lynn Hart, Canyon 
Genl.fer Marie Howard, George1own 
Lucian Clark Jlutcblnson m, Fritch 
Brandon Robert Kelly, Bellville 
Ashley Brianne Kerl. Plano 
(Magna Cum Laude in Honor Studies) 
Kclly Lynn Manbcws. Bakersfield , CA 
(Cum Laude) 
Josh Aaron Powell, Keller 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Robert George Rogers, San Anionic 
(Summa Cum Laude in Honor Studies) 
Jennlfer Joy Smithson, Katy 
Raebel Bryn Speer, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Stephen Thomas Strcaly, Corpus Christi 
Jon Thomas Thornhill, Albuquerque, NM 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Todd Daniel Waubob, Midland 
Bethany Ann Green, Borger 
(Summa Cum Laude In Honor Studies) 
Jacob Rance Beeman, Sugar Land 
Laura Ann earn er, Houston 
Jessica Lynn Goodllve. El Paso 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Meredl!h Clalre He ndrlcks-Yow,g, Pampa 
(Magna Cum l.aude) 
Samantha Aileen Keehn, Victoria 
(Summa Cum IAude) 
Celina Marie Lopc:t, Corpus Christi 
(Cum Laude) 
Kerry Rose McGlone, Lubbock 
J oseph Alan Schultz, San Angelo 
(Cum Laude) 
Amanda Laurie She pard, San Antonio 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jeremy Levi Stanley, Joshua 
(Cum Laude in Honor Studies) 
Scott Michael Strovas. Amarillo 





































Music Performance/Music Theory 
TEXAS TECH ALUMNI" 
ASSOCIATION 
TEXAS TECH COMMENCEMENT VIDEOS 
The Texas Tech Alumni Association would like to congratulate you on your ac-
complishment as you graduate today. We encourage you to order your Texas Tech 
commencement video (DVD or VHS) to commemorate your achievement, which 
are available for $45. With your video, you will also receive a one-year Alumni As-
sociation gift membership, which will assist you in staying connected to Texas Tech. 
To reserve your copy of today's ceremony, complete and mail an order form, located 
at one of the tables in the concourse. To learn more about the Texas Tech Alumni 
Association, visit us at www.techsan.org or call us at 806.742.3641 
••••• Candid 
... Color 
• I. Photography .. 
A professional photographer will be taking photographs of the gradu-
ates as they receive their diploma. To view and order photos please go 
online to www.candidcolorphotography.com 
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ACADEMIC DRESS AND PROCESSION 
Toe wearing of academic dress at commencement dates from the early history of the oldest universities somewhere 
in the twelfth or thirteenth century. Since educated people were almost always of the clergy, the black gown is 
somewhat of adaptation of the cope, a mantle of silk or other cloth worn by church dignitaries in processions and 
on other occasions. The long gown and cowl (similar to the academic hood of today) were worn by priests and 
monks for warmth in the cold medieval buildings. 
In the early centuries, a great diversity of color and style of cap, gown, and hood appeared in different universities 
of Europe. The European custom of wearing academic dress was later introduced atAmerican colleges. Not until 
after 1895 was a uniform academic code of dress adopted by most colleges and universities in the United States. 
Today, the black robe, hood, and cap are worn at most institutions of higher learning. 
• 
The gown is cut differently for the bachelor's, master's, and doctor's degrees. Usually the bachelor's robe has long 
pointed sleeves; the master's has closed sleeves, square at the end with a slit at the elbow; the doctor's is faced with 
velvet and has round open sleeves with three bars of velvet. 
The doctor's hood has side panels and is slightly longer than the one worn for the master's degree. The color used 
in the velvet border of the hood indicates the field of study. The velvet border is widest on the doctor's hood. The 
colors of the lining of the hood indicate the college or university that conferred the degree. For example, those 
who have received advanced degrees from Texas Tech University wear hoods lined with red and black. 
• 
The Oxford-the so-called mortarboard-is black and has a long tassel fastened to the center. The tassel is usually 
worr: pendant over the left front of the cap. Different colored tassels are often worn on the bachelor's and 
master's caps to indicate the type of degree. The tassel on the cap of the doctor's candidate, except for professional 
degrt·es, is either gold or black. The doctor's degree holders may also wear the velvet tam with a gold tassel as well. 
Cand·dates for the undergraduate degree will wear the tassel on the right side of the cap at commencement. After 
the d,!grees have been conferred, baccalaureate degree recipients will turn the tassel to the left side of the cap, thus 
showing that they are now graduates. Those graduates who have the OfficialTexasTechAlumniAssociation Class 
Ring are invited to turn their rings at this time, 
• 
All candidates who wear the red cord are honor students who possess a minimum 3.50 grade average and will 
graduate Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, or Summa Cum Laude. Texas Tech University has four university-
wide (10noraries: Golden Key, Mortar Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi. Candidates wearing the red 
cords have earned the Latin designations of cum Laude, magna cum Laude or summa cum Laude based on their 
cumulative grade point averages. Candidates wearing kite-shaped medallions are Honors College graduates earning 
a minimum of 24-hours of Honors coursework, with red ribbons indicating a notation of "With Honors" (non-thesis) 
and gold ribbons indicating a notation of "With Highest Honors" (thesis). 
The following is a list of colors established by the Intercollegiate Code to represent the different departments of 
learning. 
Maize ........... ........... Agriculture 
Blue-Violet ............ Architecture 
Russet .... .............. ........ Forestry 
Maroon ........... Human Sciences 
Dark Blue ................. Philosophy 
Sage Green ................... Physical 
White ..................... Arts, Letters 
and Humanities 
Drab .... BusinessAdministration 
Wac ................ ...... ..... . Dentistry 
Copper ......... ....... .... Economics 
tight Blue ................. Education 
Orange ................. .. Engineering 
Brown ..... ... .. ........... ..... FineArts 
Crimson ....... .. .......... Journalism 
Purple ................................. Law 
Lemon ........ .... ... Library Science 
Green .......................... Medicine 
Pink ................................. Music 
Apricot ......................... Nursing 
Silver Gray ... .. Oratory (Speech) 
Olive Green ............... Pharmacy 
Education 
Peacock Blue .................. Public 
Administration 
Salmon Pink ....... .. Public Health 
Gold-Yellow .................. Science 
Citron ................ ..... Social Work 
Scarlet.. .... Theology or Divinity 
Gray .... ....... .. Veterinary Science 
